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I t’s a crisp fall morning as a New York City College of Technology student leaves her apartment in the Bronx to head to class in Brooklyn. Her com-mute takes nearly two hours and includes a short leg on the bus and a 
longer leg on the subway; while the morning rush hour can be crowded, she 
gets on the subway early enough in its route that she can usually get a seat. 
Some days she spends the commute just listening to music or reading for fun, 
though other days she’ll review schoolwork on her smartphone, reading a 
screenshot she took of online course materials so she has access to them while 
the subway is underground.
Meanwhile, in North Carolina, a UNC Charlotte student gets ready to 
drive to campus for the day. Her commute takes about forty-five minutes door 
to door, and she parks on campus because she has paid the parking permit fee 
for the semester. Even with a permit the parking options on campus vary, and 
parking in part shapes the structure of her days. If she gets a parking place on 
the outskirts of campus, she’ll sometimes use her long break between classes 
to run errands, but if she ends up with a good parking spot she tends to stay 
on campus for the day, studying in the library between classes.
MAURA A. SMALE and 
MARIANA REGALADO
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Later that day, across the country in northern California, a Modesto 
Junior College student heads to work. He drives to commute between his 
work, school, home, and other responsibilities. While his commute isn’t long, 
he makes the most of his time in the car by listening to audio recordings of his 
course readings while he drives, though he admits that this multitasking can 
be somewhat distracting. He fits in studying and homework when and where 
he can: at work during slow times, at the college library during class breaks 
(which he prefers for its distraction-free environment), and at home in the 
evenings after the library is closed.
n  n  n 
Like these three undergraduates, the majority of American college students 
are commuters. While undergraduates who commute to campus are as diverse 
in their demographics as all college students, there are a number of important 
considerations specific to living off campus and commuting to school. Most 
notably, commuter students are much more likely than residential students to 
have responsibilities apart from their roles on campus. These responsibilities 
may be as basic as cooking their own meals, but they are also likely to include 
working full- or part-time, child care, family or community obligations, and 
more. Students who live off campus often must negotiate living spaces with 
family, roommates, or others outside of the learning institution. Moreover, 
the mode of each student’s commute may deeply impact her days, and possi-
bly involve a considerable time commitment. Yet, despite the large numbers 
of commuter students in the United States, and the complexities of their lives, 
there is a need for research and publications on the “overlooked majority” of 
commuter college students (Biddix 2015; Dugan et al. 2008), and, specifically, 
on how academic libraries serve this population.
In this volume we bring together studies undertaken by librarians and 
researchers at community and baccalaureate colleges and universities from 
locations across the United States, covering commuter institutions and those 
with both commuter and residential populations. Each chapter is a case study 
of research on serving commuter students at a particular institution, encom-
passing a detailed description of the research methods used, analysis of what 
was learned during the research, and specific interventions or changes made 
in library services, resources, or facilities as a result. Taking into account the 
lived experiences of commuter students at our institutions can enable librar-
ians to design and develop services, resources, and facilities to best meet the 
needs of these students.
DEFINING UNDERGRADUATE COMMUTER STUDENTS
Contrary to the popular view of “traditional” college students—those who are 
between 18 and 24 years old and who live in dormitories or residence halls on 
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their college or university campus—the National Center for Education Statis-
tics (NCES) reports that close to 87 percent of students at U.S. colleges and 
universities are commuters (NCES 2012). Yet, while most students commute, 
they have not been the focus of research studies to the same degree as have 
“traditional” students. There is no single definition of commuter college stu-
dents; rather, the broad category of “commuter” incorporates a wide range of 
attributes and many nuances, as the case studies in this volume explore.
The NCES subdivides the commuter student population into those who 
live off campus with their parents, just under 37 percent, and those who live 
off campus but not with their parents—about 50 percent of all undergrad-
uates (NCES 2012). However, these categories do not encompass all of the 
potential variation in commuter students’ living arrangements. Students may 
live in campus housing for their first year before moving to housing that is not 
owned by the university, though remaining close to campus. Others may live 
in residence halls that are owned by the institution but are far enough away 
from the main areas of campus to require a commute by car or bus. Students 
who live off campus may live with roommates or with extended family. For the 
purposes of this discussion, commuters are students who do not live in college- 
provided housing on campus, for them, “home” is a place independent from the 
institution, no matter what their physical distance from the institution is.
The National Survey of Student Engagement (NSSE) further differenti-
ates between commuters who walk to campus and those who drive (Jacoby 
2015a, 290). Yet this distinction does not take into account differences in 
commuting to colleges in urban, suburban, and rural areas, including tran-
sit times. In urban areas, where more American undergraduates attend col-
lege than in all suburban and rural areas combined (Florida 2016), reliance 
on public transportation may supersede the distinction between walking or 
driving to campus (Clark 2006, 3). Suburban students or those on physically 
large campuses may also rely on intra-campus or public buses, especially if 
they cannot afford to drive; other transportation options include carpooling, 
car-sharing, or bicycling. Intriguingly, recent research suggests that many stu-
dents do not consider those who live close enough to campus to walk there to 
fit into the category of “commuters” (Badger 2014). The cost and reliability 
of transportation can seriously affect students’ opportunities to participate 
in their academic commitments (Jacoby 2015a, 292). Indeed, understanding 
students’ commutes is highly relevant to their experiences in our institutions 
(Clark 2006; Delcore, Mullooly, and Scroggins 2009).
Adding further to this complexity, commuter students are typically found 
to share at least some of the characteristics of nontraditional college students 
(Jacoby 2015a, 290; Newbold, Mehta, and Forbus 2011), who are defined as
being independent for financial aid purposes, having one or more 
dependents, being a single caregiver, not having a traditional high 
school diploma, delaying postsecondary enrollment, attending school 
part time, and being employed full time. (NCES 2015, 1)
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While there is overlap between the categories of commuter and nontradi-
tional students, considering them as coterminous elides their distinctions. For 
example, most students work for pay at some point in college, though not all 
students work full-time (Alfano and Eduljee 2013). Furthermore, students at 
predominantly or solely commuter institutions may share a majority of char-
acteristics with their “traditional” peers at residential campuses, such as age 
(18–24), work status (part-time or not at all), and enrollment status (full-time).
However, many commuter students have responsibilities outside of their 
academic work, sometimes quite significant and time-consuming ones (Burli-
son 2015; Perna 2010). They may work part-time or full-time, and it is likely 
that their jobs are off campus. They may care for children, siblings, parents, or 
other family members. Commuters who remain in their homes and commu-
nities are more likely to retain involvement in nonacademic activities in these 
locations, such as participating in religious communities, volunteer work, or 
other community commitments. These activities are often valued by students, 
but may constrain their time available for on-campus commitments beyond 
their coursework.
Institutions with a majority of residential students may not be as wel-
coming to their commuter students, since “facilities, class schedules, and cam-
pus life are still frequently designed to suit traditional-age, full-time, often 
residential students” (Jacoby 2015b, 9). Even those colleges and universi-
ties in which most or all students commute may lack accommodations that 
could benefit commuter students specifically; for example, clustering required 
courses to reduce the number of days on which students must come to cam-
pus, or offering facilities and services specifically for students who cannot 
return to their homes during the school day or who are primarily on campus 
on evenings and weekends. Considering support networks for commuter stu-
dents—both on campus and in students’ lives outside of the institution—as 
well as advisement and orientation for commuter students can help amelio-
rate their marginality (Jacoby and Garland 2004). While the chapters in this 
volume explore the ways in which academic libraries can support commuter 
students, it is useful to consider previous case studies on the commuter stu-
dent experience.
RESEARCH ON THE COMMUTER STUDENT EXPERIENCE
Since commuters are such a large percentage of college students overall, ex - 
amining research on them can add context to inform our understanding of 
the spaces, resources, instruction, and other services that academic librar-
ies provide. Much published research has focused on commuters who are in 
the minority of students enrolled at predominantly residential institutions. 
Overall, literature on the experiences of commuter undergraduates is primar-
ily concerned with discussion of student engagement and academic success.
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Student Engagement and Academic Success
Student engagement has been shown to positively impact the standard mea-
sures of student success, including grade point average (GPA), year-to-year 
retention rate (also referred to as academic persistence), and graduation rate. 
As defined by the NSSE, student engagement includes both “the amount of 
time and effort” students spend on academics as well as “how the institution 
deploys its resources” to provide students with opportunities “to participate 
in activities that decades of research studies show are linked to student learn-
ing” (NSSE 2017).
Nearly two decades ago, Jacoby (2000b, 4) expressed concern about com-
muter students’ involvement in their education, since “uninvolved students 
tend to not study enough, spend little time on campus, not be involved in 
student life, and have few contacts with faculty and fellow students.” She fur-
ther suggested that, despite educational goals that “are just as high as those 
of residential students,” commuters “simply cannot always make education 
their primary focus” (5). Kuh, Gonyea, and Palmer (2001, 1) reiterated that 
commuters are less involved in college life than residential students “who go 
away to college,” and that commuters are “distracted by too many competing 
demands on their time because of work or family commitments.” Using NSSE 
data, these authors concluded that “residential students were more engaged in 
effective educational practices and—in all likelihood—were benefiting more 
from their college experience” than were commuter students (6).
While Kuh, Gonyea, and Palmer (2001, 9) acknowledged that “the effect 
sizes are relatively small” in their research, the sense of commuter students as a 
population of concern within undergraduate institutions persists. While com-
muter students clearly have different attributes and needs than their residen-
tial peers, the continued framing of commuter students as a problem in need 
of fixing has permeated much research in the past two decades, despite many 
changes in higher education during that time. More recent research has begun 
to complicate and extend the picture of commuter students’ experiences.
A survey of students at a private college with a mixed commuter and 
residential population found that participation in extracurricular activities 
was lower for commuters than for residential students, and more commuters 
than residential students wished they were more connected with campus life, 
though some residential students wished for more connection as well (Alfano 
and Eduljee 2013). Institutional research at a large, predominantly commuter 
university revealed that in-state and Hispanic students were more likely to 
be commuters, while black students and those of higher socioeconomic sta-
tus were more likely to be residential. However, no significant difference was 
found for GPA and other academic success measures between commuter and 
residential students (Gianoutsos and Rosser 2014). Researchers who exam-
ined NCES data have also found that commuting had no significant effect on 
student persistence from the first to second year (Ishitani and Reid 2015, 22). 
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Finally, a survey at a large university examined commuters and distance trav-
eled and found no evidence that living farther away from campus impacted 
students’ GPA (Nelson et al. 2016).
A 2016 study using NSSE data to specifically examine living environ-
ments and student engagement significantly updates our understanding of 
the commuter student experience (Gonyea, Hurtado, and Graham 2017). This 
research found “subdued” effects of students’ living environment on a range 
of measures. While there was a positive effect for residential students on 
retention and graduation, there were negative effects on residential students’ 
psychological well-being in the first year especially, and inconclusive effects 
on cognitive outcomes, diversity attitudes, and academic self-concept. The 
researchers posit that commuter students in general are more engaged than 
in the past, and note that previous research did not account for the nuances 
between residential and commuter student experiences. They concluded by 
asserting that if “institutions have made headway in integrating off campus 
students into the academic and social community, then the benefits of living 
on campus have not declined, rather the ill-effects of living off campus have 
been attenuated” (21).
Student Identity and Multiple Life Roles
Several studies have examined identity in commuter undergraduates. A qual-
itative study by Clark (2005) at an urban commuter college highlighted stu-
dents’ inexperience with their roles as college students. This unfamiliarity 
prevented students from strategizing effectively; she suggested that “common 
experiences” and a focus on finding time and space to study can be effective 
ways to help students be successful. A survey of commuter students at a uni-
versity with a mixed commuter and residential population disclosed that com-
muters were more likely to be nontraditional students, worked more hours 
than residential students, and were less likely to participate in campus activ-
ities than residential students, confirming prior research (Newbold, Mehta, 
and Forbus 2011, 149). Results from a focus group and survey at a univer-
sity with both residential and commuter students focused on “the sources of 
[commuter students’] stress with college life and the coping strategies they 
employ” (Forbus, Newbold, and Mehta 2010). They found that while com-
muter students did report more stress, they had developed more effective 
strategies to deal with stress than had residential students.
A focus on commuter students’ identities and multiple life roles includes 
several studies that specifically examined aspects of student engagement. 
Research using NSSE results found higher engagement levels for black stu-
dents at an urban commuter university who were involved in Greek organiza-
tions, interacted often with faculty, and participated in cocurricular activities 
(Yearwood and Jones 2012). Studies at a private college and urban public 
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university with mixed residential and commuter enrollment explored living 
situations and family commitments that commuter students may have in 
addition to their required coursework. Findings revealed that students per-
ceive the support and understanding of their families to be important to their 
success, though a lack of family adaptation to a student’s academic role could 
be a challenge (Burlison 2015, 30; see also Badger 2014). A survey of freshman 
student adjustment at an urban commuter college also had mixed results: stu-
dent athletes found it easier to adjust to the social component of college, while 
women had an easier time adjusting to the academics of college than men 
(Melendez 2016).
Research on faculty perceptions of the experience of commuter students 
is also relevant to the study of commuter students’ experiences. Focus group 
research conducted with faculty at two commuter universities and a commu-
nity college suggested that faculty understood that working commuter stu-
dents have multiple life roles (Ziskin, Zerquera, and Torres 2010, 11), realized 
the many challenges of working students, and knew about student strategies 
and their lives (Zerquera, Ziskin, and Torres 2016). Interviews conducted with 
faculty at several urban commuter colleges revealed similar insights (Smale 
and Regalado 2014). Interestingly, while faculty acknowledge that students 
“compartmentalize these roles, . . . findings also suggest that these faculty and 
practitioners believe students should compartmentalize their multiple roles 
to promote their academic success” (Ziskin, Zerquera, and Torres 2010, 11, 
emphasis added). Further, most of the faculty interviewed had a traditional 
college experience themselves, which required them to adapt their under-
standing of their students’ lives (12).
Students and the Commute
The student experience while commuting has also been the focus of a few 
studies. In interviews with urban students who use public transportation, 
researchers found that many students were eager to take advantage of com-
mute time for schoolwork, though the realities of crowded buses and subway 
cars could make this difficult (Regalado and Smale 2015a). These students 
were more likely to engage in reading or writing than the average urban public 
transit commuter (Lopatovska et al. 2011). Latino commuter students inter-
viewed at a large university shared their concerns about “the high level of traf-
fic, taking the bus to school, and the amount of time and energy involved in 
commuting to campus” (Hernandez 2002, 75). A study of the scholarly activi-
ties of undergraduates in suburban California found that they often used their 
cars as private study spaces while on campus (Delcore, Mullooly, and Scrog-
gins 2009). Other studies of students who drive to campus have found high 
levels of stress among students who drive, stress that is related to traffic and 
the need to find parking in particular (Forbus, Newbold, and Mehta 2010).
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Technology and Commuter Students
Though technology is especially relevant to academic libraries, research on 
com muter student experiences has not explored the impact of technology on 
higher education, especially the development of the Internet, instructional 
technology, and personal mobile devices like smartphones. Some scholars 
have suggested that technology might be used to increase the amount of con-
tact between faculty and commuter students, both to “create academic com-
munity” and to increase “student learning outside the curriculum” (Kruger 
2000, 66) and between the institution and commuter students, especially 
by using social media to promote programs and events and to provide useful 
information (Yearwood and Jones 2012, 122). Recent surveys of U.S. college 
students’ technology use reveal that undergraduates own more computing 
devices than does the population as a whole, and that they “use their devices 
extensively and view them as important to their academic success” (Brooks 
2016, 5). Other studies found that students “prefer courses that use tech-
nology” (Buckenmeyer et al. 2016), and that commuters in particular rely on 
their smartphones to complete schoolwork while in transit (Smale and Regal-
ado 2017). Ultimately, many hope that technology may be used to increase 
commuter students’ engagement with the institution (Kretovics 2015; Year-
wood and Jones 2012). However, it is important to note the persistence of 
the digital divide in the United States: smartphone ownership and home 
broadband access decrease along with household income, and in 2016 only 64 
percent of those with household incomes of less than $30,000 a year owned 
a smartphone (Rainie 2017). This unequal access may hinder commuter stu-
dents especially.
COMMUTER STUDENTS IN ACADEMIC LIBRARIES
Understanding the practices of commuter students in college and university 
libraries is critical to planning and deploying resources and services to meet 
their needs. Previous research on commuter students in the academic library 
literature has centered on three themes: the library as place, studies of infor-
mation literacy and library instruction for commuter students, and technol-
ogy that commuter students use for their academic work.
A number of studies have acknowledged the important role that academic 
libraries play as a place for student work on campus, and have sought to under-
stand how commuters use their academic libraries in order to better serve 
those students. Some have focused on or revealed insight into subgroups of 
the commuter student population. Qualitative research with Hispanic stu-
dents at an urban university revealed that they “are trying to balance work 
and school, spend significant time commuting, and have limited access to 
quiet space for studying”; they highly valued the library as a study location 
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(Green 2012, 97). A recent study using ethnographic methods at a small, 
urban, primarily commuter college at which a majority of students are black 
and female found that commuter students appreciated the library as a place 
to build community, though they acknowledged the tension between collabo-
rative work and the need for quiet work space (Manley 2015). Research at an 
urban commuter college examined student use of the 24-hour study space, a 
new service offered during finals week, and learned that the heaviest users 
of the study space tended to be younger and full-time students early in their 
college careers who lived with their parents (Richards 2016, 11).
Other research has examined multiple institutions and libraries reveal-
ing both specific, local needs as well as common themes. Using surveys and 
seating sweeps, researchers in five Canadian academic libraries with a mix of 
commuter and residential populations suggested that “students perceive the 
combination of setting, resources, and community that the library provides as 
an incubator for learning and that, by virtue of being among these things, they 
believe they will learn” (May and Swabey 2015, 790); this is congruent with 
findings from other studies (Khoo et al. 2016; Regalado and Smale 2015b). 
Research at an urban library that serves three predominantly commuter col-
leges also highlighted the centrality of library resources and services to their 
academic work; students requested more computers and more quiet space for 
studying (Brown-Sica 2012). A study of five regional, solely commuter cam-
puses of a state university system created a survey to learn more about the 
specific needs of each regional campus (Dryden and Roseman 2010). Impor-
tantly, some of these researchers were able to leverage their data to create 
renovation plans or add services to better meet the needs of their commuter 
students (Dryden and Roseman 2010; Brown-Sica 2012; Richards 2016).
While information literacy and library instruction is a heavily researched 
topic in academic libraries, there are few studies of information literacy spe-
cifically for commuter college and university students. Studies on library 
instruction at community colleges partially fill this gap, since the overwhelm-
ing majority of community college students are commuters rather than 
residential students. A review of the literature on the information needs of 
mature—that is, over age twenty-four—community college students reveals 
that they bring a range of prior experiences with libraries and information 
literacy (Zeit 2014). These authors suggest that a focus on the unique needs 
of these students, especially for those who don’t plan to go on to seek a bacca-
laureate degree, can contribute to their success in college and in their careers.
In recent years there has been an increasing focus on technology for 
information literacy and library instruction, and the use of technology more 
generally to support all students in academic libraries. Librarians at an urban 
commuter college note that commuter students rely heavily on mobile devices 
for their academic work, both on and off campus and on the commute. In 
order to accommodate and support these students, they began to offer library 
instruction specifically focused on using mobile devices to access the library 
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and do research (Havelka and Verbovetskaya 2012). Much has been writ-
ten about library support for online learning, and commuter students share 
some attributes of distance-learning students as well: they may have limited 
time on campus or fit their homework into times in their schedule when the 
library is closed, and thus may benefit from increased online access to library 
resources and services. Research on strategies to engage distance-learning 
students with the library—such as online reference available twenty-four 
hours a day, online tutorials and research guides, and embedding librarians 
into course websites or learning management systems—may also be relevant 
to commuter students in college and university libraries (Hedreen 2012).
ABOUT THIS BOOK
This book aims to make a significant contribution to the academic library lit-
erature by focusing specifically on research with commuter students, in order 
to help academic librarians understand the unique needs of commuters and 
contribute to their success in college. We have sought here to include a wide 
range of U.S. colleges and universities that serve commuter students. Insti-
tutions large and small from urban and suburban locations all over the coun-
try are represented. Some are solely (or almost solely) commuter campuses, 
while others serve a mix of commuter and residential students in varying 
proportions; flagship, regional, and single-campus institutions are included. 
The transportation that students use to attend these colleges and universities 
also varies, from driving with its attendant need for parking, to public trans-
portation like buses, subways, or regional rail, to bicycling or walking. Hous-
ing situations—determined in large part by the cost of living in a particular 
area—differ for students between and within these institutions, as does the 
availability of other spaces for students to engage in academic work, such as 
public libraries, their jobs, cafes, and parks, among others. These variations in 
space availability have an impact on commuter students that may not be felt 
among their residential counterparts. The studies in this book further seek to 
complement and complicate existing research on commuter students. Many 
of the researchers use qualitative methods of data collection and analysis, or a 
mix of qualitative and quantitative methods, which provide different insight 
into the lived experiences of commuter students than the primarily quantita-
tive research published in the higher education literature (Badger 2014).
The chapters in this volume present case studies of research on commuter 
students at college and university libraries. The chapters are organized by 
institution type, beginning with large universities with some residential stu-
dents, and moving on to institutions that almost exclusively enroll commuter 
students, most of which are community colleges. All chapter authors explain 
the research question or aim of the research project and describe the insti-
tutional context, with special consideration of the needs of commuter and 
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residential students for institutions that serve both. In addition to sharing 
the results of their research, chapter authors discuss what was learned during 
their studies with a focus on specific interventions or initiatives that have 
been undertaken (or are planned) in their libraries to better serve commuter 
students. Authors describe the research methods used in detail so that readers 
may replicate the research at their own institutions if desired.
In chapter 2, M. Sara Lowe, Willie Miller, and Paul Moffett share their 
work on two space assessment projects at the main library at Indiana Univer-
sity-Purdue University Indianapolis (IUPUI). Traditionally a commuter cam-
pus, IUPUI has substantially increased the number of residential students in 
the last decade, which has introduced new patterns of library use. Using both 
qualitative and quantitative methods, their research revealed important ways 
that the library could move ahead to best meet the changing needs of both 
populations of students.
Donna Lanclos and Rachael Winterling discuss the implementation of the 
Family Friendly Library Room at the University of North Carolina, Charlotte, 
in chapter 3. This innovative library space is intended to address the unique 
needs of commuter students and their children. This chapter demonstrates 
how the project was grounded in prior space-use studies and an initial assess-
ment of student needs. Subsequent interviews with students about how they 
actually used the room provided critical information for assessing the proj-
ect’s successes and suggesting areas for improvement.
Chapter 4, by Juliann Couture, brings us to the University of Colorado 
Boulder, where mapping and interviews were used to learn more about the 
lived experiences of students who often begin their college careers in cam-
pus housing and then move off campus. This research has helped interrogate 
the place of the library within the “campus bubble” that defines much of the 
student experience on this large public university’s flagship campus, and has 
informed space planning decisions.
In chapter 5, Jean Amaral, Mariana Regalado, and Maura Smale discuss 
their qualitative research with students at seven colleges of the City University 
of New York (CUNY), the largest urban public university in the United States 
and a predominantly commuter institution. Incorporating both community 
colleges and four-year schools and spanning nearly a decade, their research 
projects have explored the experiences and frustrations of this diverse stu-
dent body. In particular, this research illuminates strategies for completing 
academic work among urban students who primarily commute via public 
transportation.
Chapters 6 through 8 present research from community colleges in the 
United States, a population that is not well studied even though 45 percent 
of U.S. undergraduates attend a community college (American Association of 
Community Colleges 2016). Most, though not all, community colleges do not 
offer campus housing, thus community college students make up a large pro-
portion of commuter undergraduates in the United States.
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In chapter 6, Brian Greene and Elizabeth Horan examine the lived experi-
ences of students at Modesto Junior College in northern California and Coast-
line Community College in southern California. Both are community colleges, 
yet they differ in location and the prevalence of online learning at each insti-
tution. Research into the nonacademic commitments of students, their living 
situations, and transportation requirements revealed much about student 
study habits, and suggests strategies that both libraries—despite their differ-
ences—can implement to better serve their students.
In chapter 7, Tanner Wray and Nancy Fried Foster share research into the 
place of the library in the student experience at the three campuses of Mont-
gomery College in Maryland. This large study involved participation from mul-
tiple stakeholders across all three campuses to learn about student academic 
work practices and faculty and staff experiences in the libraries and beyond, 
and has illuminated the differing needs of each campus while leading to a more 
solid embedding of the libraries into the life of this community college.
Chapter 8, by Ted Chodock, discusses the assessment of instruction 
and information literacy at the College of Southern Nevada, a highly diverse 
community college in the Las Vegas metropolitan area. Drawing on research 
performed as a participant in the Association of College & Research Librar-
ies’ Assessment in Action program, this chapter explores the effect of stu-
dent engagement in different types of library instruction on student success 
outcomes.
We conclude the volume in chapter 9 by bringing together insights gained 
from the research studies included here and suggestions for future research. 
We have learned about the centrality of the commute to students’ lives, the 
importance of place on campus for commuter students, the value of collabo-
rating within and beyond the library, and the benefits of listening to students’ 
experiences and ideas. We hope that readers not only find the information 
shared in this volume to be useful in their own practice as academic librarians, 
but are also inspired to learn more about their own commuter students.
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Commuter Campus in Transition
Meeting the Changing Needs of Students 
through Mixed-Methods Assessment
I ndiana University-Purdue University Indianapolis (IUPUI) is an urban research university with approximately 30,000 commuter and residential students. In 2015, the library administration was successful in gathering 
campus support for the first large-scale renovation of the University Library 
(UL) since its construction in 1993. In the years since it opened, the IUPUI 
campus and its student body have changed dramatically. The number of full-
time students has increased by nearly 8,800 (69.9 percent), and the average 
freshman SAT score has increased by 182 points. The number of students liv-
ing on campus increased from 350 in 2003 to more than 2,000 in 2014 (IUPUI 
2014).
Although IUPUI has historically been a commuter campus, the student 
body is moving toward more traditionally aged, residential students. This shift 
is due in part to an IUPUI Strategic Plan initiative called Promote Undergrad-
uate Student Learning and Success that includes increasing retention and 
grades and decreasing time to graduation (IUPUI 2017). The IUPUI admin-
istration has cited national studies which indicate that students who live on 
campus get better grades and have higher graduation rates (see, e.g., de Araujo 
and Murray 2010; National Survey of Student Engagement 2017). Under the 
eleven-year tenure of Chancellor Charles Bantz, IUPUI student life has greatly 
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expanded as seen in the construction of the Campus Center, new student 
housing facilities, and the IUPUI Honors College (IUPUI 2014).
For UL, the shift from primarily commuter students to a mix of commuter 
and residential students poses a challenge when considering space needs. Res-
idential students may move in and out of the library throughout their day or 
want longer library hours because they live on campus; commuter students 
may need computer access (rather than carrying around a laptop all day) and 
a place to study for an extended period of time between classes. While the 
student body changed, the library was not well positioned to change with it. 
Student study space is primarily located on the third and fourth floors of the 
library’s four-story building; however, that space was originally designed as 
open stacks, with little space devoted to study furniture.
Because of the shift in enrollment, increasing student study space became 
the top priority for UL staff. Library administrators asked for a renovation to 
increase the quality and amount of student study space, enhance wayfinding, 
augment access to electric power, and upgrade the quality of library furniture. 
The IUPUI campus administration responded by funding a project to renovate 
the third and fourth floors of the library.
Librarians collected data on UL in the hope that it would empower the 
design team to preserve the functionality and success of existing study spaces, 
while also expanding on or introducing new features that students found 
important, useful, and inspiring. Furthermore, library staff would also be able 
to use the data to establish a benchmark for space usage that could be com-
pared to data gathered after the renovation.
Two studies, started separately but later merged, have provided informa-
tion about students’ use of library space. They have aided librarians in iden-
tifying critical features that students value in library and non-library study 
spaces to include in the renovation planning. The studies combine quanti-
tative and qualitative elements and different methodologies. The first was 
a smaller (n = 27) mapping study using SMS (texting) in combination with 
one-on-one debriefs to track student movement over the course of an entire 
day. The second used an in-library assessment to quantify student space use 
(n = 10,076). By combining in-library and out-of-library studies, UL can bet-
ter plan library space, not only for current users, but also for students who 
are not in the library (non-users). These studies were intended to help cam-
pus architects and designers understand the student experience in the IUPUI 
University Library, especially as it differed from other libraries in the Indiana 
University (IU) system. In recent years, IU has renovated several libraries. The 
Herman B. Wells Library on the Bloomington campus, in Bloomington, Indi-
ana, a traditional residential campus in a rural setting, was the latest library 
to be renovated. UL staff wanted to ensure that UL was considered in its con-
text, as an urban campus with a mix of commuter and residential students. 
UL hoped the studies would provide data to help the space meet the needs of 
both types of students.
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INSTITUTIONAL CONTEXT
IUPUI is located near the center of downtown Indianapolis, which is the fif-
teenth largest city in the United States (Evans 2017). Approximately 70 per-
cent of the university’s 30,000 students are undergraduates, with the other 
30 percent in graduate or professional programs. Seventy-three percent of 
students attend IUPUI full-time (IUPUI Institutional Research and Decision 
Support 2017b). A majority of students come from the county in which IUPUI 
is located (Marion) or the four counties on each side (Hendricks, Hamilton, 
Johnson, and Hancock). For example, in Spring 2017, 60 percent of students 
came from one of these five counties: 33 percent from Marion County, and 
27 percent from the four surrounding counties (IUPUI Institutional Research 
and Decision Support 2017c). As of 2015, 32 percent of undergraduates were 
the first in their family to attend college, and 14 percent of the student body 
was international (Dace et al. 2016). Regarding race, IUPUI is a relatively 
diverse campus, with 68 percent of students identifying as white, 9 percent 
black, 7 percent international, 6 percent Hispanic/Latino, 5 percent Asian, 
and 4 percent two or more races (IUPUI Housing and Residence Life 2017b).
In 2007, about 8 percent of first-time, full-time beginner students lived 
in campus housing, compared with 91 percent who did not. By 2016 that 
percentage had risen dramatically, and almost 49 percent of first-time stu-
dents lived on campus (IUPUI Institutional Research and Decision Support 
2017a). As the student population shifted to become more residential, new 
residence halls have been built to accommodate demand. There are now three 
residence halls and on-campus apartments. North Hall, the newest residence 
hall, completed in 2016, is the first traditional residence hall constructed at 
IUPUI since the campus was founded in 1969 (IUPUI Housing and Residential 
Life 2017b). Of the other two residence halls, Ball Residence Hall was built in 
1928 and predates the founding of the university, and University Tower was 
formerly a university hotel, which was converted to a traditional residence hall 
in 2013 (IUPUI Housing and Residential Life 2017a). On campus, traditional 
residence halls feature dorm rooms with a dining hall in the facility, while 
other near-campus housing includes self-contained apartments. Off-campus 
housing options located within five miles of campus but not owned by the 
university have also grown (ForRentUniversity.com 2017).
University Library (UL), built in 1993, is the main campus library at 
IUPUI. Including UL, there are five campus libraries in total. The remaining 
libraries are the Ruth Lilly Law Library at the Law School, the Dental Library 
at the Indiana University School of Dentistry, the Art Library at the Herron 
School of Art, and finally the Ruth Lilly Medical Library on the medical cam-
pus. These other campus libraries primarily serve students in their respective 
programs. UL is the library for all other IUPUI students and students served 
by other campus libraries, since it is generally open more hours than the 
others. UL is centrally located on the IUPUI campus, and the other campus 
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libraries are all about equidistant from UL. The research projects described 
here were conducted at UL and with students who would use UL, rather than 
other campus libraries.
MAPPING STUDY
In Fall 2015 IUPUI participated as one of eight universities in the “A Day in 
the Life” (ADITL) project, a multi-site ethnographic study of students’ space 
use practices.1 The study used a mixed-methods approach to data collection: 
combining text message (SMS) surveys delivered via students’ cell phones and 
qualitative debrief interviews. The study examined space use by constructing 
a detailed map of each student’s day, including tasks and activities, spaces and 
locations where the student did their work (both academic and day-to-day), 
and the ways the library and other campus locations fit within the student’s 
overall educational experience. The use of mapping as a way to better under-
stand the authentic student experience has been used frequently in library 
research (Cowan 2012; Delcore, Mullooly, and Scroggins 2009; Foster and 
Gibbons 2007; Khoo et al. 2013; Sharman 2017; Twiss-Brooks et al. 2017).
Methodology
The IUPUI Office of Institutional Research and Decision Support provided a 
sample of students from all majors and grade levels (except for the School 
of Medicine, which is technically an Indiana University Bloomington, rather 
than an IUPUI, program). Recruitment e-mails were sent to students and, 
from the initial list, n = 31 agreed to participate in the study. Of the original 
participants, n = 27 completed the text messages and debrief interview. Each 
was paid $20 for their participation in both the survey and the debrief. Partic-
ipants chose one of two workweek days to receive the text message surveys. 
They were asked to choose a day of the week that would be most representa-
tive of their regular schedule. During the chosen day, each participant received 
12 surveys about 75 minutes apart. Survey distribution was automated using 
the SMS functionality of Qualtrics, the online survey system. The 75-minute 
interval was chosen so that students would receive texts at different points of 
the hour, avoiding situations such as having every text arrive during a class 
period. The survey consisted of three questions: their location; what activity 
they were participating in; and how they felt at that time. Text message sur-
veys started at 9:10 a.m. and ended at 10:55 p.m. Participants were instructed 
to wait to answer a text message if it would interrupt a class or be unsafe 
to answer (for example, while driving). In those cases, students were told to 
answer when it was feasible to do so and to indicate what they were doing 
when the original message arrived.
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After the survey was completed, researchers used the responses to create 
a map for each student. The map was used to guide participants through a 
semi-structured debrief interview that sought to get more depth and nuance 
about their daily experiences, where and why they did their academic work, 
and other day-to-day activities. Each debrief interview took approximately 
one hour. During the debrief, exact locations (e.g., addresses) were elicited for 
each text event. These locations were entered into Google Maps to get exact 
latitude and longitude. This allowed for an analysis of the distance traveled 
and the distance between locations. Interviews were transcribed and coded 
using Dedoose qualitative data analysis software. The protocol was approved 
by the Indiana University Institutional Review Board (IRB).
Demographics
As previously stated, twenty-seven participants completed both the text mes-
sage surveys and the debrief interview. Responses by student status were 
fairly equally distributed, with slightly lower participation from first-year 
and senior students. Note that no graduate students were recruited. This was 
deliberate, since graduate students typically have a much different academic 
and work schedule than undergraduate students. Only 22 percent of partici-
pants lived on campus, and 78 percent lived off campus.
A wide variety of majors were represented, with participants from each 
of the following: tourism and event management, psychology, mechanical 
engineering, communications, computer information technology, elementary 
education, nursing, sports management, biology, business, ceramics/French, 
dental hygiene, exercise science, geography and environmental science, media 
arts and science, respiratory therapy, and one undecided. The representation 
of majors is important, since other UL space use surveys have shown that stu-
dents in majors whose buildings connect to the library (e.g., business, educa-
tion) use the library more often. Significant for space planning, this study did 
a deep-dive into the location and study space preferences of many students 
whose departmental buildings are not next to UL.
SPACE STUDY
Prior to the renovation of the third and fourth floors of UL, library staff ini-
tiated a research plan to record the use of library spaces and evaluate stu-
dent feedback on their use and students’ perceptions of library spaces and 
services. The full plan included a space study, a library in-use survey, a survey 
of students who did not use the library, and data collected for public questions 
posted on whiteboards around the library. This chapter includes the results of 
the space study. Because the primary purpose of the study was to improve the 
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service of the library and no identifying student information was recorded, it 
was deemed exempt by the Indiana University IRB.
The space study only included areas included in the renovation: the third 
and fourth floors of the library. The first floor of the library houses library 
administrative offices, technical services, the Center for Digital Scholarship, 
meeting rooms, and campus partnerships such as the Center for Teaching and 
Learning and the Office for the Vice Chancellor of Research. The second floor 
contains the circulation desk, a computer classroom, campus partnerships 
such as writing and math centers, and computer clusters. Because renovating 
them would require more costly structural work and negotiation with campus 
offices, and would not free up much space for additional student seating, it 
was deferred for a future renovation project. In contrast, the third and fourth 
floors are large, originally designed to house open stacks, and are easier to 
renovate. The third and fourth floors are similar in layout, with a mix of book 
stacks, computer clusters, and seating spaces, and there are few campus part-
ners housed on those floors. Moreover, each floor also has a distinct environ-
ment that is controlled to foster different informal learning preferences. The 
third floor is a quiet floor, and contains seating arrangements intended for 
individual or paired study. The fourth floor is furnished with large tables and 
booth seating and is more conducive to group work and collaboration.
Methodology
Observation, when unobtrusive or passive, is a constructive way to collect 
data when use of a program, facility, or services is not directly connected to 
systems like a card reader or sign-in log (Biddix 2015). This method has long 
been a part of ethnographic research, and there is a recent increase in its use 
in library space assessment literature (Dominguez 2016; Hughes 2011; Linn 
2013; Melssen 2014). A “seat sweep” is a method of observation in which the 
users in a defined area of the library are counted while a number of behav-
ioral variables of those users are recorded (e.g., technology present, furni-
ture in use, etc.) in timed intervals across a set number of days, weeks, or 
more. Analyzing library spaces to learn about students’ preferred locations, 
most-used furniture types, and the activities students engage in can inform 
space-planning decision-making. As a result, library staff determined that this 
method would be useful in answering questions generated from the renova-
tion research plan.
Working with campus architects and designers, library staff decided it 
would be most beneficial for the renovation design to observe a number of 
activities occurring on the third and fourth floors of the library during the 
peak period of the semester (during finals) and again during a period of 
more normal use of the building.2 The observational intervals occurred every 
two hours beginning at 10:00 a.m. and ending at 6:00 p.m., a total of five 
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observations per day, for five days, Monday-Friday. The first observation took 
place during the fifteenth week of the Fall 2016 semester, and the second 
observation occurred during the eighth week of the Spring 2017 semester. A 
team of approximately twenty library staff members volunteered to conduct 
the observation.
Library staff used Suma, an open-source, mobile, web-based assessment 
toolkit developed by North Carolina State University Libraries, to collect user 
counts. The Suma software platform, deployed on iPads, made it easy for staff 
to move quickly throughout library spaces and record data. The layout and 
interface were customized to develop a hierarchy named for specific areas on 
the third and fourth floors, and categories were added including group size, 
work surface type, and technology type. Inside each category was a list of 
attributes or activities. As library staff moved throughout the floors, they col-
lected information within each area, choosing all the attributes and activities 
within each of the three categories that matched their observations.
A sample observation illustrates how this worked. An observer began by 
choosing the “East Window” area; as they moved through the area, they filled 
out each category. Two students sitting together (group size: “2”) at a table (sur-
face type: “table-small”) appeared to be studying. The observer noted that one 
student had a textbook while the other was taking notes on a laptop. They both 
had snacks, and there were papers and notebooks across the table (technology: 
“book,” “laptop,” “food/drink,” “printed documents”). Once all of the observa-
tions were recorded, the data was saved and stored on a secure library server.
Choosing to record predefined attributes and activities with Suma meant 
that observers sacrificed a certain degree of nuance because an open response 
box was not included in the data collection form. For this project, however, 
recording specific details about the activities and behaviors of library visitors 
was eschewed in favor of speed and quantity of data collection. By advertising 
that observation would take no more than one hour to complete, more library 
staff volunteered to observe and more observation times became possible. 
Training became easier as well, and saved researchers the need to decipher 
many separate shorthand note-taking techniques. Using the uniform Suma 
collection form was simple and straightforward to explain, and made it easy to 
add a significantly greater number of total observations to the dataset.
RESULTS
Mapping Study
The mapping study gave us a broad picture of how students spent their time.3 
Although not originally intended as a space study, this data has helped inform 
our space planning because it allows us to better understand students’ use of 
space and their study space preferences. Most importantly, since the participant 
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TABLE 2.1
SMS study participant travel distances and times
MEDIAN DISTANCE  
TRAVELED 
(M)
MEDIAN REPORTED  





AVERAGE DISTANCE  
BETWEEN LOCATIONS  
(M)
10,878 25 15 2,820
sample was diverse, we captured data from library and non-library users. Not 
surprisingly, since a majority of participants commuted, students reported a lot 
of movement between campus, home, work, and other locations (figure 2.1).
However, although students had high ranges of distances traveled, this 
did not correlate to extensive commuting time (table 2.1). Parking was fre-
quently mentioned as the worst thing about the campus and, betraying our 
roots as a commuter campus, lack of campus life was also mentioned as a 
negative. Overall, in survey responses, on a typical workweek day students 
reported spending the most time studying or doing other academic work (21 
percent), with attending class (20 percent) and family, social, or recreational 
activities (19 percent) a close second and third. Respondents spent 12 percent 
of their time eating, 12 percent doing other things, 9 percent working, and 
7 percent commuting.
FIGURE 2.1
SMS study participant locations
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When examining the campus locations in which students responded they 
were studying, classroom buildings, the University Library, and the campus 
center were the most frequent (figure 2.2; note that the campus center is indi-
cated on the map with the large-print Indiana University-Purdue University).
The qualitative debriefs gave us a more nuanced glimpse into student per-
ceptions of the library, where students usually study, and why they preferred 
to study there. When students were asked about the day they participated 
in the surveys and why they studied where they did, convenience was a pri-
mary factor when choosing a study location. While they might not prefer to 
study at a certain location, if it fit into where they were coming from or going 
to, they would study anywhere. For example, “So I just stayed there [at the 
Nursing Building] and ate lunch and studied between the class and the test.” 
Convenience also kept commuter students on campus for extended periods of 
time, rather than struggling with the overhead of parking. For example, one 
participant came to campus at 9:30 a.m. for a noon class, “so I sit around on 
campus for about two hours doing homework because I can’t find parking.” 
Residential students were more likely to pop in and out of study locations and 
go back to their dorm rooms.
When asked where they normally studied and why they liked studying 
there, many respondents indicated the library because it was quiet and the 
atmosphere facilitated studying.
I like to study more [at the library] though, because I’m more focused 
than I am at home. I feel like at home all I want to do is lay in my bed. 
Every time I go home I just get into bed. But whenever I’m here I get 
everything done before I go home. So normally I’m on campus longer 
doing homework.
FIGURE 2.2
SMS study participant study locations on campus
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[Studying at the library] takes me out of my environment at home. My 
environment at home is way too comfortable. So it gets me upright at a 
desk. And I like it when other people are around but not in my business. 
So their vibes kind of keep me, keep me focused. And it’s quiet.
As mentioned, the third floor of UL is designated as a quiet floor, and multiple 
respondents specifically mentioned the third floor as the place they preferred 
to study. Another large segment of respondents indicated they normally stud-
ied at their home because they liked being alone and all of their belongings 
are there. For example, “I just feel more comfortable at my house. And, I can 
wear whatever I want.” While the overwhelming preference was for solo, quiet 
study space, a couple of respondents indicated they liked getting together with 
friends to study. Speaking to a continued need for computers, several respon-
dents mentioned access to computers as a study space preference whether in 
the library or in computer labs across campus. Responses to a question asking 
about the difficulties of studying at IUPUI mirrored the previous question. 
Noise, finding study space or a computer, and finding plug-ins were frequently 
mentioned as difficulties.
Observation
Observation revealed several notable findings regarding student use of the 
library. The observed floors were busiest between 10:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m., 
and each floor had unique occupancy patterns during these periods. The most 
notable trends in occupancy for both floors were the difference between Fri-
day and the other weekdays, and the fact that more people chose to occupy 
seats on the fourth floor than the third (figure 2.3). A more detailed examina-
tion of the data, however, reveals several other differences between the two 
floors. The third, or quiet, floor saw greater variation between the times that 
observed library spaces were most and least occupied throughout the differ-
ent periods of the day as well as throughout the week. The numbers recorded 
on Monday and Tuesday were significantly higher than those recorded during 
the rest of the week. In contrast, the collaborative fourth floor saw occupancy 
patterns that were much more consistent on a day-to-day basis, with usage 
following a similar pattern throughout the same periods of time each day. 
Additionally, the difference between the highest and lowest occupancy counts 
for the fourth floor was less extreme than the third floor; seating on the fourth 
floor was used more consistently throughout the hours of observation.
Most frequently, students were observed studying alone rather than in 
pairs or groups. Of n = 10,076, 86 percent of all students observed in the library 
were sitting alone, regardless of the floor. Students were observed studying in 
pairs 11 percent of the time, with groups of three to four students observed 3 
percent of the time. Less than 0.5 percent studied in groups of five to six stu-
dents and less than .05 percent of students were in groups of seven or more.
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FIGURE 2.4
UL seating choices of individuals vs. groups
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For those studying alone (n = 8,924), students overwhelmingly chose 
seating designed for or conducive to individual study such as carrels or com-
puter workstations. However, in some cases individual students were observed 
using seating types that are most accommodating for groups of users, such as 
large tables, booth seating, or group cubicle workstations (figure 2.4). Look-
ing proportionally, the seating choices for groups of two or more students 
(n = 1,623) mirrored the seating choices of individuals. In particular, groups of 
two or more students favored computer workstations. Groups chose to study 
together in carrels proportionally less than individuals, favoring computer 
workstations and tables of all sizes instead. Of the groups observed in carrels 
(n = 132), nearly all of them were groups of two.
INTERVENTIONS
The data collected in both the mapping and observational studies proved 
incredibly helpful to the design team working on the renovation. The findings 
allowed the group to set an agenda aimed at improving the quality of indi-
vidual study on the third floor and the quality of collaborative study on the 
fourth floor. The campus administrators, architects, interior designers, and 
librarians working on the team all wanted to create spaces that improved the 
library experience for students. Though all parties did not initially agree on 
the best ways to accomplish this goal, the data collected by the studies helped 
the group to identify areas of opportunity.
Originally, campus administrators sought to create more group study 
space on both floors. However, by using student data that showed both the 
use and expressed value of the quiet floor, librarians were able to redirect the 
impulse to create new collaborative study space into improving noise qual-
ity and creating better study spaces for individuals and pairs. Students in the 
mapping study debrief mentioned the quiet floor in particular as an import-
ant place to study on campus. Observational data confirmed high usage of 
the area. Outside of this area, there is relatively little space designed for quiet 
study on the IUPUI campus. Data from these studies helped inspire designers 
to expand quiet study space by creating two silent rooms on the quiet floor. 
These rooms are enclosed in glass, and offer the added benefit of improving 
noise quality on the floor by deflecting noise upward through the library’s 
atrium to the fourth floor. In addition, the observation revealed that many 
students on the quiet floor studied in pairs; yet the furniture in place did not 
easily facilitate this kind of study. Designers created seating on the third floor 
designed for two students to work side by side in a quiet environment.
The fourth floor was the library’s most occupied floor during the periods 
of observation. The interior designers proposed removing computer worksta-
tions on this floor to create more space for collaboration, since many students 
have their own devices. Again, in this case, data from the studies changed the 
discussion. Many students in the mapping study indicated a preference for 
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public computers, and 40 percent of students in the observational study were 
sitting at a computer workstation. It is possible that with a large population 
of commuter students, UL needs computers more than libraries on traditional 
campuses do. Commuter students may not always have technology with them 
as they travel between work, home, and class. Moreover, many students were 
observed using both library computers and personal devices, creating the 
effect of computing with multiple screens. With this information, the design-
ers recommended keeping the existing computer workstations.
An area of the fourth floor renovated in 2013 to facilitate group study 
and collaboration was easily the most occupied portion of the library. Library 
staff encouraged the designers to increase collaborative study space on the 
fourth floor and, as a result, designers created space for open concept study 
rooms, partitioned with three walls and no doors. The library already has a 
cadre of forty-two reservable study rooms. The open concept study rooms are 
designed for serendipitous group study. Similar to some existing study rooms, 
these spaces will accommodate two to six students. Yet, these rooms differ 
from study rooms because they are constructed with only three walls, and 
students will be able to write on them with dry-erase markers. Furthermore, 
to address the observation results that demonstrate students’ preference for 
sitting alone, the designers will also include a number of new modular seats 
and single-person study carrels.
CONCLUSIONS AND NEXT STEPS
IUPUI’s history as a commuter campus has influenced faculty and staff to 
be both critical and industrious when it comes to applying best practices or 
embracing trends. Librarians, especially, understand that conventional prac-
tices that were studied and created in residential environments may not yield 
the intended results on an urban, mixed commuter and residential campus. As 
a result, research and assessment within the IUPUI context are often required 
before making significant campus changes.
UL has a strong and thriving culture of assessment. Librarians and library 
staff regularly engage assessment tools and reflection to ground the library’s 
practice in evidence that is relevant to the unique experience of the IUPUI cam-
pus. Librarians frequently collaborate with each other to develop tools to offer 
insight into the interworking of library processes and service. UL administrators 
use data to guide the organization in the achievement of its mission and goals, 
and regularly encourage librarians to share the results of assessment projects.
The melding of these distinct studies has reinforced to librarians the 
importance of collaboration beyond library units. Strong inter-unit commu-
nication allowed these assessments to prove more powerful than if they had 
been analyzed and implemented separately. Both studies confirmed what 
library staff already suspected, that students prefer to study alone. This data 
gave librarians an advantage in articulating student needs in the design of 
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new library space. Designers and campus administrators were receptive to 
developing spaces that accommodated students’ existing study preferences, 
while also pushing innovative ideas into the designs.
The main limitation of the space study was its focus on the third and 
fourth floors of the library. This limit was imposed intentionally, because the 
campus administration chose to renovate only those floors of the building. 
However, this focus limits our ability to make generalizations about the pat-
terns of movement and use of the whole library. This limitation is mitigated 
in part by the nature of public space at UL. The library is composed of five 
levels including a basement, of which public, student-facing library space is 
mainly on levels two, three, and four. Library staff effectively observed two-
thirds of the public space. The limitations of the mapping study were similar 
to other studies with small sample sizes (for example, focus groups, usability 
testing) in that while there is greater opportunity to thoroughly understand 
the student experience, no statistically significant conclusions can be drawn 
from the dataset. There is also the issue of volunteer bias in that those who 
agreed to participate may have more interest in the library than those who 
didn’t participate. There is no guarantee that the students who participated in 
the mapping study are representative of all IUPUI students.
Solo study space (e.g., carrels) and desktop computers may not be as in 
vogue as innovative collaborative spaces, but to ignore student preferences 
would be to not listen to our constituents, the primary users of the space. 
Additionally, the results of the mapping study raised questions of what (if 
anything) UL can do to help commuting students, especially since IUPUI has 
an almost equal mix of commuter (1,848) and residential (1,764) first-time, 
full-time beginner students (IUPUI Institutional Research and Decision Sup-
port 2017a). Though this number is on the rise and more off-campus options 
near campus are becoming available, the large majority of IUPUI students still 
qualify as commuter students. UL must recognize that circumstances beyond 
our control may influence space usage; for example, commuting students 
might sometimes view parking difficulties as a barrier to coming onto campus. 
We may do everything right and still not be able to reach some commuter stu-
dents. Yet, for those students that do use the library, we will continue to work 
unceasingly to provide a twenty-first-century learning environment that is 
conducive to quiet study, active learning, collaboration, inspiration, and inno-
vation. UL will adapt to meet the changing needs of our student population 
even as the campus transitions to its new, more residential identity.
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 3. For the SMS study, here we only report on the IUPUI part of that 
collaboration. Full eight-campus results were presented at the 2016 Library 




Making Space in the Library 
for Student-Parents
DONNA M. LANCLOS and 
RACHAEL WINTERLING
I n February 2016, the University of North Carolina at Charlotte’s Office of Adult Students and Evening Services (OASES) disseminated a report on the availability of courses and services for the university’s adult stu-
dents (Rogers 2016). The report made it clear that our campus has work to 
do to make its adult students feel well-served by the university. A bright spot 
was the students’ relationship with and perception of the library, which was 
ranked in their survey as the second most valued service or department on 
campus. The J. Murrey Atkins Library saw this report as an opportunity to 
respond in a new way to the needs of our adult students.
INSTITUTIONAL CONTEXT
The University of North Carolina, Charlotte, or UNC Charlotte, is located in 
the suburbs of the city, near the upper arc of the freeway that encircles the 
greater Charlotte metro area. It is well-bricked and lushly landscaped, with 
botanical gardens on its western edge as well as parking lots ringing the 
entirety of the central campus. It is “North Carolina’s Urban Research Uni-
versity,” but its roots are as a two-year institution in the service of educating 
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GIs back from World War II; it became a four-year university in 1964 (Cone 
University Center 2017). In 2014/15 there were a total of 27,238 students 
enrolled, 5,002 (or almost 19 percent) of whom lived on campus (Office of 
Undergraduate Admissions 2017). Half of the new students who come to UNC 
Charlotte each year are transfer students from community colleges or other 
four-year universities—the “traditional” UNC Charlotte student, therefore, is 
nontraditional in many ways. The incoming class in 2014/15 was 35 percent 
“under-represented” students (African American, Asian, Hispanic, and other), 
and 65 percent white. An ongoing study of a day in the life of students, which 
includes UNC Charlotte students in the sample, highlighted commuting and 
parking as a central concern in how students organize their time and priorities 
around when and how they get to campus (Asher et al. 2017). Commuting 
to and from school and work—42 percent of our students work more than 
20 hours per week while attending school—is a constant factor for the vast 
majority of the undergraduates, and for all of the graduate students at UNC 
Charlotte, none of the latter of whom live on campus. Students with children 
have additional layers of logistics to wrangle, in the equation of how and when 
to get to campus, as well as how and when they study anywhere at all.
The J. Murrey Atkins Library at UNC Charlotte is a centrally located ten-
story building, and the primary library space on campus. In addition to four 
floors of space for study rooms and collections, there are four tower floors 
that contain collections and limited seating for patrons. Special Collections 
occupies the top two floors of the ten-story tower, with the reading rooms 
on the tenth floor open for all students. In addition to the open tables and 
chairs distributed throughout the library, particularly on the ground and first 
through third floors, students can reserve a variety of study spaces online, 
including group study rooms, individual study spaces, and gaming spaces. 
During the academic year, the library is open 24/5, and is open 24/7 during 
finals, although due to student demand, plans to experiment with 24/7 open-
ing hours throughout the 2017/18 academic year were under discussion as of 
this writing. There is only one branch library at UNC Charlotte, in the archi-
tecture building.
THE ATKINS ETHNOGRAPHY PROJECT
Since 2009, the Atkins Ethnography Project has been directed by Donna 
Lanclos, who has conducted fieldwork and also coordinated and supervised 
ethnographic research by graduate students, undergraduates, and colleagues. 
The library ethnographer position at UNC Charlotte is equal parts researcher, 
program coordinator, and policy consultant, and has required engaging with 
a series of projects, large and small, to inform library policies around space, 
services, and digital environments (Lanclos 2016a; Lanclos 2015; Lanclos and 
Asher 2016; Kim Wu and Lanclos 2011). Ethics board renewal documents give 
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us the number of consent forms we have collected over the lifetime thus far 
of the Atkins Ethnography Project, and as of 2016 we have collected consent 
forms from about 200 participants. We have also conducted observations and 
gathered information from groups in internal assessment exercises that do not 
require consent, so our total contact across the life of the project is greater than 
the numbers might indicate. Participants have been drawn from all academic 
colleges, all levels of educational status (undergraduate, graduate, and fac-
ulty), and from UNC Charlotte as well as University College, London (Gourlay, 
Lanclos, and Oliver 2015).
The larger research program of the Atkins Ethnography Project has been 
conducted via a series of self-contained but connected projects from 2010 
through the present. The cumulative narrative of these projects and their out-
puts has delivered a much greater return for the library than each individual 
part, providing a larger context for each specific question we ask in any given 
investigation. In the Atkins Library, dedication to open-ended ethnography 
(emergent descriptive work generated by a long-term embedded presence) has 
coexisted with shorter projects that rely on a variety of instruments to elicit 
data, including observation, interviews, open forums and focus groups, map-
ping exercises, photo diaries, and easel/Post-It note quick feedback (Asher 
and Miller 2011; Foster and Gibbons 2007; Lanclos, Phipps, and White 2016; 
White and Le Cornu 2017).1 None of these methods were separate from the 
work of the library, but were informed by and integrated into workflows. These 
methods were also not limited in their scope to the Atkins building, because 
of the role of the digital, and because teaching, learning, and research happen 
outside of the library. The results of the Atkins Ethnography Project are there-
fore relevant to academic places and practices throughout the university, and 
higher education generally.
THE FAMILY FRIENDLY LIBRARY ROOM
UNC Charlotte’s Office of Adult Students and Evening Services (OASES) is 
charged with facilitating access to resources and information for our adult stu-
dents. “Adult” has been in the past administratively defined as over the age of 
twenty-four, but that is no longer stated on the website (OASES 2017a), and 
there has long been a policy of allowing students to define themselves into 
the “adult student” category. One characteristic that makes students classify 
themselves as adults is if they have children, since the logistics of being a stu-
dent and a parent at the same time can be a particular challenge.
The 2016 OASES report on the needs (met and unmet) of our adult stu-
dents at UNC Charlotte’s Atkins Library provided an opportunity for a part-
nership. We were particularly interested in hearing about the specifics of adult 
student needs, and the gaps between what they needed and what was available 
on campus. After some discussion, the Atkins Library and OASES partnered 
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to establish a family-friendly study room in the library building, a “designated 
safe space for adult students and their children (ages zero to twelve) to thrive 
educationally” (OASES 2017b).
The ANSWER Family Friendly Library Room (FFLR; figures 3.1 and 3.2) 
was partly funded by a donor, via OASES, and partly funded by the library, 
and had its soft launch in July 2016. The library and the OASES office worked 
together to identify what furniture would be necessary to facilitate academic 
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work, and what other items would make it possible for students to comfort-
ably bring their children in while they study. The room is brightly painted, 
unlike the other study rooms in the library, and has one wall that has been 
made writable with whiteboard paint. There is soft seating for the children, a 
DVD player, and a computer for playing games.
From the time the room opened through March 2017 students acquired 
access to it by registering online at the OASES website. After approval, OASES 
sent their student card number to library facilities, which facilitated swipe 
access to the room. Students were told that the time between registration and 
card access to the room would be twenty-four hours, but that library security 
could let them into the room before swipe access was granted.
Methods
Because the Atkins Ethnography Project had been underway since 2010, we 
had the advantage of a series of studies that collectively yielded a wealth of 
information about the circumstances in which students traveled to campus: 
what their commute looked like, what they brought with them, where they 
had to be, and what obligations shaped when and how they were on campus.
For example, one of the photo items in the diaries is “all the stuff you take 
to campus,” and we got photos of bags filled with books, paper notebooks, 
laptops,2 pens, note cards and sticky notes, travel mugs, and phones and head-
phones. Another item was “your commute to campus” and we received many 
photos of cars, cars on freeways, and cars stopped at traffic lights. One student 
took a photo of the textbooks she needed for her classes, which she kept in a 
plastic milk crate in the trunk of her car, only carrying the ones she needed 
with her on relevant days.
The cognitive maps we collected from our undergraduate students who 
lived off campus were filled with motion, and places other than the university 
that they needed to be: work, home, and places such as cafes that were either 
better placed or better equipped (in terms of availability of food, drink, and 
opening hours) to serve their studying needs.
We came to the study of the FFLR, therefore, with a well-grounded sense 
of our student body at UNC Charlotte as having a large component of car- 
commuters, who had concerns about how much they have to bring to cam-
pus to study, and with obligations that extend beyond the university campus. 
Within this larger context, we approached the specific group of students who 
were our target audience for the FFLR: adult students.
We evaluated the use and impact of the FFLR in two ways. First, we used 
the statistics embedded in the Atkins Library room-booking software to get 
an overview of the time and frequency of the room’s use.3 Second, we recruited 
and interviewed students about their study habits, and how the FFLR did (or 
did not) fit into their academic practices.
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Room Reservation Data
We have used the room reservation data as a proxy for occupation, since we 
did not have access to the swipe data for the rooms at the time of writing.
Statistics showed that the room was being reserved by a range of class 
levels, including graduate students. Largely absent are freshmen; most reser-
vation records were made by seniors. The next most numerous bookings were 
made by master’s degree students, then juniors, and then a sharp drop in the 
numbers of sophomores and PhD students.
We also found that there was a wide range of majors represented among 
students reserving the rooms, with students from each college on campus, 
including Engineering, Business, Liberal Arts and Sciences, Arts and Architec-
ture, Education, Health and Human Services, and Computing and Informat-
ics. This was significant because one of the concerns in providing this room 
was that it not serve a narrow range of students. It is clear that the needs of 
adult students cut across major courses of study, and are not limited to just 
one “kind” of student.
While most of the students booking the rooms were between the ages 
of 18 and 35, we also had older students using the room, including students 
in their mid to late forties, and also their fifties. Again, this helps us see that 
trying to predict whether someone would use this room based on age would 
not be especially useful; students of a wide range of ages needed this room to 
help them study.
We found the gender breakdown to be particularly interesting, as we com-
pared the use of the FFLR with that of our study rooms in the library over-
all. The room-booking statistics revealed that female students booked study 
rooms in the library overall at a rate of nearly 20 percent higher than males, 
while female students booked the FFLR at twice the rate of male students. 
The currently reported gender breakdown on UNC Charlotte’s campus is 
51 percent male and 49 percent female (institutional statistics report gen-
der as a binary, and use the terms “male” and “female”). This makes the fact 
that self-identified females book study rooms at a rate significantly more than 
males striking, and bears further investigation. It is true for both the FFLR 
and the general study room bookings, and so cannot be simply explained by 
the generalization that females are caregivers. We gather from other lines of 
evidence that the library is identified as a “safe” space on campus, and we are 
interested in further investigating this aspect of library occupation and moti-
vations to be in the library.
We were also interested in the demand for the room over the course of the 
week, and whether it differed significantly from the overall patterns of study 
room bookings. Statistics revealed that Sunday, Monday, and Tuesday were 
the highest use days for the FFLR, and Friday was the lowest. The low Friday 
use rates could be because fewer classes are scheduled on Fridays, and stu-
dent-parents tend to go to campus to study on days when they have classes. 
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The overall study room–booking patterns across the library are more active on 
Friday than the FFLR, and the FFLR is far more active on Saturday and Sunday 
than the general pattern, again highlighting the importance of weekends in 
the study lives of student-parents.
Qualitative Study Design and Methods
While the statistics gave us a sense of broad patterns of use of the FFLR as 
compared to other study rooms in the library, we needed qualitative research 
to reveal the practices and motivations of the students using the room. We 
designed this study to capture information before the occupation of the 
room and again after it had been used by students for an entire semester. 
We intended to conduct semi-structured pre-occupation interviews in the 
summer before the room officially opened at the beginning of the Fall semes-
ter, and then to conduct post-occupation interviews, ideally with some of the 
same students, in the beginning of the Spring semester.
Before the FFLR opened, we worked to identify and interview some of 
the students who intended to use the room. OASES had publicized the room, 
and students had already signed up to be eligible for swipe access; we e-mailed 
those students to recruit them for the interviews. Our intention with these 











1 31 white F 3 (junior) N U/G FT English 8, 9, 11
2 41 white F senior Y U/G FT Psych 8, 12, 
10.5
3 25 white F senior Y U/G FT Biology, Chem 
minor
4 (5 in 
July)




5 27 white F 3 (senior) Y U/G FT Economics 7, 5, 17 
months, 
newborn





7 24 white F 2nd year N Grad FT English 3
8 25 white F senior Y U/G PT English 5
TABLE 3.1
FFLR student demographics
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interviews was to capture the expectations and hopes that our students had 
for the new FFLR. We conducted five pre-occupation interviews in all for this 
part of the assessment, two by phone, and three face-to-face. We conducted 
all of the post-occupancy interviews face-to-face, except for one conducted by 
phone. Altogether, we interviewed eight students for this project (table 3.1), 




Our content analysis of the pre-occupation interview transcripts revealed two 
primary themes for the student-parents we interviewed, both centering on 
distraction. There were also some specific requests from the students we inter-
viewed about the FFLR.
Being Distracted
Students who have had no choice but to study at home with their children 
talked about the difficulties of being at home. One student said, “I like to be on 
campus, it gives me a focused mindset, with less distraction. I tried bringing 
my son in [to Atkins Library], it was distracting for me, distracting for other 
people.” The students were easily distracted by family and other obligations 
at home, found it hard to focus, and may not have had a designated space for 
studying. To cope with these difficulties, students talked about studying when 
their children are sleeping, or are busy with other activities such as school or 
recreational activities. They also tended to schedule classes around their chil-
dren’s schedule, resulting in restricted times that they could be on campus, 
even if studying at home was less than optimal.
Being a Distraction
Students were worried about their children being loud and bothering other 
students, and that worry was distracting. One student felt self-conscious hav-
ing a child with her, and expressed a fear of being judged. A dedicated fami-
ly-friendly study room was interpreted by one student as evidence that they 
as student-parents are respected, acknowledged, and wanted on campus. The 
room was seen as something that can help set expectations for studying for 
students themselves and their children. One student expected that the room 
would allow him to use the library more than he had been doing, because he 
could “spend more time without disturbing others.” Another student stated 
that she had never tried to study with her children in the library, because she 
just assumed they would be too loud.
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Specific Desires for the Room or Services
Students wanted the FFLR to have the following characteristics and qualities:
	▪ Somewhere they can find focus
	▪ Comfortable and quiet
	▪ Contains something for children to do, and comfortable furniture 
for them to sit on
	▪ Available for group study
	▪ Well-marketed and advertised
	▪ Enclosed and separated from the general library space
	▪ Facilitates study with fellow majors
	▪ Separation between self and child within a contained study room
In feedback unrelated to the FFLR, we had learned of a desire for lockers in the 
library (or elsewhere on campus) to leave belongings there instead of having 
to carry them all over campus. Students in this study and in other studies 
of the Atkins Ethnography Project frequently discussed the sheer amount of 
“stuff” they brought with them to campus. For example, one student in this 
study always brought a laptop, and kept her backpack with all of her books in 
her car, so that she could access what she needed throughout the day. Another 
student described all of the things she took to campus with her, including 
food, and the size of the bag she needed to bring to fit it all in. She kept some 
of her supplies in her car, and at lunch switched out things she needed for 
the afternoon. The desire for lockers by commuter students, in this context, 
makes sense.
Students were aware that time spent commuting had an impact on when 
they went to campus, and how much time they spent there, how much time 
they had for studying, and all of the other things they had to do as students 
and parents. One student scheduled morning and evening classes on some 
days so that she could stay on campus the entire day, to fit in a week’s worth 
of studying in that time. Concern about the time taken to commute to campus 
and to other places students needed to be was also reflected in concerns col-
lected from prior interview data (Asher et al. 2017). Most UNC Charlotte stu-
dents have to deal with commuting and parking, which are significant sources 
of logistical and financial stress, even without the additional consideration 
of parenting logistics. There are additional implications for students who are 
parents, who also have to factor in time for caregiving, transporting children 
to and from school and day care, and the fact that they do not always have a 
chance to study at home, because of the needs of their families as well as the 
requirements they have for effective study environments.
Overall, the pre-occupation feedback from the students we interviewed 
was positive. Particularly striking were student statements such as: “Just 
knowing there is a group of people who cares is amazing.” Another student 
expressed excitement about the room, noting that she felt student-parents 
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are a “forgotten population.” The affective impact of library services which 
indicate that we know and are paying attention to the specific needs of our 
students, and that we care, cannot be underestimated. Providing “just” one 
room for student-parents might seem like a small gesture, but to the students 
we interviewed, the room and what it represented were clearly significant.
POST-OCCUPATION THEMES
Additional themes emerged from our analysis of the interviews we conducted 
after the students had used the rooms, including access, planning, surprise, 
technical difficulties, focus, inclusivity, modeling university, and commuting 
and parking.
Access
Technical difficulties with the swipe (and lack of local control) meant that 
some students could not get into the room in enough time for it to be useful. 
This made them less likely to try to use the room, or meant that when they did 
use it, they did not have as much study time as they would have if their swipe 
had worked. One student had the experience of her swipe card not working, 
but her study group members’ (none of whom were registered to use the 
room) cards did. One student, on the day she used the room, kept packing up 
all of her things and bringing them with her to bring her potty-training child 
to the bathroom, because she had to leave the door open so she could get back 
into the room, and was unsure about security. Of note is that generally the 
online booking of the room was perceived to be easy.
Planned vs. Spontaneous Use
Patterns of use varied: some students planned their use of the room around 
their children’s school schedules and reserved the room accordingly. Other 
students learned at the last minute, often because of plans falling through, 
that they would need to bring their child to campus, and dropped in on the 
room to use it. One student was told about the FFLR at the circulation desk 
as she stood there with her child, and otherwise would not have known about 
the room or used it that day. Another only needed to use it when doing group 
work, and so knew ahead of time to book it. One graduate student used it 
when his children were out of school on days he needed to go to the university 
to study.
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Surprise
Student-parents expressed pleased surprise that there was a range of things 
for their children to do, while they themselves were studying. Their expecta-
tions had been fairly low—books, a place to sit perhaps—and the DVD player, 
writable wall, and other furniture options made them very happy. One stu-
dent enjoyed the decorations on the walls so much she Snapchatted about it 
with her friends. Another student expressed surprise at how quiet the room 
was, especially at night, when she assumed students would be “more relaxed 
(and noisy),” and also about how nice the equipment was in the room—she 
assumed it would be “bum” computers, not the new machines with fast Inter-
net that were provided.
Technical Difficulties
Aside from getting into the room, some students could not figure out how to 
get the DVD player and other equipment to work, and they lost study time 
trying to figure these out before giving up. One student’s young daughter 
was expecting touch-screen capabilities on the laptop, which meant she did 
not know how to use the technology without her mother’s help; the provided 
headphones also did not fit this child, who was younger than the intended age 
for the headphone set we provided. The time she spent trying to figure out the 
technology was time that this student did not have to study.
Focus
The room gave students a space where they knew they could study, which 
saved them the time they might otherwise have spent trying to find a spot that 
would accommodate their children and not distract either the student-parent 
or any other students. One student said she valued the “quiet space away from 
other students.” Another noted that when she studied at home, it took her 
much longer, because the opportunities to be distracted were so numerous. 
And a third student noted that while she had Internet and computers at home, 
the “educational environment” of the library made it easier for her to study 
and be focused: “There’s only so much you can do in this room,” she said. “Hav-
ing that space to be alone with my thoughts was crucial.”
Modeling University
One of our interviewees valued bringing her tween to study with her on cam-
pus, so her child would see the university as a destination, and as a possibility, 
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far sooner than she herself had. She felt it made her “daughter feel like she’s in 
college.” Being in the library was a good atmosphere for them both, and con-
firmed what she had been telling her daughter about college and what college 
was going to look like. Though this was not one of the intentions of the room, 
it is interesting that this was one of the impacts. As with the pre-occupation 
feelings of care that the room engendered, this impact is about how the stu-
dent feels; such emotional impacts are an important part of the overall effect 
of library policies and decisions.
Inclusivity
One student made a point of mentioning how nice it was that the room 
demonstrated that the university “sees” students who are also parents: “It’s 
small, but it’s a shout-out to ‘we see you’ on campus.” She interpreted the 
presence of the room and the thought that was put into fitting it out with 
entertainment options for the children as evidence that the university cares 
about student-parents. Another student noted that the room was useful for 
her to study with group members, none of whom had children. In this case, 
the room is not only an effective demonstration of the university’s care for 
this category of nontraditional student, but also a chance for students who 
are not parents to witness their nontraditional peers and expand the notion 
of what “being a student” might be.
Commuting and Parking
All of the students we interviewed drove to campus and paid to park. None 
of the parking lots are close to the library. The challenges of commuting were 
made particularly clear in the story of one student who had a parking pass 
during the first summer this room was open. She used the room often during 
the Summer session, sometimes bringing her child with her and sometimes 
alone. In the Fall semester, she could no longer afford the parking pass; 
instead, she parked near her daughter’s school and took the bus the rest of 
the way to campus. She noticed a difference in how prepared for her classes 
she felt in the fall compared to the summer, and attributed it to the hour of 
studying that she used to have when she parked on campus, rather than on 
the bus where she found it impossible to study. It has “definitely hindered my 
progress [to degree],” she said. This student worked four jobs to make ends 
meet. This student spoke a great deal about her catch-22 situation: she needs 
the time to study, to get better grades and scholarships, but she needs the jobs 
she is working to pay for her classes. She is studying part-time now because 
“I can only afford two [courses], mentally and financially.”
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Another student noted that her commute was easy precisely because of 
when her classes are—she is a graduate student, so coming to campus at night 
means parking is relatively easy, and traffic is light.
LEARNING FROM NON-USERS
Of interest is the one student we interviewed from the pre-occupation who 
ended up not using the room at all in the Fall semester. This student, as a biol-
ogy and chemistry major, had access to a lab and project space in the building 
that houses her academic departments, and so she did not need to use the 
FFLR. The spaces she had worked for her because they were close to where she 
needed to attend classes, and to the people with whom she needed to work on 
projects. The lab and project space contained people who already knew her, 
and her child, and who would tell her (kindly) if the child was being a bother.
She said of the lab space she had access to, “It’s quiet, I know the people in 
there, and I can find a seat,” in contrast to the library, where in her experience 
she had to look for places to sit, and to worry about being more quiet. She 
mentioned that one time during the previous semester, she had come into 
the library to try to study, on the spur of the moment. It was at the end of the 
semester, and the library was so crowded that she left immediately. She was 
not willing to go into any of the study rooms and risk getting kicked out by 
someone who had a reservation.
This student also wished that the kinds of spaces available to her were 
also available in the building where she took her biology classes. She thought 
having study rooms in each building, closer to where people have their own 
majors, would be better than always having to go “out of the way to get to a 
crowded library.” At the same time, she said she would like to see spaces like 
that across campus; she wondered if there were some that she did not know 
about because she spent all her time in one particular building.
PROBLEM-SOLVING AND NEXT STEPS
Technical barriers around access and use of the technology have a direct impact 
on how much time students have to study, and if they have to spend time over-
coming barriers, they have less time for their academic work. Once the room 
was opened, the primary barrier to use was access to the room via the swipe 
system. The fact that access was not automatic upon registration prevented 
some students from using the room right away. The library has corrected this 
with programming by the team in Atkins Digital Initiatives. Additional spe-
cific fixes to address problems that students encountered have been imple-
mented. Basic instructions for the recreational technology are now posted in 
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the room. Additionally, more than one size of headphones and speakers are 
now available so that children of a wider range of ages can use the DVD player 
and other devices that require audio output.
The room-booking data indicates a wide range of ages, majors, and class 
levels, and it indicates that mothers as well as fathers are using the FFLR. 
This allows us to argue that this room is relevant to many of our students, 
opens doors across the university, and is certainly not being used by any nar-
row group (however it might be defined) alone. The overall pattern of FFLR 
use across the semester is very similar to that of library rooms overall, but use 
across the week is distinctive, with more parents relying on weekend hours 
than the statistics reflect for the general study room bookings.
Our biggest recommendation is that this room be far more widely publi-
cized. The need for spaces such as this on campus for our student-parents is 
clearly great, and as many students as possible should know that this is avail-
able for them to use. It would be a good “problem” for us not to have enough 
capacity with just one room, and to have to make the argument for larger, or 
additional, such spaces.
We will continue to monitor use of the rooms using the proxy of the book-
ing software, and we plan to work with the OASES office to gather feedback 
on what is working, and what is not, in the current room. We are waiting for 
another round of renovations of our second floor, where the FFLR is currently 
located, before experimenting with possibly adding another FFLR. One FFLR 
could be for students needing to work alone, as the current room is config-
ured, and another could be for students who need to work with study groups. 
The group study FFLR could be furnished with a large central table, several 
task chairs, and writable walls not just for the children to write on, but for the 
students to do their academic work.
CONCLUSIONS
The pre-occupation phase of this study uncovered an enthusiasm among adult 
students for the idea of a Family Friendly Library Room, as well as the reasons 
why such a room is desired and necessary for some of our students who are 
parents. Parents who could not always study at home, who sometimes needed 
to bring their children to campus but who worried about disturbing others, 
and who wanted a comfortable place to do their academic work (both quiet 
and focused, and not), saw the potential usefulness of this new library study 
space. Students were furthermore heartened by what they saw as evidence of 
the university’s care for them, and their particular circumstances as parents.
Our student-parents are operating in a larger context than just the uni-
versity, and what the library does or does not provide is not the entire pic-
ture of their needs. We heard anxiety from students about commuting and 
parking, and the time and money they spend on these activities, and the real 
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impact it has on their studies and academic engagement. We plan to share 
these issues with the larger university community, since this is not something 
that can be addressed or mitigated by the library alone.
In addition, the student we interviewed who never used the FFLR did 
not use it in part because she had access to effective learning spaces on cam-
pus that suited her informal learning needs, in a community she knew and 
trusted. Her sense that there is a wider network of student-centered spaces 
across campus is reflected in our collection of cognitive maps of student learn-
ing landscapes, which reveal that students need to study in spaces across the 
university, not just in classrooms or in the library (Lanclos 2016b; Gourlay, 
Lanclos, and Oliver 2015). Our continuing attempts to imagine, fund, and 
produce a distributed landscape of informal learning spaces that we have been 
calling “Atkins Spaces” is one solution to the continuing desire of students for 
places to do their academic work close to the other places where they need to 
be. How can the library help provide more of those places?
When libraries engage in qualitative space studies, questions about impact 
reach beyond library walls. Engaging in holistic approaches to students’ study 
practices and needs, such as we have done here, de-centers the library and 
allows us to imagine contexts that meet students where they are, where they 
have to be because of the complicated circumstances of their lives. In so doing, 
we make university experiences more accessible to a wider range of people, by 
not insisting that their status as parents put undue limits on how and where 
they study, and ultimately their success as students.
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Because the sign-up for the ANSWER Family Friendly Study Room is online, 
the Atkins Library has access to the list of log-ins for the students currently 
signed up. We used that list to e-mail students asking if they were interested 
in speaking to us about what they might be expecting from the room. We did 
not offer any incentives. At the very beginning of the summer of 2015 (June), 
we had five volunteers for the pre-occupation interviews.
To recruit for the post-occupation second phase, we e-mailed students, 
using the contact list we generated from the room-booking software, which 
gave us the e-mail addresses of students who had reserved the room during 
the Summer or Fall terms. The OASES office also sent out a call for volun-
teers, and we followed up with students who had spoken to us before the room 
opened. Altogether, we interviewed eight students for this project, and two of 
these students we interviewed twice (once before the room opened, and once 
afterwards).
Interview Questions and Protocols
This project was reviewed by UNC Charlotte’s Institutional Research Board 
and covered by the ethics protocol on file for the Atkins Ethnography Project 
at UNC Charlotte.
The pre-occupancy structured interview questions were:
1. Tell me about where you have been studying. What kinds of places 
work for you?
2. Do you study in different places for different kinds of work? Tell me 
about those places
3. Where do you live? How long is your commute?
4. How long do you usually study for? Does it look different for different 
kinds of work?
5. What is not working in the places you study now?
6. Why do you want to use the Family Friendly Study Room?
7. What are you hoping the Family Friendly Study Room will be like?
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8. Do you already know about any resources or materials in the library 
that would be useful to you while you are here with your kids?
Each interview took between 20 and 45 minutes. Interviews were audio- 
recorded, and we also took notes during the interviews. Only one interview 
was conducted face-to-face, in the pre-occupancy phase; all of the rest were 
conducted by phone. Once the interviews were transcribed, we read and cod-
ed them, engaging in content analysis to identify themes emerging from the 
interviews as a whole.
Post-occupancy interview questions included:
1. Have you used the FFLR at all?
2. Why did you use it?
3. What worked?
4. What would you like to be different?
5. What expectations did you have that were met?
6. What was unexpected?
7. What do you wish it had been like?
8. Would you use the room again?
These interviews also took between 20 and 45 minutes. All but one of the 
post-occupancy interviews were conducted face-to-face. This time, the inter-
views were not transcribed, but the detailed notes taken during the interviews 
were coded, identifying themes in common with the previous set of interviews 
as well as new themes.
Recruiting Script
The e-mail text read as follows:
“Hello there—
I am Donna Lanclos, and I work for Atkins Library as an anthropologist. 
That means I talk to students and faculty about what they do for their 
classes and their research, and in particular about what works and what 
doesn’t work for them. The idea is to get the right kind of information 
so we can improve our spaces, services, and so your experience and 
education at UNC Charlotte.
I have your name as one of the students signed up to use our new 
family friendly study room in the Fall, and would love to be able to talk 
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to you (f2f, over phone, or Skype) about your hopes and expectations 
for that room, as well as about how and where you have been studying 
up until now.
Of course, this is not mandatory, and you can say no. If you are willing 
to talk to me, it shouldn’t take more than 45 minutes to an hour tops. 
Also, if we talk over the summer, I would like to have a follow-up con-
versation or two in the Fall and/or Spring, to check in on how things 
are going.
So, if you are interested, please e-mail me back and let me know. And 
thank you so much.”
NOTES
 1. For a nice overview of a possible range of methods used in ethnographic 
research in academic libraries, see Asher and Miller 2011.
 2. Many students have laptops but leave them at home because of concerns over 
battery life and being able to find a place to charge them, loss or theft, and 
not wanting to carry them around all day.
 3. Thanks are due to Derek Norton in the Atkins Library’s Digital Initiatives 






Undergraduates, Commuting, and the Academic 
Library at a Flagship Public University
S tudents at flagship public universities often fit the profile of a traditional undergraduate student in the United States. They enter college after high school, are generally between the ages of 18 and 24, are depen-
dents, work part-time or not at all, and are enrolled as full-time students. 
While there have been explorations of the academic library situated within 
students’ lived experiences in different campus settings, there has been little 
examination of the role of student commutes (Duke and Asher 2012; Foster 
and Gibbons 2007). The studies that have examined students’ commutes are 
situated on campuses that identify as commuter schools (Regalado and Smale 
2015; Delcore, Mullooly, and Scroggins 2009; Brown-Sica 2012). Large public 
universities, where it is often assumed that students’ lives are centered on or 
adjacent to campus, are largely unexamined.
At the University of Colorado Boulder (CU Boulder), the main campus 
and the surrounding area are often referred to as “the bubble,” suggesting 
that students’ lives are primarily contained in this area. The university is faced 
with the related challenges of accommodating increased enrollment on a cam-
pus with limited growth opportunities, identifying parts of town where the 
campus can expand, and being situated in an area with a rising cost of living, 
especially related to housing costs. As the university tackles these issues, what 
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impact do these same challenges have on students’ academic lives and where 
they live, work, and study? Currently, very little is known about how CU Boul-
der students travel to and within campus spaces and the barriers they face.
At CU Boulder, researchers in the library studied a typical academic day 
for undergraduate students as part of a larger, multi-institutional project 
comparing undergraduate experiences across the United States. This study 
revealed that the commutes of CU Boulder undergraduate students were more 
complex than anticipated, including those who lived in on-campus housing. 
In examining our students’ daily lives, we found that many factors influenced 
where students live and how location impacted their commutes and academic 
work. Moving to off-campus housing often allowed for a less complicated com-
mute and provided the individual student with greater control over her study 
environment. A deeper understanding of how our students moved between 
home, class location, workplaces, extracurricular activities, and other commit-
ments illuminates gaps in library services, spaces, and resources and helps 
identify possible partnerships with other campus initiatives.
INSTITUTIONAL CONTEXT
CU Boulder is a flagship, public university with 33,771 students, 27,846 of 
whom are undergraduates. The university is a national public research univer-
sity that provides a rigorous education, supports the community, and ensures 
access. The average age for a CU Boulder undergraduate student is 20.4 years 
of age, with only 5 percent of undergraduate students over the age of 25 (Uni-
versity of Colorado Boulder 2017a). A majority of our undergraduate student 
population can be categorized as traditional college students: they are depen-
dents and are not responsible for caring for any other family members. As 
a state institution, a majority of our undergraduate student body, approxi-
mately 60 percent, is comprised of Colorado residents, and 7 percent of under-
graduates are international students. Almost 70 percent of the undergraduate 
student body identifies as white, non-Hispanic, while 2 percent identify as 
black or African American, 5 percent as Asian, 11 percent as Hispanic/Latino, 
and 5 percent as two or more races.  In the 2016/17 academic year, 1,133 
undergraduate transfer students enrolled in CU Boulder (University of Col-
orado Boulder 2017a). Based on academic year 2016/17 financial aid data, 
approximately 17 percent of students were dependents that were Pell Grant 
eligible, while 54 percent either demonstrated no financial need or did not 
submit a FAFSA.
The CU Boulder campus is situated in the southern part of Boulder, a city 
with a population of roughly 100,000 people. The main portion of campus 
is over 300 acres and contains academic buildings, student support services, 
and thirteen residence halls. On the southern edge of campus is a section 
known as the Kitteridge loop that contains a planetarium, the law school, and 
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a cluster of six residence halls. Approximately a mile and a half from the center 
of campus is Williams Village (Will Vill), a 66-acre residential academic village 
containing five residence halls, a dining facility, and more recently, student 
support services such as tutoring and health services. This area is connected 
to the main campus by a multi-use path and a university shuttle bus known 
as Buff Bus that runs every twenty minutes. East Campus was recently devel-
oped on an additional 200 acres located approximately a mile away from the 
main portion of the university, and is comprised primarily of research centers 
and institutes. As university enrollment and programs continue to expand, 
other areas of town, particularly another 300 acres on the southern edge of 
Boulder, are being identified and developed for campus expansion to provide 
additional residence halls, academic buildings, and research facilities.
First-year students at CU Boulder are required to live on campus unless 
they obtain a waiver for alternative housing arrangements, such as living at 
home or with other relatives, resulting in approximately 95 percent of first-
year students living on campus. While CU Boulder is not known as a com-
muter campus, in fact only 26 percent of its undergraduate students live in 
campus-owned and operated housing, leaving only 1,100 students residing on 
campus after their first year (University of Colorado Boulder 2017a). While 
there is no official tracking of off-campus housing, CU Boulder’s Office of 
Institutional Data estimates that based on the provided home addresses of 
students, approximately 4,000 students reside in areas outside of Boulder zip 
codes (University of Colorado Boulder 2017b). Available data suggests that 
these students commute anywhere from 20 to 90 minutes from their home 
location to campus. There is little information available regarding CU Boulder 
students’ selection of off-campus housing, but housing affordability is a con-
cern in Boulder due to its limited and costly rental market. Students comprise 
approximately 14 percent of the Boulder rental market, where the average 
monthly rent is now $1,418 (U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Devel-
opment 2017). Increased enrollments have resulted in on-campus housing 
reaching capacity, and the university is currently in the process of building 
another residence hall to accommodate an additional 575 students.
The CU Boulder University Libraries is comprised of five library locations 
situated in areas throughout the main portion of campus. Norlin Library is 
often referred to as the main library and is a large, sprawling building at the 
base of a main quad. It has seen numerous additions throughout the years, 
which have resulted in five floors and complex navigation. In addition to hous-
ing various book stack locations, library instruction spaces, a learning com-
mons, and common library functions, Norlin Library also includes an outpost 
of the Writing Center, IT support, the Honors Program, and other university 
programs. There are four branch library locations situated in academic build-
ings: Business, Earth Sciences, Music, and Math, Physics, and Engineering. 
The University Libraries is currently running a pilot program to provide access 
to library materials to researchers located on the East Campus, but it has yet 
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to expand services and resources aimed at undergraduates much beyond the 
central portion of campus. A recent examination of campus space use deter-
mined that the University Libraries had insufficient space for student use. Our 
Association of Research Libraries peers on average have seating capacity to 
accommodate 10.5 percent of FTE students, whereas CU Boulder can accom-
modate only 6.8 percent of FTEs across all five library locations (Huron Edu-
cation 2015). This assessment of space has provided a push to increase the 
libraries’ seating capacity for student use, and different locations are consider-
ing how to reimagine spaces in such a way to increase the number of available 
seats while maintaining the connection to library services and resources.
A DAY IN THE LIFE
The “A Day in the Life” project sought to holistically understand the lives of 
undergraduate students across the United States, with CU Boulder one of 
eight participating institutions. Student research participants indicated one 
of two weekdays to receive a series of text message surveys. These messages 
were sent seventy-five minutes apart and asked the students to share their 
current location, indicate the activity they were engaging in, and how they felt 
at the time. After the survey was completed, the research team created a map 
of each student’s day that was used to guide an interview about the student’s 
daily tasks and activities, the spaces and locations in which the student con-
ducted academic research and day-to-day work, and the student’s overall edu-
cational experience. Students were asked to describe other life factors such as 
employment, extracurricular activities, and decisions around university selec-
tion, in addition to academic work and study habits. All study protocols were 
approved by the Institutional Research Board (Asher et al. 2017).
Participants at CU Boulder were recruited through flyers and handouts 
in five library locations across campus and through a posting on an electronic 
bulletin site that announces research studies and other campus events. These 
various recruitment efforts were used to capture students who regularly used 
the libraries, along with those who relied on other locations for academic 
work. This led to a convenience sample of 25 participants, 20 of whom were 
undergraduate students who completed the day’s responses and the follow-up 
interview. All participants were full-time undergraduate students covering a 
range of academic years and majors, 6 were transfer students, and 15 indi-
cated working part-time, with hours worked ranging from 5 to 30 per week. 
Of those that worked, most had employment off campus or had a mixture of 
on-campus and off-campus employment. Sixteen students identified as white, 
two as Hispanic/Latino, one as African American, and one as Asian. A major-
ity of students resided in off-campus housing, with only four students living 
in residence halls, all of whom were first-year students.
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UNDERSTANDING STUDENTS’ DAILY LIVES 
AND COMMUTING BEHAVIORS
Survey responses allowed us to map each student’s daily movements and 
determine distance between points throughout the day. These stops included 
home, work, class locations, study spots, and recreational and social activities. 
While the geocoded data centered around the campus, the debriefing inter-
views demonstrated that students’ daily movements are far more complex by 
highlighting gaps in student maps and variations based on the day of the week.
Distances Traveled and Time Spent on Activities
Based on survey responses, CU Boulder participants traveled a median dis-
tance of 8,001 meters, with a median reported commute time of ten minutes 
and an average distance between locations of 1,557 meters. Students distrib-
uted their time in a single academic day similarly to those at other institu-
tions across the United States, spending 27.6 percent of their time studying, 
19.3 percent spent in class, and 7.3 percent of their time commuting (Asher 
et al. 2017). On a typical academic day, most students’ map points were 
FIGURE 4.1
Student home locations within the city of Boulder, CO
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between home, class, and studying or other academic work. Points identified 
as off-campus employment often fell later in the day, while work at on-campus 
jobs commonly occurred before or between classes. Compared to other pri-
marily residential institutions in the study, CU Boulder students had a simi-
lar reported commute time but traveled greater distances between locations 
throughout the day. A student might leave home to travel to the East Campus 
for work as a research assistant before heading to the central portion of cam-
pus for classes and studying at the library, and then end the day at practice 
for an athletic team. The geocoded data showed that while there were some 
outliers, student movements centered on the campus itself, suggesting that 
students’ lives were primarily contained in the CU Boulder bubble (figure 4.1).
Choosing Where to Live
Student decisions about where to live were driven by many factors including 
cost, availability, environment, and convenience of location. The first-year stu-
dents participating in the study indicated that they had little choice in their 
residence hall preference. Some chose to participate in a Residential Academic 
Program (RAP) that guaranteed them a room in a specific hall which often 
corresponded to their major or area of academic interest, such as engineering 
or global studies. Some students indicated they chose their current or former 
RAP based on the residence hall location, knowing it would be more conve-
nient or offer additional amenities. The upperclassman research participants 
who discussed living on campus their first year often expressed frustration 
at the challenges of living in the residence halls. These frustrations included 
residing in a location far from classes, having little control in selecting room-
mates, and living in a disruptive environment.
Since a majority of CU Boulder students move to off-campus housing after 
their first year, this study shed light on how our students select off-campus 
housing. Rental costs were one major factor in this decision-making process, 
but students also considered the number of roommates, commuting options 
such as bike paths and public transportation, and proximity to campus, includ-
ing the characteristics of the neighborhoods. For one student, living close to 
campus was of highest importance when selecting a living location, but she 
indicated that she worked longer hours so that she could afford to pay for the 
apartment. This student reported spending very little time socializing or par-
ticipating in extracurricular activities, and a majority of her time was spent 
in class, studying, or working. For others, financially feasible housing close to 
campus meant living with upward of eight roommates where their personal 
space was not much bigger than a closet. These students prioritized proximity 
and cost effectiveness over a quiet or spacious home environment.
Several students noted selecting housing based on neighborhood for 
proximity not just to campus, but to where a majority of their classes are held. 
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For students in the College of Arts & Sciences, courses are primarily held on 
the western portion of campus compared to courses in engineering or busi-
ness, which are situated on the eastern edge. As students progress in their 
college careers and are primarily enrolled in major courses, class locations are 
more likely to be situated in the areas of campus related to their college. This 
sentiment was echoed by numerous students, and many cited choosing to live 
on the side of campus based on where their disciplines were concentrated.
Others noted choosing locations farther away from campus for reasons 
related to cost and atmosphere. The neighborhood approximately three miles 
south of the campus is a mix of university students and community residents 
and tends to attract more graduate students. One student said that she chose 
that location because it was more affordable and provided a quieter environ-
ment desired by her and her roommates. For this student, these benefits far 
outweighed the challenges of this locale, which involved traveling farther to 
get to campus. Two transfer students lived in a town approximately fifteen 
miles away due to the significantly lower cost of living there. These financially 
independent, returning students noted that by residing outside of Boulder, 
they were able to moderate the number of hours worked and devote more 
time to their studies, despite longer commutes.
Commuting to and Around Campus
Where students chose to live impacted the time spent commuting and the 
transportation method used for getting to and around campus. Students who 
resided in centrally located residence halls or secured off-campus housing 
adjacent to the campus reported making more stops home during the day. 
These students would go between the campus for class and their residence 
halls or apartments for meals and studying before heading to work or other 
activities in the evening. Yet for some on-campus students, returning home 
was difficult due to their residence hall location. First-year student residence 
halls can be found interspersed with academic buildings in the center of the 
campus, sitting on the edge of the campus, and located in the resident aca-
demic village approximately a mile and a half from the center of the campus. 
As one student described it, “main campus is downtown and Kittredge is like 
the suburbs, and Will Vill is . . . the boondocks.” For those students who reside 
in the “boondocks,” there were fewer reported stops throughout the day, and 
upperclassman participants who had resided there in their first year men-
tioned that their commutes were less complicated now that they had moved 
off campus. One sophomore student noted about her off-campus apartment:
I’m super centrally located, there’s no reason for me not to get to class, 
my classes are basically closer living where I am now than living on 
campus, which is kind of funny.
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We do not often think of on-campus students having a commute, but the ways 
that participants discussed their time, current or past, living in residence halls 
reinforced the complexity of navigating a large college campus.
Since a majority of participants reside in close proximity to the campus, 
driving was not a preferred commuting option, and commutes often involved 
multiple methods of transportation including bus, bicycle, and walking. Com-
mutes were further complicated by other factors such as class schedule and 
other commitments including work, internships, or extracurricular activities. 
Limitations on parking meant that those students who did drive to campus 
must either purchase an expensive parking permit, pay an hourly rate at a 
meter that only allows for two to four hours of parking, or locate free city 
parking at a more distant location. One student who traveled from the more 
distant town attempted to purchase a parking permit only to find out that 
none were available. His solution was to park in a neighborhood adjacent to 
campus and then bike from there: “I just throw my bike in my truck and ride to 
campus, ride back [to my truck].” Others living in more distant neighborhoods 
mentioned that while they did not drive to campus, they sometimes relied on 
friends or roommates who do have a car and a parking permit.
Students also utilized local and regional buses to get to campus and 
around town. The Boulder area has a robust bus system, and students are pro-
vided with a free pass for the regional transit system. Additionally, the campus 
provides shuttles to the East Campus and Will Vill in order to assist students 
and researchers to travel to these outlying locations. While students men-
tioned using the campus shuttles, they noted that they only relied on these 
forms of transportation during inclement weather. One student residing out-
side of Boulder depended on the regional buses to get from home to campus 
and then to Denver. She noted that she kept her bike on campus because she 
was not guaranteed a spot on the bus to transport her bike, and she needed it 
to traverse the large campus when she only had ten minutes between classes. 
This student also indicated that she scheduled her classes to limit the number 
of days she came to campus. By restricting her classes to three days out of the 
week, she was able to limit her commuting to campus and better balance her 
time between work and school. Most students reported walking and biking 
as their main forms of transportation, since the town and campus are most 
friendly to these forms. However, many noted that using these forms of trans-
portation had their own limitations, mostly in how long it took to get from 
one part of campus to another. Students echoed the sentiment that after their 
first few semesters on campus, they learned not to take classes back to back 
since the ten- or fifteen-minute breaks between classes did not allot enough 
time to travel between points.
While many students reported fairly short commutes by bus, bike, or 
walking from home to campus, a handful of students indicated that on days 
other than when the study was conducted, they may travel farther due to 
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internship or work opportunities. One student whose academic day for the 
study looked like the typical CU Boulder bubble, indicated in the interview 
that on two other days of the week he drove twenty miles to the health sci-
ences campus for an internship that lasted from 7:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m. This 
student’s internship days looked drastically different than his typical class 
days and were often more hectic, since he had to return to Boulder in time for 
an afternoon class and then immediately go to work off campus that evening. 
Other students noted that they pursued work and internship opportunities 
in Denver, approximately twenty miles away, because the opportunity was 
too good to pass up. But this meant longer, more complex commutes whether 
they drove to their destination or took public transportation.
How Commutes Impact Academic Work
Where students lived and with whom they lived had a strong impact on how 
and where they conducted their academic work. Only one participant indi-
cated studying while commuting to campus on a regional bus, a 45-minute 
ride from a town fifteen miles away. This student often carried numerous bags 
for the day containing schoolwork materials and other personal items. She 
noted that she tried to prepare for the bus ride by downloading materials onto 
her laptop since there is no Wi-Fi, or she chose to focus on work that did not 
require a laptop such as language class homework. This student noted that 
while she preferred to use her commute time to complete academic work, it 
could be difficult due to insufficient space to carry out the tasks.
I’ve had situations where I can’t work on the thing I was going to work 
on because I need a book open and I need my laptop, multiple things, 
I have my lap and I have a backpack on my lap and I have my feet but 
I can’t move them because I have my pannier . . . sometimes it’s a little 
challenging.
While this student preferred to use her commute time for doing academic 
work and preparing for the day’s classes, the heavily used commuter bus did 
not provide enough space to contain her personal belongings and still have 
enough room to bring out materials needed to study.
For the two students who lived in an even more distant town, the library 
served as one of their primary locations to conduct academic work both due 
to its location on campus and the services it provided. One noted that she 
acquired a locker in the library after she saw them in the corner of the first 
floor and inquired with the circulation desk about their availability. Campus 
affiliates can check out these lockers on a semester basis, which this commuter 
student mentioned as providing a space to store personal items and books, 
reducing the amount she carried with her on a daily basis. The location is 
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convenient, since she uses that library location for her studying and the locker 
allowed her access to schoolbooks and materials without having to carry them 
around all day. The other student noted:
I work from one to five [in the morning], so then from there I go to Nor-
lin, the library here ‘cause it’s open twenty-four hours, which is pretty 
sweet and then I do some homework for two and a half, three hours or 
whichever time I have left before class.
For these students, the library provided services not otherwise found on 
campus. Other campus buildings do not open until later in the morning, and 
for off-campus students, the only other early-morning options are some din-
ing halls or the recreation center, both of which cost additional fees to use. 
Because the library information commons was open twenty-four hours a day, 
this student with an alternative work schedule had a place to conduct aca-
demic work prior to his classes. This area also contains a microwave and other 
useful amenities for someone who often brings their own food to campus.
Whether the students who live in close proximity to campus return home 
throughout the day depended on a number of factors including home envi-
ronment, number of roommates, and preferred study setting. Some students 
carried everything with them for the entire day, often leaving home by 9:00 
a.m. and not returning until late in the evening. Sometimes this was due to 
extracurricular activities and employment, while other times it was due to not 
having a conducive study environment at home. These students noted that 
campus libraries served as frequently visited spaces between classes and other 
commitments. One student who regularly spent all day on campus in spite of 
living in close proximity exclaimed that:
I was really excited when I learned you can check out textbooks at the 
library here, that was really awesome . . . that should be a thing for like 
every single class because boy does that make my life easier.
Not having to carry heavy textbooks or worry about forgetting the book 
needed at home saved this student physical and mental stress. Others noted 
that roommates and a lack of dedicated study space at home meant that they 
relied on the library for a space to conduct focused work. They usually sought 
out library study rooms or spaces designated as quiet zones, citing that the 
presence of others engaged in work encouraged them to complete their own 
work rather than socialize with friends.
Those who primarily studied at home shared two characteristics: a dedi-
cated study space and fewer than two roommates. One student mentioned that 
her most productive place to study was at home since she had it set up with 
markers, highlighters, notebooks, and everything else she needed, including 
textbooks; she noted her frustration when she went to study elsewhere only 
to discover that a book or other course material she needed was left at home. 
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Three students indicated that their roommates shared their major and often 
had classes in common and could assist one another with their work. Being 
at home with food, having a study partner, and not worrying about leaving 
personal items unguarded were cited as strong reasons for studying at home.
For students who preferred to study later at night, the issue of parking 
could be problematic. Some student participants reported not wanting to 
walk long distances across campus and city neighborhoods at night, and the 
available parking was expensive and inconvenient, causing them to locate 
alternatives for their main study locations. One student noted that rather 
than going to the library, she would study in a common room located in an 
academic building at the edge of campus. This area had free parking after 7:00 
p.m. and was located adjacent to the building. Students who lived in residence 
halls in the “boondocks” felt it was easier to study in their academic village 
rather than traverse the campus.
BARRIERS AND FRUSTRATIONS  
THAT STUDENTS ENCOUNTER
Our study of the daily lives of our students provided us with a better under-
standing of how to approach removing these barriers and frustrations we 
were already aware of. Students discussed spending time between classes try-
ing to study, usually in the library, but it was often difficult to locate a place 
that suited their needs. The students wanted space to spread out since they 
were often using books, notebooks, and a computer to complete their aca-
demic work. Additionally, these students often desired quiet spaces to engage 
in focused academic work and expressed frustration at not locating a space 
in an area that was quiet, or because other students would be making noise 
in what were perceived to be quiet areas. Our participants all seemed to have 
study locations they used repeatedly, primarily in the main library, that they 
had found when they first used the library, and they were unaware of other 
study spaces in the large, maze-like building.
Access to electrical outlets was key for the students since they often 
charged multiple devices: all of our library locations suffer from lack of elec-
trical outlets. Students noted that it was frustrating to locate a prime study 
space only to discover they did not have access to an electrical outlet or they 
had left their charger at home. Some participants noted that they relied on 
library computers since theirs might be old and inefficient or they were too 
heavy to carry around all day. The library has reduced the number of available 
computer terminals over the past few years, and students noticed that there 
were fewer stations and longer waits.
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INTERVENTIONS AND INITIATIVES
We used information gleaned from the study to bolster existing services, 
make adjustments to learning spaces, and lay the foundation for new initia-
tives. Through these students’ lives we were able to see the complexity of the 
day-to-day student experience and how commuting to and around campus 
was an important factor.
This study highlighted that students were unaware of many library 
resources and services regardless of the time they spent conducting academic 
work in the library. Many library users would benefit from long-standing ser-
vices like course reserves. Since this term does not resonate with students, 
we are examining how to market reserves in a more approachable way. We 
are working with our communications team to devise a strategy to highlight 
this service, and to partner with instructors to stress the importance of mak-
ing course materials available through reserves. We are also discussing open 
resources as an alternative. This study highlights how materials on course 
reserves assist students in completing their academic work for a variety of 
reasons, including reducing financial costs or making materials available with-
out their having to remember each text or being limited in the amount they 
carry with them.
Additionally, one library location checks out cell phone and laptop char-
gers for limited use, usually set for two hours. Study participants who were 
heavy library users noted the frustration of limited access to electrical outlets 
and of leaving chargers at home, yet none were aware that the library provided 
chargers and power strips for checkout. However, this service is not available 
at other library locations across campus, and we are exploring how to expand 
the checkout of commonly used chargers.
The University Libraries are currently examining ways to expand the avail-
ability of lockers. Even without any advertising about their location, availabil-
ity, or purpose, the lockers are full each semester, and at times have a waiting 
list. Further investigation found that there are scant opportunities on cam-
pus for students to lock up their belongings. No other buildings on campus 
provide access to lockers without a fee or membership in a specific college or 
department. The libraries are investigating possible locations and alternative 
reservation procedures for additional lockers. Options include making some 
lockers available for daily use only, placing some in the learning commons por-
tion of the main library which has 24-hour access, and expanding the service 
to branch locations.
Information gathered from the research participants combined with 
other user assessments has driven furniture purchase decisions and space 
enhancements. To solve the problem of insufficient seating across all libraries, 
there has been a recent effort to adjust underutilized spaces and consider how 
other spaces in the libraries might be reimagined to provide additional learn-
ing environments for users. For example, the learning commons area was able 
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to purchase new furniture that included tables with integrated power outlets. 
The original layout for the learning commons was to have flexible seating 
in order to encourage collaborative learning, and over time, we determined 
that students were looking for more individual work spaces even in an area 
that has a louder noise level. By reimagining the space, we have been able to 
increase seating capacity, retain some of the flexible seating features, and add 
in furniture that meets the needs of how our users work. While lounge seating 
was included as part of the original design, we paired them with large tables to 
provide needed work space.
Since this study was conducted, the libraries have undertaken an initia-
tive to craft signage to indicate quiet and group work spaces across all loca-
tions. Library spaces have been zoned based on feedback from students and 
library staff familiar with the areas. The zones are still in a testing phase, so 
they can be adjusted as we observe student use and can make improvements 
to the signage. As these zones are finalized, we are working to craft maps of 
each library location, indicating different zones available so that users can 
locate spaces conducive to the work they need to engage in. While creating the 
zones in the Norlin Library, there was debate surrounding how much of the 
spaces needed to be zoned for collaborative work. Using information gleaned 
from this study, reinforced with observation of user behavior, provided the 
argument to zone more spaces for quiet individualized work.
CONCLUSIONS AND NEXT STEPS
For students who conducted their academic work in alternate locations other 
than home or the library, it was illuminating to learn about these preferred 
study spaces. While some of these preferences were driven by noise level or 
crowding, other factors pushed students to use alternate spaces. For those 
who cited parking or walking across campus later in the day as barriers to 
using the library, we can assess how the library might fit into the identified 
alternate spaces. We cannot solve the campus parking issue, but we can think 
of the other spaces available to students for their academic work and think 
of how we might highlight library resources and services in those spaces. For 
example, the resident academic village recently opened a new dining hall that 
incorporates student support services such as health care and tutoring. The 
library could partner with these existing student support efforts to promote 
library resources and services and test initiatives such as peer-to-peer refer-
ence support. Since the residence halls in this area are comprised of mainly 
first-year students, this could be an opportunity to connect with students and 
emphasize the value of the library as more than just a physical location on the 
other side of campus.
This study has also left us asking new questions about our students. 
Future plans include examining the commutes of the 4,000 undergraduate 
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students living outside of Boulder in order to gain an understanding of the 
decisions and challenges of residing outside of the bubble. This study demon-
strated that on-campus students can face more complicated commutes than 
those off campus. In what ways can the library play a role in supporting stu-
dent academic work when physical locations are not in close proximity to the 
residence hall? We are exploring increased offerings aimed at first-year stu-
dents in order to promote library spaces and services and better understand 
the needs of incoming students. As the campus grows to other locations such 
as the CU South expansion, we will need to address the question of how the 
library fits into these spaces. Some CU Boulder librarians are partnering with 
our transfer student office, and study results are informing their initiatives 
and research questions. Even more so, the results from this study remind us 
that student lives are complex and that they are often negotiating multiple 
identities in their time as students, regardless of whether or not their com-
mutes take them beyond the campus bubble.
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A Decade of Research  
at Urban Commuter Colleges
JEAN AMARAL, 
MARIANA REGALADO, and 
MAURA A. SMALE
A t the City University of New York (CUNY), the largest public urban uni-versity system in the United States, almost all students are commuters: 93 percent commute by subway, bus, train, walking, bike, and ferry, in 
order of prevalence, while only 7 percent commute by car (CUNY OIRA 2017). 
Commuting is a defining characteristic for much of the CUNY community, 
and is integral to understanding the lived experience of CUNY students. To 
better serve our students, we need to understand how commuting impacts 
their college experience and day-to-day lives. What library tools help them 
do their research from off campus? Where do they find the time and space to 
do their schoolwork? If they are not using our libraries, where are they doing 
their academic work? In what ways can the library better serve our students?
Since 2009 we have been engaged in qualitative studies at seven CUNY 
campuses to explore how, where, when, and with what tools our undergrad-
uates do their academic work. We have learned about how students move 
through their days in New York City as scholars, workers, caregivers, and com-
munity members. Students have shared with us their strategies for writing 
papers during long commutes, finding a quiet spot in the library or on cam-
pus to study, supplementing college library resources with those of their local 
public libraries, and using their smartphones for research at all hours of the 
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day and night. Our long-term perspective has enabled us to consider change 
over time, and has revealed unexpected similarities in the student experiences 
across both community and baccalaureate colleges in our university system. 
Our research into the lived experience of CUNY students has also profoundly 
impacted us as practitioners and informs the totality of our work at our librar-
ies, from space allocation and renovation plans to implementing new technol-
ogy initiatives to information literacy, instruction, and beyond.
INSTITUTIONAL CONTEXT  
The City University of New York
Serving almost 275,000 students at 24 undergraduate and graduate schools 
across New York City, CUNY’s mission is to provide equal access to educa-
tion for traditionally underserved populations whose remarkable diversity is 
apparent in student demographics. In 2016, among undergraduates across 
the university, 42 percent came from families with an annual household 
income of less than $20,000 and 71 percent came from families with income 
under $40,000, while 45 percent were first-generation college students. CUNY 
is a majority minority institution: the system-wide self-reported ethnicity of 
undergraduates in 2016 was 31 percent Hispanic, 26 percent black, 22 percent 
white, and 20 percent Asian/Pacific Islander (CUNY OIRA 2017).
The CUNY system is large and complex. While a central university admin-
istration does provide some services and resources and set some policy for the 
entire system, each CUNY campus has its own administration, faculty, and 
physical plant, as well as its own unique campus culture. Some CUNY colleges 
draw students primarily from the surrounding geographical area, while others 
attract students from across the city. The undergraduate institutions at CUNY 
include nine senior colleges that grant baccalaureate degrees, seven commu-
nity colleges that grant associate degrees, and four comprehensive colleges 
that grant both associate and baccalaureate degrees. Many of the senior and 
comprehensive colleges also offer master’s programs. While several of the 
senior colleges do have a residence hall, each dorm houses less than 5 percent 
of students at that campus.
Our research has encompassed seven CUNY campuses, including three 
senior colleges: Brooklyn College (BC), the City College of New York (CCNY), 
and Hunter College (HC); three community colleges: Bronx Community Col-
lege (BCC), Borough of Manhattan Community College (BMCC), and Queens-
borough Community College (QCC); and one comprehensive college: New 
York City College of Technology (City Tech or CT) (table 5.1). These include 
the colleges where we work as well as colleges that we selected because they 
represent a broad cross-section of community and senior colleges at CUNY. 
There is also a variety of campus layouts across CUNY campuses; some have 
a traditional quadrangle layout around outdoor spaces for student use, while 






BC senior college ~13,500 traditional 197,000
BCC community college ~10,000 traditional   57,084
BMCC community college ~25,500 vertical   52,000




~16,000 vertical   40,000
HC senior college ~15,600 vertical 160,000
QCC community college ~13,500 traditional   38,214
others have a more urban feel and are primarily vertical, consisting of high-
rise buildings with little outdoor space. Students at the community colleges 
represent a wide range, from those just out of high school enrolled in a liberal 
arts degree program, to those focused on certification for entry into profes-
sional careers, to returning students gathering credits needed for entry into 
baccalaureate or graduate programs. At the CUNY senior colleges as much as 
75 percent of the undergraduate student body is made up of students who have 
transferred in, primarily from CUNY community colleges (Wrigley 2010, 2).
RESEARCH STUDIES AND METHODS
The three authors of this chapter are all faculty librarians at CUNY, and as ten-
ure line faculty we engage in scholarly research and publishing. Our research 
questions have developed out of our experiences as practicing librarians and 
are informed by our training, reviews of the literature, and interactions with 
other researcher-practitioners, rather than via institutional mandate to inves-
tigate particular issues or concerns in our libraries. While we have selected 
these research projects based on our own interests and experience, we are 
eager to use the results in our libraries.
CUNY students have been the main focus of our studies, rather than the 
library. Our research has sought to uncover how our students constitute their 
academic lives given that they spend substantial amounts of time away from 
campus and are typically negotiating myriad life roles. We have developed a 
deeper understanding of our students and their experiences, and our long-
term perspective enables us to see how changes in our libraries, technology, 
the colleges, and higher education have impacted the student experience.
TABLE 5.1
Undergraduate enrollment and college attributes at CUNY college  
research sites, Fall 2016 (CUNY OIRA 2017)
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To reach students from across our campuses in our research projects, 
especially students who might not be library users, we have relied on con-
venience samples, recruiting via flyers hung around campus, with most dis-
played outside of the library. Our research with CUNY students encompasses 
a range of distinct research questions we have asked students.1 Across the 
different studies, questions, and methods, our overarching, guiding inquiry 
has been: how, when, where, and with what tools do our undergraduates do 
their academic work? In particular, we have been very interested as to how 
the library fits in for students—or not. To explore the student experience, we 
have employed a variety of open-ended prompts to elicit detailed responses 
from students and faculty. All of the studies we describe were approved by the 
CUNY Institutional Review Board.
Undergraduate Scholarly Habits Study
Inspired by the library study at Rochester (Foster and Gibbons 2007) and 
using similar ethnographic techniques, Smale and Regalado began a pilot 
study at City Tech and Brooklyn College in 2009/10 which they expanded 
in 2010/11 to four additional campuses—BMCC, Bronx CC, City College, 
and Hunter College. Our research questions were: How do students study, 
research, and complete their assignments? Where and how do students do 
their coursework in the context of their days? In two of our interview meth-
ods, we asked students to think about their experiences before we interviewed 
them by having them map their days on campus or photograph items related 
to schoolwork, and bring these artifacts to the interview for discussion. We 
also asked students about how they completed a research project from start to 
finish using retrospective research process interviews, and to draw or sketch 
the process while they spoke. These photographs and hand drawings by stu-
dents enrich our data because they visually demonstrate the varying impor-
tance of activities, friends, objects, means, and the general environment. To 
provide context for the student experience, we interviewed faculty at these 
campuses about their expectations for student work on research assignments. 
These interviews yielded rich data about the gratifications and frustrations 
students encountered and gave us new insights into the student experience, 
including a heightened appreciation of the central place of technology.
Information Needs and Information-Seeking
After learning about the Ethnographic Research in Illinois Academic Librar-
ies (ERIAL) Project (Duke and Asher 2012), Amaral began a study in 2013 
at QCC focused on two research questions: What information needs do com-
munity college students and faculty have? How do students and faculty seek 
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information in relation to those needs? Three methods were used for gather-
ing data: questionnaires, seven-day information diaries, and two sets of inter-
views: one with students who completed information diaries, and the second 
with students demonstrating their personal learning technology environ-
ments, including resources they used in their learning. While most of the stu-
dents in this study viewed the library favorably, many did not use its services. 
The role the library played in their information-seeking was often minimal, 
especially after the students completed English Composition and Introduc-
tion to Speech, the two courses that most frequently took advantage of library 
instruction. The results also highlighted that much of the information these 
community college students needed to be successful in their academic and 
professional lives was generally not found through library resources.
The Future Library
After taking a position at BMCC, Amaral began a research project in 2015/16 
addressing the conclusion from her prior information needs and information 
seeking study that the community college library is often peripheral to stu-
dents. The research questions for this study were: In 2030, what resources and 
services would an urban community college library provide that would ensure 
it is filling an essential role for students, faculty, and the institution? What 
steps would need to be taken between the present and 2030 to achieve this 
vision of the library? Data was gathered from focus groups with administra-
tors, staff, librarians, faculty, and most importantly, students; there were five 
student focus groups with twenty-four total participants. Student responses 
focused on technology, space, and the library as connector. They also implicitly 
identified a need to shift to a student-centered library, similar to the shift in 
classrooms to student-centered learning. Participants across all focus groups 
frequently mentioned that the library should be an inviting community cen-
ter, bringing together students, faculty, staff, and the local community. Addi-
tionally, there was a desire for the future library to move from a transactional 
space and services to an experiential space and relational services.
Student Technology Use
To refresh our data on student use of technology for their schoolwork, and 
to draw on our combined prior qualitative research, we three collaborated 
on a research project at BMCC, Brooklyn College, and City Tech in 2015/16. 
Research questions included: What technologies are students using for course-
work in and out of class, as well as on and off campus? How are they using the 
technologies? What barriers and affordances do students encounter in their 
technology use? We conducted expeditious in-person interviews, tabling at 
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a busy area on all three campuses, as well as sending a questionnaire about 
technology use to students in hybrid and online classes in Fall 2015. In Spring 
2016 we sent a similar questionnaire to faculty teaching hybrid and online 
classes about their own experiences using technology in these courses.
A Day in the Life
In 2015 we three also joined colleagues at five other colleges and universi-
ties from across the country for a collaborative, multi-site mapping project 
titled “A Day in the Life” and intended to gather holistic information about the 
complexity of students’ life contexts and better understand how to develop 
university programs, services, and resources that effectively address students’ 
needs (Asher et al. 2017). Students from BMCC, Brooklyn College, and City 
Tech participated in this research along with students from a wide cross-sec-
tion of institutions: urban and suburban, commuter and residential, and 
community colleges through research universities. Our aim was to construct 
detailed maps of students’ days, including locations and activities. Student 
participants were sent a three-question survey—Where are you? What are 
you doing? How do you feel?—via text message at fixed times over the course 
of a single day. A map of each student’s day was generated from the responses, 
which were discussed with students during follow-up interviews. This research 
updated our understanding of how CUNY students spend their days. We have 
noted a number of changes in how students use our facilities and get their 
work done, and in particular we heard about greater use of mobile technology 
on the commute for their academic work than we did in 2009/11.
Student Reading Practices
Most recently, in 2017 Smale began a new round of open-ended interviews 
with students at BMCC, Brooklyn College, and City Tech about their academic 
reading habits. The research questions for this study were: How do students 
get access to their course readings? How do students accomplish and priori-
tize doing the reading both within the context of their total course load and 
within the full landscape of their busy schedules? The semi-structured inter-
views explored student attitudes and practices with regard to their course 
readings. These interviews have produced much insight into how students 
acquire and access their course readings, including their consideration of the 
cost of course materials. They have also shed light on factors students con-
sider when balancing time spent on course reading with their other academic 
and nonacademic commitments.
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Data Analysis
Our studies have used a range of qualitative research methods, and the data we 
have gathered includes audio, images (photos and drawings), and text. With 
the exception of the brief technology interviews in which we tabled at a busy 
area on campus, all individual and focus group interviews were recorded using 
a digital voice recorder, and the audio files were transcribed to text. We have 
used two qualitative software platforms—ATLAS.ti and Dedoose—to code 
the transcribed interview data and facilitate the analysis of relevant themes 
from the data. We have benefited from research leave provided to faculty by 
our university as well as a number of small grants that enabled us to offer 
incentives for student participants and hire research assistants to assist with 
the transcription.2
RESULTS AND FINDINGS
Between our various studies, we have met in person with over 340 CUNY stu-
dents from whom we collected hundreds of hours of transcribed interviews 
and dozens of drawings and photographs; received questionnaire responses 
from over 2,300 students; and plotted out many miles of movement through 
their days. We have learned much about their experiences, knowledge that 
has astonished and delighted us as well as occasionally caused us concern or 
frustration on their behalf. The students we interviewed also often expressed 
surprise, pleasure, and even remorse at their own habits or constraints. We 
found that the more depth required by the interview method, the more likely 
students were to express appreciation for the opportunity to reflect on and 
consider their own practices.
Despite the differences between the seven colleges in our study noted 
above, we have been intrigued to find that the students we met across CUNY 
described remarkably similar experiences in their home, academic, and work 
environments. Their common challenges encompassed navigating their com-
mutes, negotiating shared spaces at home and on campus, managing their 
access to technology, and grappling with technology inadequacies and fail-
ures. Indeed, we found that many differences were more dependent on the 
quality and quantity of campus facilities and resources than on whether stu-
dents attended a community college or a senior college. Students showed us 
they were eager to learn and do well, despite the many obstacles they encoun-
tered as commuter students with multiple life roles. Across our various inter-
view types and questions, we have identified two themes that are most useful 
for us as practicing academic librarians at commuter institutions: students’ 
information needs and the importance of time.
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Student Academic Practices
As librarians, we are naturally very interested in student information needs 
and information-seeking experiences, and how these are impacted by stu-
dents’ multiple life roles, by their access to spaces on campus and at home, and 
by their commuter status. In particular we found that student experiences 
clustered around structure, feedback and support, the place of libraries, and 
the impact of technology and time on information-seeking.
While our student participants recognized the importance of structure in 
organizing their academic work, they were also resistant to it. Students told 
us how little they liked it when their instructors provided (or imposed) scaf-
folding, deadlines, or library instruction sessions, yet they also acknowledged 
the benefits of these and other structures as helpful in guiding them toward 
successful assignment completion. In particular, students framed structure 
as a tool to fight procrastination, while referencing their multiple roles as 
students, employees, caregivers, and more, with their concomitant time con-
straints. As one City Tech student noted appreciatively about the scaffolding 
of the final project for his English composition course, “You couldn’t procras-
tinate on it.”
The most successful students told us that they actively sought feedback 
and support, not only from faculty, but also from tutors, peers, friends, and 
family members. Students also noted a lack of feedback from some faculty, 
while other students were able to take advantage of office hours to receive 
feedback and ask questions. Many students did not seek feedback, as faculty 
lamented, often citing reluctance to bother their instructor, a past experience 
when an instructor was dismissive, or office hours that conflicted with other 
important commitments. Tutoring centers were another source for feedback 
on assignments and even on take-home exams, as well as for help with the 
course material and concepts. Classmates and friends emerged as an impor-
tant source of feedback and support, with students texting and e-mailing 
questions to each other as well as meeting face-to-face, as one QCC student 
related: “I e-mail my friends and say I’m having a problem with this or I’m not 
sure how to do that.” Classmates might provide feedback in class, as well as 
outside of it, with students forming study groups. Students also mentioned 
family members who provided feedback and assistance—both parents and 
siblings.
Student information-seeking practices were of particular interest to us, 
especially library use. In fact, few students told us that their information needs 
were successfully met by the library. Lack of awareness of library resources 
was a major barrier, as were access issues and the complexity of most library 
tools, including difficulty logging in or deciphering database results. Some 
students found public libraries to be friendlier and more helpful; many had 
used their neighborhood public libraries often while in high school. One of 
the greatest course information needs met by the college library was for the 
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textbook, since all of the campuses had at least some textbooks on reserve. 
However, students had to find the time to use library reserves, which was 
often challenging given their complicated schedules. Some students told us 
they found that digital versions of, or alternatives to, their textbooks saved 
them both time and money.
Many students reported that they were more successful on the Web than 
in the library for their academic information needs, including faculty recom-
mendations to supplement course materials and explain difficult concepts 
or summarize required readings. Students mentioned coding and language 
websites, videos, and other online tutorials, with some searching for duplica-
tive information to verify the first source they found. Students’ experiences 
using the Web for nonacademic information needs informed their ideas about 
research and reflected needs that may have directly impacted their ability to 
be successful in their courses. These needs ranged from entertainment to food 
and housing insecurity to family mental illness, among others. Given that 
many of their information needs were not served by the library, it is under-
standable that students defaulted to web searching for both academic and 
nonacademic needs.
In addition to prior comfort and habit with the Web, students’ informa-
tion-seeking practices were driven by technology. When we first interviewed 
students in 2009, few had smartphones; many cobbled together a combina-
tion of feature phones and iPod touches or smartphones without a data plan 
for Wi-Fi access on the go. By 2015 when we asked students about their col-
lege-related technology experiences, every student respondent had a mobile 
phone, and most had smartphones that some used a great deal for schoolwork. 
Combined with increased access to Wi-Fi, including throughout most subway 
stations in New York City, students took advantage of smartphones (and tab-
lets) to do their coursework anytime and anywhere. While the most common 
activity was reading, students also researched and wrote papers on mobile 
devices or used their smartphones in class for quick lookups. A number of 
students described using their phones to do research for papers while in bed. 
Along with the affordances technology provided, there were also drawbacks to 
technology use for students. Students talked about the learning management 
system and other applications not working well on mobile devices, as well as 
weak and spotty Wi-Fi on campuses, among other issues. Faculty also noted 
that students’ use of mobile technology may be less than ideal for learning 
and successfully completing academic assignments, yet mobile is only likely to 
become more important over time.
Time as a Facilitator and Constraint for Students
The theme of time ran as an undercurrent through all CUNY student expe-
riences. Given their many life roles, the students we met were practiced 
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multitaskers who were adept at making the most of time in their busy sched-
ules to do their academic work. As a BMCC student noted: “Even when I’m 
taking lunch or breakfast, I’m usually reading.” At the same time, students 
experienced factors beyond their control that constrained their time and 
could interfere with their ability to complete their academic work.
The commute was a prominent feature of students’ experiences with time 
man agement. The average commute for CUNY students is 45 to 60 minutes each 
way, typically via New York City’s subways and buses (CUNY OIRA 2012). Ro - 
bust public transportation enabled many CUNY students to optimize their time 
on the commute, and most students did at least some of their academic work 
while traveling. While a common academic activity on the commute was read-
ing—both on paper and mobile devices—students also told us they used their 
mobile devices for research using Internet or library resources, e-mailing instruc-
tors, and writing papers and assignments. Using the commute time efficiently 
was important to many students, including one from City Tech who noted:
First time in college, I didn’t realize how difficult it would be for a col-
lege student to study, so, like, I figured instead of listening to music and 
having my headphones plugged in, I’d rather study on the subway. I 
noticed how my grades improved since I’ve been doing that.
Students found that multitasking on the commute could be challenging. Sub-
ways and buses are heavily used in New York City and can be very crowded, 
especially during rush hour; many students told us that they were unable to 
do their coursework on a subway or bus if they did not have a seat and the per-
sonal space that a seat affords. Notably, some students invested time to pre-
pare for the commute by scanning or downloading and then uploading course 
readings in advance so that these materials could be read without Internet 
access. Wi-Fi coverage in the subway system is not yet complete, especially in 
tunnels between stations. On buses and above-ground subway lines, students 
can use a data plan to access the Internet on their smartphones, though this 
may carry an additional cost that students may find untenable.
CUNY students employed a variety of strategies to optimize the spaces 
they were in during the time they had available. Most students preferred to do 
their coursework in their campus library, citing it as a quiet, distraction-free 
place for their work. Students also used library resources like reserve text-
books and computers, as well as study space. Many students especially appre-
ciated carrel desks for the privacy they afford, privacy that could be a struggle 
to achieve at home, where they often lived with several other people. Alterna-
tively, some students appreciated the support of family members when they 
did their academic work at home, and preferred to study there. Others were 
able to use some time and space at their workplaces in order to do schoolwork, 
or they used the public library for research and studying.
Despite the variety of locations available to students to do their studying 
and assignments, many struggled to find an appropriate place during the time 
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available to them. An hours-long break between classes to read and do home-
work might be thwarted if their campus library was too crowded or noisy for 
them to concentrate. Other delays they encountered at the library included 
limited two-hour loans for reserve books and long lines at photocopiers or 
scanners. Our libraries at CUNY are not typically open after 11:00 p.m. (nor 
are public libraries), and work and family commitments meant that some stu-
dents were doing their academic work when the libraries were already closed 
for the day. Yet some students found the campus and library to be so advan-
tageous for their schoolwork that they would commute to campus even on 
days when they did not have classes, just so they could study in the college 
library. While we have been glad to learn of their appreciation of the library, 
commuting into campus on a day without courses or other commitments is an 
investment of time that was not possible for all students.
Students tended to characterize their experiences with technology along 
a continuum of time. At one end were those technologies that allowed stu-
dents to save time. These included activities such as using mobile devices to 
engage with schoolwork on the commute, doing research on their phone when 
siblings were using the family computer, or accessing a computer on campus 
between classes. Students very much appreciated how technology allowed 
them to quickly check due dates or get reminders for approaching deadlines.
At the other end of the intersection of time and technology were experi-
ences that caused students to lose or waste time. Some of these were readily 
acknowledged by students to be their own challenges, such as wasting time 
on social media, or forgetting to bring the charger for their laptop to campus. 
However, much of the time-wasting that students reported was characterized 
by them as technology failures outside of their control. Campus Wi-Fi could 
be so slow as to be unusable, or one or another university enterprise system 
was down, in particular the learning management system. Students reported 
frustrations with lines to print out an assignment or paper that they wrote 
on the commute, or to print online reading that they needed to be able to 
access offline. Understandably, students expressed frustration when the tech-
nologies they had hoped would enable their academic work at the times that 
were best for them instead wasted their time and added to their workload. We 
also heard from many students of their reluctance to ask for help to make the 
most of their time; most notably, students expressed widespread discomfort 
in requesting that computer lab managers or librarians moderate the noise 
levels and behavior of other students.
IMPACTS AND OUTCOMES
At CUNY being a commuter is a defining characteristic of the student expe-
rience. The college campus is only one place in, and their academic roles are 
only one aspect of, CUNY students’ broader lives. From the beginning of our 
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studies we have been interested to hear from our students about their campus 
and student experiences in order to better understand the role of the library 
and to help us consider how the library can better support them in their infor-
mation-seeking and other academic needs. Our research has informed a num-
ber of changes—both specific and general—in space, services, and instruction 
at our libraries, as well as a change in our mindset as practicing academic 
librarians.
Our understanding of students’ space needs on campus and how students 
use our library spaces has informed decisions about how we chose to change 
(or maintain) various spaces in our libraries. Perhaps most notable is our 
strong commitment to preserve—and, if at all possible, increase—quiet study 
spaces. Students have expressed much appreciation for the privacy of carrel 
desks, and we have successfully used this knowledge to resist the occasional 
efforts to remove this style of desk, which is sometimes viewed as outdated by 
stakeholders outside the library. Furthermore, hearing a wish from students 
for different kinds of spaces, quiet and for conversation, as well as learning 
that many students do not ask for help from librarians in controlling the use 
of space, has informed our decisions about adding and improving signage at 
all three libraries.
We have also learned much from our student interviews and question-
naires that has influenced our decisions about services in the library. Finding 
and using working printers on campus during the time students had available 
was a critical need highlighted throughout our studies. At Brooklyn College, 
student descriptions of frustrations encountered when printing out assign-
ments before class galvanized our decisions to add dedicated print stations on 
the first floor of the library. While at certain peak times there are still lines to 
print, overall the quick print stations have been a success. At City Tech—where 
the library is more space-constrained than Brooklyn College—the decision 
was made to bring in a new system to offer wireless printing so that students 
can print from their own devices as well as library computers. Both BMCC and 
City Tech libraries now offer tablet computer loans for students; BMCC and 
Brooklyn College libraries also loan laptops, which City Tech’s library plans to 
add in the near future. A clear student need for scanning capability to support 
studying on the commute encouraged a push for adding multiple free scan-
ners at the Brooklyn College and BMCC libraries.
Our research with CUNY students has enabled insight into their experi-
ences as whole people, not just as students, and we have also added services in 
our libraries tailored to the whole person. At Brooklyn College a Learning Cen-
ter tutor now has office hours in the library, stationed by the reference desk in 
a small computer classroom. Knowledge of how disconnected students some-
times feel from the various services on campus ensured quick approval and 
strong support for the program, which has been very successful. In an effort 
to serve student needs beyond studying, relaxation stations, which include 
games and adult coloring among other activities, and music events were added 
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at BMCC during midterms and finals, and students have responded positively. 
In informal feedback for the music events, 98 percent of respondents wanted 
more of them, often appreciating the stress relief they provided, as this student 
expressed: “The music was very soothing when I was under pressure, Thank 
you. It was wonderful, bravo!!” Other students suggested additional activities, 
including “how-to events based on crafts, like DIY (do-it-yourself) products, 
more music, and anything that is fun would be cool.” Students appreciated the 
opportunities provided to take breaks, de-stress, and recharge for studying.
Inspired by how well students responded to the self-reflection inherent 
in the research process interviews, at Brooklyn College we have introduced a 
“draw your research steps” exercise in some instruction contexts for enhanced 
student reflection and learning (Georgas, Regalado, and Burgess 2017). 
Acknowledging widespread student experiences using Google and Wikipedia 
as starting points for research has led all three of us to place a greater empha-
sis on what students already know about research in our instruction sessions. 
BMCC librarians are also developing “Research for Life” workshops in collabo-
ration with student success programs, such as Accelerated Study in Associate 
Programs (ASAP) and the BMCC Learning Academy, to address both academic 
and nonacademic information needs. At City Tech we have been able to use 
what we learned about students’ busy schedules and use of technology for 
their academic work to make the case to add funding for 24/7 chat reference 
service to our library budget, which has helped us to better meet students’ 
reference and instruction needs.
In addition to changes to library resources and services, we have found 
that we, ourselves, have been changed as a result of our near-decade of listen-
ing to students talk about their experiences. Unless we are teaching a semester- 
long course, the nature of our work as librarians is that we are most likely to 
meet students briefly, if sometimes intensively, to focus on their immediate 
research needs. We do not usually have the opportunity for sustained, regu-
lar contact with students, or the chance to get to know them very well. Our 
qualitative, ethnographically informed research methods and questions have 
given us insights into the broader student experience, and have helped us get 
to know CUNY students in a way that otherwise would not have been possible. 
We are grateful for every minute of our research because we loved meeting 
students and hearing their stories about their successes and challenges, infor-
mation that has informed decision-making in our jobs and our libraries more 
broadly.
Since undertaking this research with CUNY students, we are more attuned 
to careful observation and listening as we see and interact with students 
studying in our libraries, using library services and resources, and attend-
ing library instruction sessions and workshops. In turn, our observations 
have guided new research questions and studies: our recent questionnaires 
about student technology use were inspired by our interactions with students 
doing the work for online courses in our library computer labs, as opposed to 
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off campus, as is often assumed for students enrolled in these classes. Our 
research has also opened a conversation about the role and value of qualita-
tive data in institutional planning in our libraries and on our campuses. We 
have had opportunities to connect with stakeholders across the university via 
the presentation and publication of our research, including college faculty and 
administrators, IT administrators, library faculty, campus centers for teach-
ing and learning, and others interested in the CUNY student experience. We 
continue to advocate for improvements; our research has provided evidence 
that changes are needed, and can serve as a compelling accompaniment to the 
quantitative data we collect in our libraries and on campus.
Ultimately our research with students and faculty is greater than the sum 
of its parts. It has brought both intangible benefits and at the same time has 
transformed us and our experience as academic librarians. We have gained a 
new openness to hearing what students are saying about library services and 
beyond, to truly listening and understanding how decisions we make in the 
library or at the college directly impact them. Fundamental to this has been a 
shift in how we perceive our CUNY students. Rather than seeing them as only 
students, our research has helped us more fully embrace the reality that being 
students is only one part of their experience, only one of their multiple life-
roles. Students and their academic success have always been our foundational 
mission; now we more clearly see students as partners, not only in their own 
successes, but also in ours.
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“I Study in My Car”
Exploring the Study Habits of California 
Community College Commuter Students
BRIAN GREENE and 
ELIZABETH HORAN
E ssentially all of California’s community college students are commuter students. Just eleven of the system’s 114 institutions have small resi-dence halls, and therefore nearly all of the system’s two million students 
commute to class. Yet “commuter student” is not a label commonly associated 
with the students at our colleges, perhaps because it applies to everyone and 
thus is not especially descriptive. Even students do not identify themselves as 
“commuters,” yet it is a label that fits (Badger 2014). Thinking about our stu-
dents as commuter students might be an important way to understand them 
and inform the services and resources the library provides. In particular, we 
were interested in our students’ study habits because of the important role 
they play in student success and library interactions.
There is little research about California community college students as 
a general population, apart from a 2006 Public Policy Institute of California 
report (Sengupta and Jepsen 2006). Existing research about the length of 
time college students study and how it relates to their academic performance 
does not look at particular study habits or focus on California community col-
lege students (Nonis and Hudson 2010). To learn more, we conducted a study 
to ask our students about their study habits, living situation, transportation 
options, work and family obligations, and methods of conducting research. 
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By gathering data directly from students and relying heavily on open-ended 
responses, the authors sought to better understand the needs of the students 
we serve.
INSTITUTIONAL CONTEXT
Coastline Community College and Modesto Junior College are both commu-
nity colleges in California offering two-year degree programs and certificates. 
Coastline, in suburban Orange County, is unique in the California Commu-
nity College system because a majority of its student population takes classes 
online. It has been suggested that “distance students are essentially commuter 
students who use a different vehicle to arrive on campuses” (Kretovics 2015, 
73). For this reason, the library at Coastline has always been a 100 percent 
online or “Virtual Library.” With the exception of a handful of dormitories 
for agricultural interns at Modesto, all of the students at both Coastline and 
Modesto are commuter students.
Coastline Community College and Modesto Junior College are located in 
different parts of the state and serve demographically distinct populations. 
Coastline is in coastal Orange County, which has a higher median income 
than the rest of the state. The population of the area has a slightly higher 
educational attainment level than the statewide average (U.S. Census Bureau 
2016a). In contrast, Modesto is in California’s Central Valley, which is one of 
the poorest parts of the state. Educational attainment levels there are also 
lower than the statewide average (U.S. Census Bureau 2016b).
FALL 2016 COASTLINE MODESTO
Enrollment 9,718 17,707
Completion Rate 48.80% 43.00%
Distance Education 77.00% 17.00%
Students Age 24 or Younger 30.46% 65.82%
Ethnicity
• African American   8.05%   3.36%
• Asian 24.19%   5.05%
• Hispanic 25.95% 49.76%
• White Non-Hispanic 29.39% 36.59%
SOURCE: California Community College Chancellor’s Office. 2016. “Datamart.”
TABLE 6.1
Institution statistics
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According to the California Community College Chancellor’s Datamart for 
Fall 2016, Modesto’s enrollment was 17,707, nearly double the size of Coast-
line’s 9,718, with students pursuing associate degrees, preparing for transfer 
to four-year institutions, or earning certificates. Student demographics at the 
two institutions are also different (table 6.1).
Modesto Junior College has two Library & Learning Centers, one on each 
of its two campuses, that provide traditional library services alongside tutor-
ing support. Five full-time librarians, numerous support staff, and peer tutors 
serve thousands of students each week. Coastline has no physical library 
and serves predominantly distance-learning students. The “online library” is 
run by a single librarian with no support staff from any office at the college’s 
administrative center or remotely. The library holds no print books or period-
icals, and offers e-books and electronic journals, as well as text reference and 
online instruction and tutorials.
While Coastline and Modesto have significant differences in terms of 
their student demographics, physical library design, and focus on distance 
education and communities served, students at both colleges report remark-
ably similar experiences. As our survey results show, commuter students at 
California community colleges may be more alike than their outward differ-
ences might suggest.
Methods
In order to assess student study habits, we developed a survey instrument 
(Greene and Horan 2017) that included nineteen questions in four thematic 
sections: school, life, study habits, and research tools and technology. The 
survey was not intended to yield statistically significant data, but rather to 
provide some preliminary, comparable data about the study habits of the two 
student populations. The survey instrument used included both multiple 
choice and free response questions, none of which were required. This led to 
a different number of participants answering each question and, therefore, 
the quoted percentages throughout this chapter refer only to the number of 
responses to a given question.
To learn more broadly about student study habits, leading questions 
dealing with the library were intentionally avoided. Instead, open-ended and 
“select all that apply” options provided multiple ways to collect data about aca-
demic status and progress, living and work situation, research tools used for 
assignments, and specific study habits, such as where students study and why. 
Working with institutional research departments on each campus, the survey 
was administered to students at both colleges during a three-week period in 
February and March 2017. The survey instrument included a total of nine-
teen questions, with minor customizations for each college to address vari-
ations in terminology (e.g., the names of buildings and available resources). 
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At Coastline, the survey questions were added to the annual spring student 
survey and sent to all students who had taken a class during the previous 
three semesters. At Modesto, the Library & Learning Center administered the 
survey through the college’s SurveyMonkey account and sent it to all students 
currently enrolled. In both cases, responses were collected anonymously and 
participants had the option to be entered into a raffle to win a $25 gift card. 
The Coastline survey had 1,030 responses while the Modesto survey had 558.
Data analysis was conducted in three ways once the survey was completed. 
The Coastline research office performed a data analysis for Coastline (Zentner, 
Covit, and Homestead 2017) and Modesto (Zentner and Greene 2017), produc-
ing a summary of the data. In addition, the authors’ use of SurveyMonkey’s 
text-analysis functionality helped show and support the categories found 
from the research office analysis. The authors also manually reviewed the data 
and reports in order to link smaller themes to bigger themes. The nature of the 
study did not require Institutional Review Board approval.
Survey Results
Modesto collected survey results a couple of weeks ahead of Coastline, and 
the authors were struck by the findings. Students were open and honest about 
their study habits, and some of their comments were eye-opening. When 
Coastline received the survey results, a side-by-side comparison of the data 
showed that the two student populations had similar study habits. In pre-
senting the results, we have merged those from the school and life sections, 
since student responses showed how interwoven the two were. The remain-
ing results are discussed for each of the two remaining survey sections: Study 
Habits and Research Tools and Technology.
School and Life
Survey respondents at both colleges were generally experienced college stu-
dents and high achievers. A plurality of students at both colleges had com-
pleted seven or more semesters and sixty-one or more units, and were 
currently taking two or three classes. More than half of respondents at both 
colleges had 3.01 or higher grade point averages (GPAs), with most reporting 
GPAs higher than 3.51. One difference is that respondents at Coastline were 
far more likely to be taking a single course (35 percent) than at Modesto (12 
percent), as illustrated by this student who conscientiously took fewer classes 
in order to manage her life and stress levels:
I work part-time and go to school part-time so that I could spend time 
with family. To work full-time and go to school part-time on top of 
spending time with family and taking care of personal responsibilities is 
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only possible if I want to be under severe stress. I don’t want to suffer 
from stress and lack of sleep, which is why I choose to work part-time 
and go to school part-time. —Coastline student
A strong majority of commuter students at both colleges lived at home with 
family and had a job. The percentage of working students was substantially 
higher than the nationwide average for full-time students, but lower than the 
average for part-time students (Perna 2010). The days of the week and the 
number of hours that students spent working were similar at both colleges 
during the week, but diverged on the weekends (figure 6.1). On Saturday and 
Sunday, Modesto’s students reported working similar amounts to the rest of 
the week, while most Coastline students reported working one to four hours. 
This is perhaps a reflection of the higher percentage of Coastline students with 
a traditional Monday through Friday job.
The effort students put into coordinating work and school can be seen in 
the following quotes from the survey:
I try to put my school on one or two whole days and then work the rest 
of the week. I usually put work first because I need money. —Coastline 
student
FIGURE 6.1
Hours spent working per day (Coastline n = 780, Modesto n = 316)
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[I] have a part-time job as a substitute assistant teacher, and I only take 
the jobs that work with my schedule. —Modesto student
To the question, “If you multitask while studying, what kinds of activities 
do you do?” students responded with expected answers such as “listening to 
music” and “surf the Internet or social media,” as well as some who adamantly 
stated they did not or could not multitask and study successfully. Open-ended 
responses provided snapshots into the very busy lives of commuter students 
at the community college. Since most students studied at home, many multi-
tasked between home-related responsibilities and studying.
I might change a diaper or grab a snack but I don’t tend to do anything 
else during my study periods. —Modesto student
I do laundry, wash dishes, cook, and straighten things up. I play videos 
tutorials on subjects I am learning while washing dishes, cooking, etc. 
Sometimes when I am cooking I study in the kitchen while I wait for 
things. I study while I wait for the laundry or wait in the car for my 
daughter or in the doctor’s office lobby. Anywhere I am going to have 
to wait for something, I take something to study. —Coastline student
In response to the open-ended question, “How do you balance life, school and/
or work commitments?” students at both colleges responded in similar ways. 
Time-management concepts such as scheduling time to study and using cal-
endars were the most frequently reported approach for success (Coastline 33 
percent, Modesto 38 percent). This aligns with earlier research that also found 
time management to be critical for students managing their hectic schedules 
(Stelnicki, Nordstokke, and Saklofske 2015). In addition, studies have shown 
that students who work are more likely to use time-management behaviors 
(Macan et al. 1990). Given that a majority of respondents on both campuses 
had jobs, high reliance on time-management techniques makes sense. Review-
ing the responses individually revealed that technology tools such as calendar 
apps and reminders were heavily used to help manage time.
It’s difficult, but I have learned time management is what has worked 
best. Prioritizing what [is] important now and what needs to be done 
and doing it in a timely manner. —Coastline student
I must stick to my routine and not get sidetracked. I go to work, come 
back home, do chores, put my children to sleep, then I start my home-
work. I pull all-nighters sometimes and I put my schoolwork before even 
family time. My work is first to have food on the table, then education to 
provide a future, then my children/family. Without the first two I cannot 
be there for my family. I must be self-disciplined, focused, prioritize, and 
time manage. —Modesto student
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Another group of responses identified through text analysis pertain to how 
challenging students found it to maintain a healthy balance between life, 
school, and work. A portion of respondents used words such as “difficult,” 
“hard,” or “barely” in their responses, suggesting that some students strug-
gle with doing this successfully. Research has shown that commuter students 
not only deal with the typical stress of a student, but also have added stress 
from being a commuter student (Newbold 2015). Some of the coping methods 
mentioned in the research, such as task-focused adaptive measures as well as 
negative methods (e.g., avoidance), aligned with what students reported in 
our study habits survey. The challenges of maintaining a healthy balance was 
evident in many of the student responses, especially for parents of children, 
as can be seen in the following quotes:
It is not going well, my job wants me to stop going to school or be fired. 
I also have an infant son, that I am the main caregiver [for]. —Modesto 
student
It’s hard. I’m a single Mom with a teenager. I work nights and homework 
is difficulty for me to do during the day so I study at night, but then I’m 
up late and tired in the morning. I’m trying to figure it out day to day. 
—Coastline student
Motivation to persist, focus, family support, and social sacrifices were also 
common themes in the responses, as illustrated in these quotes from the stu-
dents about life, school, and work balance:
I don’t . . . I wish I could. I do really try, but sometimes it’s really too 
much. If I try to catch up with my social life, I end up being behind on 
homework, even if it’s just for one day (like today is my friend’s birth-
day). If I spend time doing homework, I don’t go out often. I probably 
go out once a week. —Coastline student
I try to work efficiently. I put away my phone and try to focus on what 
I need to get done. This enables me to take short, refreshing breaks. 
Long-term, this is how I’m able to balance everything. —Modesto 
student
Keeping in mind that a strong majority of survey respondents at both colleges 
were high achievers, another similarity is that Coastline and Modesto stu-
dents who use time-management techniques reported being more successful 
in college, a correlation long established in the literature (Macan et al. 1990). 
Our findings reaffirm that any focus on time-management skills by instruc-
tors and support services will benefit students.
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Study Habits
The similarities between Coastline and Modesto commuter students was also 
apparent in the study habits section of the survey when students discussed 
hours, preferred locations for study, and frustrations. For example, the num-
ber of hours students studied each day were within ten percentage points of 
one another for every single benchmark (figure 6.2).
While research has shown that quality, not quantity of time spent study-
ing is the key factor, the details of when and for how long students study is 
important for student and academic support services to know in order to align 
their hours as much as possible (Plant et al. 2005). Studying one to two hours 
per day was the most common response at both colleges every day of the 
week, and students studied more on Monday through Friday than on week - 
ends. Notably, as the week progressed, more students at both colleges reported 
studying longer hours, but at the same time the number of students saying 
they did not study at all also increased. In fact, the highest number of “zero 
hours” spent studying was on Saturday at both colleges (Coastline 23 percent, 
Modesto 19 percent).
The survey asked where students studied and to select all that applied 
from a list of options that included traditional college spaces as well as spaces 
FIGURE 6.2
Hours spent studying per day (Coastline n = 1035, Modesto n = 445)
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outside of a college setting. While roughly three-quarters of Coastline’s stu-
dents are distance learners, the number of Modesto students who studied at 
home was actually slightly higher (Coastline 92 percent, Modesto 94 percent). 
Unsurprisingly, Modesto students reported studying at home and on cam-
pus—including in the library—at higher rates than Coastline students. The 
overall results suggest that Modesto students did not study more; they simply 
studied in more places. Notably, some students report they studied at home 
despite regular distractions while others said the opposite, namely that study-
ing at home helped them avoid distractions. These contradictory responses 
speak to both the diverse living situations that commuter students experience 
as well as their wide-ranging study environment preferences, as can be seen in 
the following quotes:
My favorite place to study would have to be a peaceful location where 
I could focus. This usually happens to be my room. —Coastline student
[My least favorite place to study is my] house due to the fact that there 
are endless distractions that pop up at all times. —Modesto student
In addition to studying at home, other locations that students from both col-
leges used to study included coffee shops, in a car, at a public library, outside, 
and at work. While some work environments are undoubtedly more conducive 
to studying than others, given that a large majority of the students we sur-
veyed worked, finding employment that allowed for at least some time study-
ing may well be an important factor in that student’s likelihood of academic 
success.
I look for a job that allows a flexible work schedule. I let my boss know 
well ahead of time that I’m a student. Everything else is just discipline. 
—Coastline student
I’m able to do homework at work and I build my work schedule around 
school classes. —Modesto student
Locations where Coastline and Modesto showed more substantial study dif-
ferences were related to traditional spaces on a college campus, with Modesto 
students more likely than Coastline students to indicate they studied in a col-
lege classroom before class and at the college’s Library & Learning Centers. 
This could potentially be the result of Coastline having primarily online stu-
dents and mini-campuses that are not actively used for studying.
These results have profound implications for supporting students’ study 
habits. Nearly all of the common study locations were off campus, meaning 
that services will necessarily need to be effective at a distance. Institutions 
and libraries focused on distance education have been working on this prob-
lem for years, but even so, the scale of the situation may be underappreciated 
given that even face-to-face commuter students spend the vast majority of 
their study time off campus and at a distance from college resources.
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When asked, “What is your favorite place to study and why?” many 
respondents said the library was their top choice because of the presence of 
other people focused on the same thing. One finding was that students at 
Coastline indicated the “library” was a favorite place to study, even though 
Coastline doesn’t have a physical library. Further review of the data showed 
that Coastline students used the public library, libraries at neighboring col-
leges, and Coastline’s student success centers, which they mistook for a Coast-
line library. Previous Coastline student surveys have shown that students 
identify the student success centers as the “library” at Coastline, potentially 
because these spaces are study spaces with computers, a textbook reserve 
library, and tutoring.
[My favorite place to study is] in the school library because everyone 
around me is also studying. Plus I don’t get very good reception in there 
so I am not constantly checking my phone. —Modesto student
My favorite place to study would have to be at a coffee shop or the 
library. I choose these places because a coffee shop is typically quiet, 
and has snacks and drinks in case I’m there for most of the day and get 
hungry. The library is nice to study at too because not only is it quiet, 
but they have resources like books and computers if I need to use them. 
—Coastline student
Another common favorite location to study included “in a car” (Coastline 17 
percent, Modesto 28 percent), which is a challenging space to study in even 
the best of circumstances. At the same time, some student comments revealed 
location-appropriate activities, such as listening to relevant audiobooks while 
driving. Some responses indicated students were multitasking while driving, 
while other responses suggested that students were parked and using the car 
as a study space, though the survey did not specify if studying was done while 
driving or sitting in a parked car.
In the car. It’s usually when I am driving. I listen to the audio software 
reading my textbook. I’m trying to be productive but it’s often distract-
ing because I’m multi-tasking while driving. —Modesto student
[My favorite place to study is] my car/room. It’s my personal space so I 
feel comfortable. —Coastline student
In summary, when asked about their favorite places to study, students were 
looking for a place that was quiet, comfortable, had Wi-Fi, and was free of 
distractions so they could concentrate. They also liked to be close to resources 
such as librarians, textbooks, computers, and study spaces. Many students 
mentioned food, yet many libraries, including Modesto’s, continue to pro-
hibit food in their facilities. In contrast, when asked about their least favorite 
place to study, students commonly talked about places with too much noise, 
too many distractions, and crowded spaces. That students crave quiet when 
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studying is well established in the literature, and contemporary library design 
practices intentionally take this into account (Howard 2012). Overall, stu-
dents at Coastline and Modesto identified the same top three favorite places 
to study when the data was evaluated (table 6.2).
My least favorite place to study is in a noisy environment because it 
prevents me from focusing on the task at hand. —Coastline student
Responses to the survey question about when students typically studied sug-
gest that traditional library open/support hours may not be aligned with stu-
dent study habits, as other studies have found (Foster and Gibbons 2007). 
When asked what time of day they typically studied, students at both col-
leges said the period from 8:00 p.m. to midnight was the most common study 
period (Coastline 55 percent, Modesto 65 percent). This is notable because 
many libraries, including Modesto’s, are closed at this time. In addition, a sub-
stantial portion of students at both colleges reported studying from midnight 
to 4:00 a.m. Tutorials and research guides are available during these times, but 
there is no human assistance at either college. In fact, at the time, Modesto’s 
proxy authentication was generally unavailable starting at midnight for sev-
eral hours every day for maintenance.
I try my best to do my online work once I’m done with home and family 
obligations. Which usually puts me at doing course work at 10 at night. 
And every once in a while I get it done earlier in the day. —Coastline 
student
I have 2 children with my boyfriend. He works nights on an opposite 
schedule from my school schedule. I study when my children go to 
sleep so I stay up later. It’s hard but sometimes you just have to suck 
it up and do what you have to do to get where you want to be in life. 
—Modesto student
The second most common study time was 4:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m. (Coastline 
44 percent, Modesto 51 percent), when face-to-face research requests decline 
as the evening approaches in the physical library at Modesto. Given some of 
the responses to the open-ended questions, this is likely because students are 
already home. Returning to campus would mean finding child care, leaving 
family, transportation time, and finding parking, all just to study in the library 
for one more hour. Coastline’s library is virtual and potentially better suited 
HOME (%) LIBRARY (%) COFFEE SHOP (%)
Coastline (n = 587) 65 12 10
Modesto (n = 393) 65 18   8
TABLE 6.2
Favorite places to study
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to meet some of the needs of students studying when a traditional library 
is closed. Of note is that the Coastline librarian uses a Google Voice phone 
number for the library that rings the library office phone and also goes to 
the librarian’s personal cell phone. This number can also be texted. Because 
of this, the Coastline librarian can answer library reference questions when a 
typical library would be closed. While not in high use, the librarian has been 
able to answer student questions during nontraditional times. The librarian 
has a little flexibility with scheduling and uses these reference opportunities 
as part of assigned virtual office hours.
Research Tools and Technology
In the final section of the survey, students were asked about the last research 
assignment they completed. The most common amount of time students at 
both colleges reported spending on their most recent assignment was between 
two and five hours (Coastline 61 percent, Modesto 53 percent). Follow-up 
questions asked about the types of tools and assistance that respondents used 
when conducting research. Continuing a trend, the answers were broadly sim-
ilar at both colleges.
Students at both colleges said the most common technology they use to 
study were laptops (Coastline 80 percent, Modesto 84 percent) and smart-
phones (Coastline 53 percent, Modesto 74 percent). Desktop computers were 
the third most commonly selected technology at both colleges. When asked 
to “select all that apply” and shown a list of research tools, Google and Inter-
net search ranked the highest followed by textbooks and Canvas, the learning 
management system (LMS) at both colleges. Notably, smartphone usage was 
one of the top four tools used to conduct research at both colleges (Coastline 
22 percent, Modesto 41 percent).
The number of respondents saying they consulted a college librarian 
was lower at Coastline than Modesto, while a similar number of students 
at both colleges used a public librarian. This is perhaps not surprising given 
the different library configurations. Coastline is an entirely virtual library 
with a solo librarian, while Modesto has a physical library location on both 
of its two campuses and five full-time librarians. Research databases were 
less frequently cited by Coastline students than by Modesto students, and 
the generic “Library databases” option was chosen by 14 percent of Coast-
line students. These numbers did not match the substantial usage data for 
the Coastline library databases, but further evaluation showed that database 
vendor names are not associated with the databases on the library web page, 
and this might be something to consider in future surveys and library web 
design modifications. Meanwhile, Modesto students reported that they more 
frequently used EBSCO and Gale databases, while another 30 percent selected 
the generic “Library databases” option.
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The final survey question asked who students turn to for help when con-
ducting research. A plurality of students at both colleges didn’t ask for help at 
all. Most students that did seek help at both colleges asked their instructor, 
classmate, family member, or friend for help. Librarians and tutors were used 
less frequently.
DISCUSSION AND LESSONS LEARNED
The authors were surprised at how alike the students at each institution were, 
based on their survey responses, especially in the School & Life section of the 
survey. This led to a revelation: in addition to being commuters, the students 
at Coastline and Modesto reported remarkably similar academic experiences, 
general living situations, work commitments, and approaches to finding a 
healthy work/school/life balance. There are some exceptions in the data, such 
as the number of hours spent working on weekends, but by and large the 
results are consistent despite the distinct student populations, local geogra-
phy, and differing focus on distance education at Coastline and Modesto.
Of interest in the survey data was that the most common study spaces 
were off campus. This is directly related to students being commuters versus 
living on campus. Students identified looking for study spaces that are quiet, 
comfortable, have Wi-Fi, and are free of distractions so they could concen-
trate. They also liked to be close to food and resources. Some students report 
liking light background noise, such as at a coffee shop.
The authors took the responses from the most favorite and least favorite 
places to study questions and discussed what an ideal library space might look 
like. The results suggest that students want different types of spaces, but can 
small libraries be more than one space? With many community college librar-
ies in California undergoing renovations or being added to new buildings with 
local bond measure funding, library space is an ongoing topic of discussion. 
Based on student comments, the authors came up with a space designed to 
best serve commuter students, although it might also appeal more broadly 
to other academic situations. An ideal library space would include three dis-
tinct but connected areas: (1) a quiet zone with no computers, group work, 
or phones allowed; (2) a calm study space, with light background music, like 
a coffee shop; and (3) a noisier space with peer tutoring. Librarians and other 
support staff would be at a hub that is easily accessible to all three areas. These 
spaces would have numerous noise-proof study rooms and would include a 
cafe attached to all three areas.
Building or even redesigning a library space is impractical for most librar-
ies, but there are other, more practical ways to address commuter students’ 
needs for study space. Specifically, the authors discussed identifying and mar-
keting quiet places to study on campus and, for Coastline especially, in the 
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community, and providing that information on the library website. Another 
concept the authors revisited was food in the library. Based on the number 
of students who indicated their favorite place to study was close to food, it 
seems appropriate that libraries should review food policies if they are trying 
to create inviting study spaces.
While the library ranked in the top four favorite places to study at both 
colleges, the majority of studying was reported to be done off campus and 
during hours the library was not open, specifically at home in the late evening. 
The mismatch between library hours and student study habits is challenging 
to resolve. The authors believe that the solution is not longer library hours, 
an approach sometimes taken, especially at residential institutions (Albanese 
2005). Previous experience and reference statistics have shown that face-to-
face library assistance is not frequently sought later in the evening. Instead, 
these findings create an opportunity for colleges with traditional libraries to 
think of how they also have a virtual library of their own. All students become 
distance students when they leave campus. Current students expect to inter-
act with a college and its services online (Kretovics 2015); it is each library’s 
responsibility to continuously improve this interaction. Library websites are a 
portal for hundreds of resources and could potentially be redesigned to better 
serve students when the physical library is closed. A few ways to accomplish 
this include reviewing website navigation and naming structures to make sure 
they are clear to students; improving the quality for resources by curating 
based on quality, not quantity; and ensuring that instructions for users are 
clear and concise, especially for off-campus authentication. A marketing cam-
paign to highlight the “Library After-Hours” could showcase library resources 
that are available 24/7.
At Coastline and Modesto, the library website and other resources are 
always being modified to better serve distance students. Another way to have 
library resources available to distance students is to embed them in the LMS 
(Daniels and Usina 2016). Having library resources inside the LMS is one way 
to provide access to the library for students regardless of their physical loca-
tion. The library at Coastline is in the process of embedding library resources 
in the Canvas LMS, and it assumes that the majority of the student population 
will be accessing library resources after normal business hours. For this rea-
son, lots of how-to videos are being created as well as step-by-step tutorials. 
The faculty at Coastline have always known there was only a virtual library, 
and this has helped market the library’s resources to students via the website.
In the Research Tools and Technology section, commuter students 
reported using textbooks and smartphones for research assignments much 
more than the authors anticipated, which opened up a conversation about 
what those responses mean for the library. It underscores the importance of 
having textbooks available for students to use, since students ranked them as 
one of the most-used tools in this survey. Yet libraries typically put textbooks 
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in reserve collections with limited circulation parameters, such as two-hour 
loan periods and library use only restrictions. This may be a policy worth recon-
sidering, given that our commuter students most commonly report studying 
in the evening after many libraries close. Making more textbooks available 
overnight would better align textbook availability with student study habits.
The high smartphone usage reported for research was notable to the 
authors despite the surge in their popularity over the past decade. When 
asked what percentage of research was conducted on a smartphone during the 
last research project they completed, usage was widespread. Roughly three- 
quarters of students used their smartphone at least some amount. However, 
roughly half of students reported using their smartphone for a relatively small 
percentage (less than 25 percent) of their research, while much lower num-
bers used it for more than half of their research. Still, these results highlight 
the importance of smartphones in students’ research practices and led to an 
outcome for both Coastline and Modesto to find more effective ways to help 
students conduct research on their smartphones. Smartphone-specific tuto-
rials and specific library instruction focused on mobile environments might 
better prepare students to work with library resources as they are likely to do 
in practice. At the same time, librarians need to continue working with data-
base vendors to advocate for more mobile-friendly products.
The study habits survey provided the authors with substantial data and 
spearheaded discussion and next steps at both colleges. It also provided some 
lessons learned for the authors, most notably related to survey design and 
implementation. The authors created the survey, tested it, and solicited feed-
back from multiple sources prior to releasing it. Still, when the results came in, 
the authors realized they had made some mistakes. For instance, there were 
a few items that were hard to compare because the answer options had been 
set up in slightly different ways at the two colleges. One example is related 
to the number of hours that students work and study. Coastline had set up 
the answers as a range, while Modesto allowed students to select single num-
bers. Another problem was the way Modesto’s question on students’ living 
situation was configured within SurveyMonkey. Respondents were able to 
select more than one answer option (e.g., alone and simultaneously with two 
roommates), leading to some conflicting submissions. In contrast, Coastline’s 
survey used skip logic to separate responses into separate pages, which cap-
tured the data more accurately. Lastly, while the open-ended questions elic-
ited the most compelling data, they proved time-consuming and challenging 
to analyze and compare the data between the two colleges. In the future, if 
questions are being compared across colleges, there should be a discussion 
about reducing the number of open-ended questions if coding is a priority for 
data analysis. The open-ended questions did provide valuable data, so it would 
be best if they could be kept and a cleaner data analysis model was used to 
compare data.
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CONCLUSIONS
The results of the survey of student study habits stimulated an engaging con-
versation between the authors that then spread out to each college campus. 
While initially the idea was to see where the library intersects with student 
study habits, the results prompted the authors to reimagine how the library 
could best support students when they study regardless of where they are 
physically located. Eliminating barriers to access is a foundational goal for 
both libraries and community colleges. Yet the results prompted a discussion 
that went beyond improving access. The authors discussed the idea of making 
the library easy for students to use and access, including the physical space as 
well as the online resources.
After looking at the technology that our commuter students reported 
using to study, it became apparent that the authors’ libraries need to better 
support students who are conducting research with a smartphone. At the 
same time, given that a majority of students reported using Google for their 
research, does it make sense to link library databases to Google Scholar and 
train students how to use that since they are already familiar with the Google 
interface? It would be interesting to see if community colleges with discov-
ery services have more students reporting using the library for research as 
opposed to using Google. Additionally, in future surveys, would it make sense 
to ask students what kind of research they are doing on their smartphones? It 
is possible the authors are making assumptions about what students consider 
“research.”
The authors agree that in the future they would like to survey students 
about their study habits at least once a year. Coastline has committed to sur-
veying students each fall in order to inform study space design at the college 
and services to students at a distance. In addition, since the study ended, 
author Greene accepted a new position at Columbia College (the sister college 
to Modesto) and hopes to find support to survey students there about their 
study habits. Both authors are curious to see if the students at Columbia, 
also a community college in California, will have similar results to students at 
Coastline and Modesto. If two seemingly dissimilar colleges such as Coastline 
and Modesto report similar results, it warrants asking if other California com-
munity colleges would also yield similar results. The authors have reached out 
to the statewide Council of Chief Librarians about bringing the survey to all 
114 California community colleges in the coming year. The authors found the 
survey results to be very informative, and think fellow librarians would, too.
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Making the Library Work for 
Community College Commuters
The Case of Montgomery College
TANNER WRAY and 
NANCY FRIED FOSTER
I f you provide a “generic” academic library at a community college, will it meet students’ needs? Probably not, according to research conducted on three community college campuses in Montgomery County, Maryland. 
Providing the most effective libraries to these students requires a new under-
standing of who they are and how they conduct their academic work. Com-
munity college students, who are overwhelmingly commuters, need a library 
oriented more to teaching and learning than to research. Because they are 
older on average than four-year college students, community college students 
are more likely to have families and jobs that take them away from campus. 
Their programs are more diverse, ranging from honors academic programs to 
vocational programs to developmental English and math classes. These dif-
ferences affect academic work practices and campus use patterns, leading to 
distinctive needs for library resources, spaces, services, and technology. In 
the following pages, we discuss how one nonresidential community college 
system engaged over 1,400 members of the college community in a project 
to improve the library in an informed way. After a discussion of the project’s 
aims and questions, we describe Montgomery College and provide an over-
view of our methods and findings. We conclude by showing that the infor-
mation we gained, combined with the project’s inclusive approach, enabled 
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specific improvements to be made to the library while increasing the library’s 
ability to identify and respond to the needs of its large commuter undergrad-
uate community.
THE RESEARCH QUESTION
The ethnographic project was launched at Montgomery College Libraries with 
a primary objective of gaining a better understanding of how the libraries were 
used and what changes in the libraries might help students do their academic 
work and take better advantage of their academic opportunities. Another objec-
tive was to provide students with real-life opportunities for research and design.
The project followed the general framework and process of a previous proj-
ect at the University of Maryland, which included studies that library employ-
ees conducted using ethnographic methods, additional ethnographic studies 
by graduate anthropology students, and design work by graduate architec-
ture students (Steele et al. 2015). Although there are no graduate students 
at Montgomery College—indeed, there are only freshmen and sophomores 
in the college degree programs—all components of the original study were 
included, albeit on an adjusted scale. Additionally, the Montgomery College 
project asked stakeholders on all three of the college’s campuses to provide 
guidance to the project, help disseminate findings, and reinforce outcomes. 
Stakeholder groups included representatives from major administrative and 
operational units as well as librarians and members of the academic staff. Over 
1,400 members of the Montgomery College community participated, includ-
ing students, faculty members, staff, and administrators, making the project 
very broad and inclusive and providing numerous opportunities for students 
to become involved, whether as researchers, respondents, or designers.1
With regard to the project’s primary objective, to gain a better understand-
ing of how the library was used and what changes might benefit students, the 
research question was stated broadly but the methods were designed to cap-
ture a great deal of detail. Project leaders wanted to know who was in the 
library and what activities they were conducting, including some specifics of 
their work practices; why they sat where they did; whether they worked alone 
or with others; what helped and hindered their work; what they read and how 
they learned of it, acquired it, and read it; and where they conducted academic 
work if not in the library.
Alongside the library-led project and under their professors’ direction, 
students in anthropology classes also conducted ethnographic research. The 
students had five research questions to address: How do students and fac-
ulty typically use the Montgomery College Libraries? What are the needs and 
expectations of students and faculty when using a library? Are there aspects 
of library services and programs that might work better if improved or mod-
ified? How do students and faculty feel about working in and enjoying the 
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library space? Are there aspects of the library space (visual, spatial, auditory) 
that could be improved to support better concentration, comfort, and aes-
thetic appreciation for library users?
It is important to note that the project tilted in the direction of design 
research. While the researchers sought basic information about student 
practices and needs, the studies were oriented toward practical outcomes, 
that is, identifying ways to improve the library system’s spaces, services, and 
resources. This was motivated by a desire to better support students, since it 
was believed that a greater understanding of how and where students did well 
or struggled in their work would provide an informational basis upon which to 
develop design concepts. At the same time, the project’s design was matched 
to the mission and resources of the library and to the teaching and learning 
needs of faculty and student participants. For this reason, it was appropriate 
to conduct limited studies oriented to library use and improvement rather 
than full-blown ethnographic research. The studies conducted by anthropol-
ogy students both supported the overall objectives of the project and accom-
plished specific course-related teaching and learning work.2
MONTGOMERY COLLEGE
Montgomery College, the community college of Montgomery County, Mary-
land, provides approximately 34,400 credit students and 56,000 students 
overall with a variety of programs in general education, career preparation, 
workforce development, and continuing education. The student body is diverse 
in background with no majority race, nearly 6,500 non-U.S. citizens, and 159 
foreign countries represented. The college has three campuses, two additional 
sites dedicated to workforce development and continuing education, and two 
community engagement centers. Montgomery College is a nonresidential in sti- 
tution and all students are commuters. Montgomery College’s mission state-
ment says: “We empower our students to change their lives, and we enrich 
the life of our community. We are accountable for our results.” All faculty and 
employees share a commitment to this mission and to student success.
No two students are alike—except in their role as commuters. Student 
goals are diverse, with some students preparing for transfer into four-year 
bachelor’s degree programs, others preparing for a career change or the job 
market, and still others engaging in lifelong learning. Some have the personal 
and family resources to succeed, but others face a range of financial, linguistic, 
and societal obstacles. Many are the first in their families to attend college, 
and lack family models for succeeding academically. The college has many stu-
dents who are recent immigrants who may still be learning English, veterans 
returned from military service overseas, and men and women holding down 
one or more jobs while developing the skills for better employment. Many 
have responsibility for their own children or for other family members. As a 
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result, Montgomery College students follow many different pathways through 
the education system. The complexity of their lives has a direct bearing on 
how the library needs to position itself to support them and help them meet 
their goals.
In support of the mission and the institutional focus on student success, 
Montgomery College provides four libraries on its three campuses. The Rock-
ville and Germantown campuses both have general libraries, while the 
Takoma Park/Silver Spring campus has both a general and an art library. The 
Montgomery College Libraries employ 22 librarians and 26 staff plus student 
employees across the four facilities to support teaching and learning as well 
as student and institutional research, and to deliver electronic and physical 
resources to the Montgomery College community. Overall, the libraries pro-
vide access to over 200,000 printed books and 145 electronic databases and 
related resources, as well as approximately 98,000 e-journals, 60,000 e-books, 
and 75,000 streaming videos.
In addition to electronic and physical resources, the libraries provide a 
number of services to support student and faculty success. Librarians pro-
vide group instruction sessions and personal research consultations. Users 
can obtain research assistance in person or they can get help online through 
the 24/7 AskUsNow librarian chat service or the libraries’ online subject and 
course guides. The libraries provide a variety of study environments to fit all 
learning preferences, including private group study rooms and collaboration 
areas. The libraries provide computer workstations and an in-library laptop 
and tablet loaning service. Additional technology services include high-speed 
scanners, video production equipment, and collaborative workstations for 
group projects.
METHODS
Montgomery College’s libraries coordinated the overall project comprising 
studies conducted by library teams and anthropology classes, as well as design 
work done by architecture students. Library teams and anthropology students 
conducted studies on all three campuses over the three years of the project, 
including the Rockville campus in the first year (2013/14), the Takoma Park/
Silver Spring campus in the second year (2014/15), and the Germantown 
campus in the final year (2015/16). Architecture students were engaged on 
the Rockville campus in the first year of the project.
Participatory Design Activities by Library Teams
Research and stakeholder activities conducted by library teams over the three 
years of the project included 911 students, 56 faculty members, 42 library 
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employees, 19 administrators, and 41 other college employees. The library 
teams’ studies had two significant characteristics. They gathered extensive, 
actionable information upon which to base library improvements. Equally 
importantly, the project brought together people in widely varying roles from 
many units across the college’s three main campuses to conduct the studies, 
reflect on the findings, and envision change.
The particular approach taken in this project was participatory design, a 
departure from traditional design processes that rely more heavily on prece-
dent, that is, on the expertise of previous designers. The participatory design 
process engages a broader range of experts to understand and describe cur-
rent and emerging work practices, identify unmet needs, and develop solu-
tions to those needs. To conduct a participatory design process, a facilitator, 
supported by a project team, creates structured opportunities for students, 
employees, and other nontraditional experts to provide information about 
how they do their work and how it might go better. This is done through the 
use of such activities as interviews, observations, and the creation of pho-
tos, drawings, and other artifacts that provide a framework for conversations 
about work practices and preferences. The final step is to interpret the infor-
mation provided in the course of these activities, develop qualitative require-
ments, and make design recommendations.
Participatory design intentionally considers the whole community as 
equal stakeholders in a design process, albeit with different forms of exper-
tise and complementary or even divergent interests. This approach was a 
particularly apt choice because it engaged the commuting students as both 
researchers and respondents in studying their own nonresidential campuses. 
Moreover, Montgomery College accomplished this on a fairly large scale with 
a modest investment and significant rewards.
Participatory or user-centered approaches have been used extensively 
in library technology and space design, especially since the 2005 publication 
of a study of faculty use of preprints, unpublished reports, and other grey 
literature  in connection with the design of the institutional repository at 
the University of Rochester (Foster and Gibbons 2005). That study demon-
strated the value of understanding academic work practices before identifying 
requirements for software development in academic libraries. The additional 
benefits of participatory design—the increased connection and engagement 
among librarians and academics—were described two years later with regard 
to a study of undergraduate work practices at the University of Rochester 
(Anderson and Marshall 2007). Both benefits were explicitly sought in the 
Montgomery College project, that is, the assessment was designed to develop 
information and collaboration at the same time.
Project leaders recruited library teams in successive years on the three 
campuses to conduct research activities and help analyze and interpret results. 
Each team included librarians and library staff as well as representatives from 
other college units: Grants and Sponsored Programs on one campus, and 
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Writing, Reading, and Language Centers on two campuses. The non-library 
members increased the size of the team and how much research they could 
conduct, and provided helpful, semi-outsider perspectives.
The campus-based teams ran a short survey within the library (reply 
cards) and engaged students in brief interviews at non-library campus loca-
tions (spot interviews). Additionally, at Rockville and Takoma Park/Silver 
Spring, the team conducted charrettes (design workshops) with faculty mem-
bers, library employees, and students. These methods were selected to provide 
a picture of student library use, including work practices related to completing 
assignments, studying, and doing project work, as well as faculty and staff 
needs related to the library.
The reply cards were handed out in several areas in each of the four librar-
ies and included questions about what respondents were doing, why they were 
in their chosen locations, and where they would go if forced to go elsewhere. 
The cards also asked for basic demographic information.
The spot interviews were conducted with students who were intercepted 
at non-library campus locations. By recruiting and interviewing students 
outside of the library, the project was able to include diverse students, both 
library users and non-users, in a wide range of programs. In these interviews, 
students were asked where they had last done work for a class outside of class 
time, why they had selected that location, how their work had gone, and what 
would have helped the work go better. They were also asked about their most 
recent non-textbook reading for a class.
The design workshops held on two of the campuses (Rockville and Takoma 
Park/Silver Spring) included students, faculty members, and employees of the 
libraries as participants. The participants created drawings of ideal library 
spaces and were then asked to talk about what they imagined themselves and 
others doing in the spaces. As with the other methods, the focus in the design 
workshops was on the activities in which people were engaged, or hoped to 
engage, in the library or with library services, resources, or technologies.
Each year, the campus-based library team analyzed and interpreted the data 
with the help of the consulting anthropologist. Data analysis began with the 
construction of Excel spreadsheets into which verbatim responses were tran-
scribed. These verbatim responses were examined and discussed iteratively to 
develop codes, which were then inserted into the spreadsheets. Basic statistics 
revealed trends in activity, duration, and location of study, individual and group 
work, reasons for selecting study location, and so on. The pivot table feature 
of Excel made it possible to identify some interactions among the variables.3
Ethnographic Studies by Anthropology Students
In addition to the studies conducted by the library teams, students in anthro-
pology classes conducted observations and interviews to understand current 
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use of the libraries, student and faculty needs and expectations, and whether 
any changes to library services and facilities could improve concentration, 
comfort, and outcomes. Over three years, 290 anthropology student research-
ers participated in the project, including students from twelve ANTH 201 
(Introduction to Sociocultural Anthropology) classes, ANTH 201 students 
from the Montgomery Scholars Honors Program and Honors Module, and 
students from the college’s Renaissance Scholars Program.
The students were taught how to conduct structured interviews and in- 
library observations, and through these activities they interviewed 306 fellow 
students and 23 faculty members. Eight members of the college’s full-time 
anthropology faculty developed the interview and observation forms, asso-
ciated classroom assignments, and methods for analysis and modeling. Three 
part-time faculty members and an honors faculty member supported imple-
mentation on all three campuses.
Students conducted structured interviews in non-library campus loca-
tions. Two researchers were present at each interview, one in the role of inter-
viewer and the other taking notes on the responses. Respondents included 
students from the general student population as well as faculty and students 
in smaller groups representing selected campus communities. These groups 
included general full-time and part-time faculty, students who had accommo-
dations with Disability Support Services, students in the American English 
Language Program, evening students, and students who were military veter-
ans. Nursing students, nursing faculty, and arts faculty were interviewed on 
the Takoma Park/Silver Spring campus to understand how their needs were 
being met by the two campus libraries that were some distance from each 
other.
Students conducted observations in the four campus libraries during 
morning, afternoon, and evening sessions. In thirty-minute periods, student 
observers either noted entrances, exits, and general activities in the space or 
coded specific activities in selected areas.
Each year, the student teams analyzed and interpreted the data with the 
help of their faculty. Data analysis began with the construction of Excel spread-
sheets into which verbatim responses and observational data were entered. 
Groups of students reviewed the data to determine underlying themes, which 
they then used to develop concept models, findings, and recommendations.
Design Work by Architecture Students
Students in an architecture class participated in the project by developing 
design concepts for the library on the Rockville campus based on findings from 
the studies conducted by library teams and anthropology students. A member 
of Montgomery College’s full-time architecture faculty led the students and 
provided them with the following functional goals for a redesign of the library:
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	▪ A welcoming space that is easy to navigate
	▪ A space that helps students feel welcome, secure, comfortable, 
and able to do serious work
	▪ A variety of spaces including group study and quiet areas
	▪ A unified service desk
The ARCH 201 (Introduction to Architectural Design) course covered the spec-
trum of architectural design, including programming, sustainable strategies, 
structural logic, envelope design, space planning, environmental influence, 
and aesthetics. The centerpiece of the course was the library project, in which 
students were asked to draw from the ethnographic studies as well as facilities 
information provided by Central Facilities. The twenty-one students in the 
class worked in four teams to develop four potential futures for the Rockville 
campus library. At the end of the semester, the teams presented their ideas 
to a jury that included architecture faculty from the college, architects from 
architectural firms, and the library director.
RESULTS
Library teams and anthropology classes not only collected but also analyzed 
and interpreted the data independently. The two sets of findings were then 
integrated to support planning and decision-making, as described below.
Findings from Participatory Design 
Activities Conducted by Library Teams
The campus-based library teams analyzed and interpreted the data and 
learned, first of all, that there were some differences but also marked similar-
ities across the three campuses.
On all three campuses of this community college, the library provides a 
special place for students in which they can give their attention to their stud-
ies without distraction. For some students, there are few alternatives. Mont-
gomery College students, like those at other community colleges, tend to be 
older than students at the four-year colleges that are better documented in 
the ethnographic literature. Many of them have jobs and family responsibili-
ties that leave little time for studying; they appear to make careful use of their 
time on campus, taking advantage of even short stretches of study time when 
they can.
Students who come to the library are drawn by the things that contrib-
ute to an atmosphere of quiet concentration and focus. This includes every-
thing from suitable furnishings to adequate power and good Wi-Fi, as well 
as noise dampening and soothing décor. Students want to feel welcome and 
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secure. Most reported that they worked alone. While many students reported 
sitting next to other students, they did not necessarily know these other peo-
ple. Respondents did not consider commercial establishments, such as coffee 
shops, to be good alternatives to the library.
Students make extensive use of online information resources, but they 
do not limit their use of these resources to time spent in the library. Only a 
small number of the students responding to reply cards distributed within 
the library were using library-supplied resources at the time. Reading, in 
particular, is an activity that most responding students reported doing at 
home. Furthermore, these students show a marked preference for reading 
on a screen.
The range of reading materials that respondents reported using is quite 
broad. Not all students at Montgomery College read academic books and arti-
cles, and many of the respondents who do so read material recommended 
and even provided by their professors or instructors. Unlike the four-year 
colleges that are better represented in the literature, all three campuses of 
this community college offer a wide range of workforce training programs in 
addition to academic courses. A small but significant number of the students 
who responded to on-campus interviews had not yet read a book or an article 
for any class; several had only read from the assigned textbook. Others read 
job-related explanatory material, such as charts and posters, or magazine arti-
cles and other popular reading material.
Findings from Ethnographic Studies 
Done by Anthropology Students
The anthropology students’ ethnographic studies indicated that while each 
library facility is quite different, responding to its own set of very specific 
needs, there were common themes across the three campuses.
The studies showed that students need greater access to technology and 
especially to computers and electrical outlets. The studies also found that stu-
dents make little use of tutorials, course pages, and other online resources and 
may not fully understand the availability and value of course reserve mate-
rials. According to the ethnographic studies conducted in the anthropology 
courses, many students are reluctant to ask library employees to assist them, 
thereby missing an available source of help.
The students’ ethnographic studies also discovered that respondents 
found fault with library facilities. They wanted more comfortable seating and 
a greater variety of work spaces and would like to add more artwork and more 
colorful surroundings. Respondents also found some areas of the library to be 
congested and lighting was identified as a problem, with respondents saying 
that some library areas were noticeably dim.
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OUTCOMES
Repeatedly over the three years of the project, the library emerged for stu-
dents as an excellent space in which to devote themselves to their studies away 
from the demands and distractions of jobs and family. For commuter students 
at community colleges, minutes and hours spent in the library can be essential 
to achieving their education goals.
The information gathered during the study provided a rich source of infor-
mation for strategic planning and the identification of short-, medium-, and 
long-range library improvements. In each year of the project, the library team 
developed a list of possible implementations that were considered by a cam-
pus-based implementation team in light of additional information sources 
such as the 2014 LibQUAL+ survey results and institution-wide planning doc-
uments. Each implementation team selected, refined, and added to the con-
cepts and then initiated the work of putting these ideas into practice. Some 
of these concepts, such as a need for more outlets, related to basic infrastruc-
ture, but many more related to designing spaces that enable students to work 
with standard technologies, get help when needed, use the many resources 
the libraries provide at no cost, feel inspired, and focus on the work at hand 
rather than their many other cares. Because the ethnographic data were inte-
grated with institutional information, implementations have aligned with the 
college’s strategic directions.
In developing and implementing concepts, the libraries were keen to 
address the documented needs of the real people who participated in the stud-
ies. Some changes were instituted across the libraries because they address 
universal conditions and needs of Montgomery College students.
Extended Open Hours
Because so many commuting students lack access to good study environments 
outside of campus, the libraries piloted extended evening hours, from 8:00 
p.m. to 10:00 p.m., Monday through Wednesday. After collecting and ana-
lyzing additional behavior-mapping data during those hours, the schedule 
change was extended to Thursday and made permanent.
Technology Upgrades
Commuter students may not own the technology they need to complete their 
schoolwork, or it may be difficult for them to carry it to campus. The librar-
ies upgraded technology based on users’ highest priorities, circulating laptops 
and tablets within the libraries, providing high-speed scanners, and offering 
easy-to-use video recording studios, known as One Button Studios, that do not 
require any prior video production experience. Technology use is monitored 
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to ensure that offerings are meeting needs. Discussions are underway about 
other ways that the libraries can support the technology needs of students.
More Electrical Outlets
When commuter students bring their devices with them, they need to keep 
them charged. Additional power outlets, including USB outlets, have been 
installed in all libraries, increasing public outlets by 67 percent. Charging sta-
tions were also added.
Easier Access to E-Resources
Commuter students may not have time to come to the library to access con-
tent housed in tangible form, such as books and journals. Access to e-resources 
was improved with implementation of a discovery services system, expanded 
e-resource collections, and better service promotion. All students can access 
the content regardless of time of day and location.
Improved Web Services and Communication
The navigation of online content and effective communications from the 
library were found to be so important to the success of commuter students 
that the libraries created a new position to address these issues. The new 
web services and communications librarian leads a communications commit-
tee, also recently created, to increase awareness of the Montgomery College 
Libraries, improve understanding and competence, and increase use of the 
libraries’ resources, services, and initiatives by members of the Montgomery 
College and Montgomery County communities.
A More Inspiring Library Environment
The homes of commuter students may not provide space that allows them 
to do their best work. In many cases, it falls to the library to provide spaces 
that inspire and motivate commuter students. The libraries have been adding 
new furniture that is mobile and more comfortable, installing more artwork, 
repainting walls, and installing new carpeting in their facilities.
More Spaces for Quiet Work and Group Work
Commuter students may only see their classmates on campus, and libraries 
are well placed to support their desire for group work spaces in addition to the 
quiet and silent zones that so many of them need. The libraries are working to 
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establish zoning in the libraries to ensure adequate quiet areas and are work-
ing to increase the number of group study rooms.
More Accessible Help
Commuter students need libraries that are easy to navigate and in which they 
can easily find the expertise they seek. Accordingly, the libraries are planning 
to implement single service desks. These desks will ultimately be staffed prin-
cipally by access services employees, who will manage the library facilities and 
services. Librarians will be increasingly deployed both virtually and physically 
to student locations, including classrooms and the learning management 
system.
More Textbooks and Open Educational Resources
Commuter students may not have the resources to purchase textbooks or may 
not want to carry books with them. The libraries have purchased textbooks to 
expand and improve the textbook course reserve program. The libraries are 
also supporting the college’s open educational resources initiative to improve 
college affordability.
Designing the Future
In addition to the implementations that are already underway, the libraries 
have plans for future changes. To provide even better support to commuter 
students, the libraries have worked with an architect on conceptual designs 
for short-term and long-term facilities changes. The priorities and themes of 
those changes are informed by the ethnographic work and include:
	▪ Reconfiguring the three larger libraries so that the highest-profile 
services (service desk, technology, instruction and group rooms) 
are available on the main floor
	▪ Increasing technology hubs and offerings
	▪ Establishing or formalizing defined study areas based on observed 
student work practices and preferences
	▪ Increasing the number of group study rooms
	▪ Diversifying the types of work spaces offered to students
	▪ Reducing print collections and reconfiguring book stacks to free 
up space for other uses
	▪ Developing effective monitoring and outreach within the libraries 
to identify and respond more quickly to patron needs
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	▪ Improving consultation areas in which library employees can 
work with students
In addition to the more visible changes listed above, the libraries are imple-
menting several behind-the-scenes changes, including:
	▪ Realigning the staffing structure to better support the initiatives 
described here
	▪ Redefining library jobs and enhancing employee skills as needed
	▪ Increasing the use of student employees to provide peer-to-peer 
services
	▪ Partnering with the college to provide online and embedded 
in-person support services to students
	▪ Assuring a strong relationship with Safety and Security to 
maintain safety
CONCLUSION
The main purpose of the Montgomery College ethnographic studies was to 
discover how the college’s students accomplish their academic work and what 
they need and prefer in twenty-first-century library spaces, services, and 
programs. With that understanding, the Montgomery College Libraries are 
actively working to implement changes based on what was learned while iden-
tifying further information needs that may drive future studies.
The structure and scope of the project resulted in much more than a mere 
understanding of what library users need to succeed at Montgomery College 
and a road map for changes. The project produced a stronger institution-wide 
understanding of student needs and the role the libraries fill in supporting 
student success. Through the research and design courses offered to students, 
the libraries established themselves in a new role, as research leaders and 
partners, and as a lab for students to experience real-life learning, original 
research, and design. Through the project, students in the anthropology, hon-
ors, Scholars, and architecture programs learned their craft and developed 
presentation skills. Honors program students presented a panel on the study 
at a regional honors conference. Other students made presentations to col-
lege-wide stakeholder groups, library teams, and award juries.
The impact was not just on college students and stakeholders. Montgom-
ery College Libraries employees learned valuable new skills and engaged with 
our students differently. Methods learned in the studies are being utilized on a 
smaller scale to inform additional changes. Strong and enduring partnerships 
have been forged in the project and will serve the college’s students, the Mont-
gomery College Libraries, and the college well into the future.
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NOTES
 1. For more information about project participants, see Wray, Pfanstiehl, and 
Foster 2017.
 2. For more information about methods and findings, see the Montgomery 
College Libraries Ethnography Study (http://libguides.montgomerycollege 
.edu/ethnographic).
 3. The pivot table feature of Excel allows the researcher to create a quick table 
that shows the relationship between two variables. For example, we were able 
to investigate whether there was any relationship between the place a student 
conducted academic tasks and the type of tasks the student conducted. 
Information about pivot tables can be found through a simple Google search, 




Library Instruction and 
Academic Success
The Impact of Student Engagement 
at a Community College
D uring fall 2013, College of Southern Nevada (CSN) librarians were work ing through the impact of significant changes. Earlier that year, the Nevada System of Higher Education (NSHE) had adopted a new 
funding formula that, for the first time, funded institutions based on student 
outcomes. If CSN did not meet the goals set out in this formula, up to 20 
percent of its budget could be taken away in the following years (NSHE 2013). 
How could the librarians demonstrate our impact on student outcomes? What 
programs and practices would need to change? CSN Libraries also had a new 
director, Beth Schuck, who was dedicated to assessment, viewing it as the way 
to provide evidence for how the libraries are helping students be successful. As 
part of this focus, she challenged the librarians to come up with proposals for 
the ACRL Assessment in Action (AIA) program (ACRL 2017). I accepted this 
challenge, and put together a proposal to ascertain whether the different types 
of instruction that we provided have an impact on student success outcomes. 
Our application was approved, enabling us to participate in AIA’s second-year 
cohort (2014/15). Our work on this project is the focus of this chapter.
TED CHODOCK
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INSTITUTIONAL CONTEXT
CSN is a very large commuter community college, with 34,293 students tak-
ing courses online and spread out over three campuses and seven centers 
throughout the Las Vegas metropolitan area (CSN Institutional Research 
2016, unpublished data). It has libraries at the three campuses: Charleston 
(in Las Vegas), North Las Vegas, and Henderson. Although these libraries, 
along with their respective campuses, have their own identities and organi-
zational cultures, they are part of one centrally administered library system, 
with one library director. The Charleston campus has the most students, at 
14,949, compared to 10,030 at North Las Vegas, and 4,820 at Henderson 
(CSN Institutional Research 2016, unpublished data). These proportions are 
also reflected in the campus libraries’ physical collections, gate counts, and 
circulation statistics. Most librarians and library staff work at the Charleston 
campus, as does CSN administration. However, each campus library provides 
full services to its campus community, including instruction programs.
Students at CSN are highly diverse (34 percent white, 28 percent His-
panic, 11 percent African American, 10 percent Asian, 5 percent multi racial) 
(NCES 2017), and many experience a variety of challenges in pursuing their 
academic goals. Typical of commuter college students, as described in this 
volume’s introduction, they balance work, family, and other obligations (73 
percent part-time) (NCES 2017), deal with inadequate personal finances (34 
percent receive Pell grants) (NCES 2017), and may be unfamiliar with many 
aspects of higher education (22 percent are first-generation college students) 
(CSN 2016). Several of these characteristics have been associated with low 
completion rates (Nakajima, Dembo, and Mossler 2012), which has been con-
sistent with the situation at CSN (7 percent three-year associate degree grad-
uation rate; 16 percent transfer out rate) (NCES 2017).
Although there have been increasing efforts to engage students on cam-
pus as a way to improve student outcomes, these efforts are constrained by 
having few places for students to spend time outside of their classes. For 
example, only the North Las Vegas campus has an indoor recreation facility, 
and there are no student unions or wellness centers. This is one reason why 
the libraries have served as popular places for individual and group study, and 
as student gathering places. In fact, the three campus libraries collectively had 
over three quarters of a million individual visits in the 2015/16 academic year 
(CSN Libraries 2017). As is the case at similar commuter institutions, library 
spaces have a significant role in many CSN students’ academic experience 
(Regalado and Smale 2015). At the same time, as is typical for busy commuter 
students who balance multiple responsibilities, the bulk of the time most stu-
dents spend on campus is in classrooms (Barnett 2011). It is not unusual for 
librarians to hear that a student has been at CSN for several semesters and has 
rarely or never used library resources or set foot in a campus library. Therefore, 
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a critical opportunity for librarians to meaningfully interact with students is 
through library instruction. This leads to a question that was central to CSN’s 
AIA project: what is the impact of our instruction interactions with students 
on their academic success? With 10,000 students attending over 550 library 
instruction sessions a year (CSN Libraries 2017), CSN librarians wanted to 
know whether the dedication of their limited resources to this effort is leading 
to measurable results.
COMMUTER COMMUNITY COLLEGE LIBRARY 
INSTRUCTION AND STUDENT SUCCESS
In developing our AIA project, we were inspired by the Value of Academic 
Libraries initiative (Oakleaf 2010) and hoped to be able to correlate academic 
library use with student academic success, as others had done (Soria, Fransen, 
and Nackerud 2013; Murray, Ireland, and Hackathorn 2016). We also noted 
that typical one-shot instruction sessions, as provided for community college 
introductory-level courses, had not been shown to have a measurable impact 
on academic success. We wondered what factors might be important to make 
library instruction more effective. In seeking an answer to this question, we 
have been guided by Tinto’s work (1997, 2000, 2012) on student engagement 
at commuter colleges, and others who have considered how these ideas apply 
to urban community college contexts (Karp, Hughes, and O’Gara 2010; Deil-
Amen 2011).
Soria, Fransen, and Nackerud’s (2013) research set the standard for 
efforts to quantify the impact of academic libraries on student success. They 
noted that there are positive relationships in GPA (3.18 for library users, 2.98 
for non-users) and persistence for first-year students (2.9 percent who did 
not return in the spring for library users, 4.3 percent for non-library users) 
(154). In contrast, they found that course-integrated library instruction “was 
associated with lower grade point averages” (161). Similarly, although Murray, 
Ireland, and Hackathorn’s (2016) study determined there to be a 9.54 odds 
ratio for retention for a first-semester student who uses library resources, and 
a 4.23 odds ratio from Spring of the first year to the following Fall semester, 
they found that attendance at instruction sessions had no significant relation-
ship to student success outcomes (638).
Since significant connections have been found between the use of library 
services and academic success metrics, what accounts for the discrepancy be- 
tween those results and the lack of measurable outcomes for instruction pro-
grams? One factor could be self-selection bias, which “may contribute to sys-
tematic differences between students who decide to use library resources and 
those who do not use library resources” (Soria, Fransen, and Nackerud 2017, 
814). In other words, students who use library resources may already be more 
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academically engaged than other students, which accounts for their improved 
outcomes. Students who attend instruction sessions, however, may do so 
because it is a course requirement, not due to personal motivation or interest.
Two studies that focused on library instruction at commuter community 
colleges, by Sanabria (2013) and Burgoyne and Chuppa-Cornell (2015), pro-
vide insight into this topic. In both studies, a library instruction component is 
fully integrated into a course. Sanabria describes the development and impact 
of the library’s collaboration with Freshman-Year-Seminars (FYS) at Bronx 
Community College. To address low retention rates, FYS incorporate a range 
of high-impact practices and integrate an information literacy component. 
Students who participated in FYS had a retention rate from Fall to Spring of 
their first year of 75.2 percent compared to an overall retention rate of 50.2 
percent (98). Burgoyne and Chuppa-Cornell’s study of an online learning com-
munity course that combines a library research course with English 102 had 
similar results. Compared to the in-person version of the learning commu-
nity, students had improved persistence and completion results (persistence: 
85 percent compared to 77 percent; completion: 74 percent compared to 67 
percent) (418). In these studies, the level of student engagement, grounded in 
course integration and collaboration, may be a factor in the improved student 
outcomes.
The question for commuter college libraries, where a full-semester course 
may not be an option, is whether or not what these studies indicate is effective 
can be scaled to a single instruction session. A starting point is to develop a 
better understanding of which practices have been shown to improve student 
outcomes. These include using active learning techniques (Braxton, Millem, 
and Sullivan 2000), focusing on content that is relevant and important with 
the “demand [that students] interact with faculty and peers about [these] sub-
stantive matters” (Kuh 2008, 14), and using collaboration with other faculty 
and staff to introduce “a variety of perspectives beyond that of one faculty 
member” (Tinto 1997, 613). Integrating these three practices—active learn-
ing, demanding content, and collaboration—into instruction sessions takes 
effort and forethought, requiring both a focus on pedagogy and the develop-
ment of strong partnerships.
Another critical factor for student success is what happens after the in- 
struction session. Probably every instruction librarian can recall incidents in 
which students she met in an instruction session subsequently consult with 
her regularly for research assistance or to help navigate the college bureau-
cracy. Deil-Amen (2011) and Karp, Hughes, and O’Gara’s (2010) studies 
found that these connections are often critical for student success. Deil-Amen 
describes how such connections “provide needed support” and “enhance feel-
ings of college belonging, college identity, and college competence” that lead 
to student persistence (73). Similarly, Karp, Hughes, and O’Gara examine how 
relationships formed through classroom interactions provide a foundation for 
the development of “information networks” (76). According to their findings, 
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these “tend to be grounded in the academic discipline of the course” (81) and, 
once formed, prepare students to “navigate the campus environment, access 
knowledge about the college, create a sense of social belonging, and ulti-
mately, [make them] feel that there are people who care about their academic 
welfare” (84). Brought together, these studies indicate that when an instruc-
tion session is engaging, it may both lead to improved student outcomes and 
serve as the springboard for connections that help a student well beyond the 
class meeting.
CSN’S ASSESSMENT IN ACTION PROJECT
When CSN entered into the Assessment in Action project,1 our instruction 
program had, for years, been moving toward a focus on course-integrated and 
embedded librarian instruction. Most of the instruction librarians consid-
ered these to be best practices, since a course-integrated approach had long 
been supported by the Association of College & Research Libraries (2000). 
Not all of the instruction librarians embraced these ideas; some continued to 
provide library tours and general orientations. For this reason, we had two 
goals that we hoped to achieve in AIA. One was to show that our instruction 
program, overall, was making an impact on improving student success out-
comes. This would be especially important for communicating the instruction 
program’s value to the CSN administration. The second was to demonstrate 
that assignment-integrated library instruction is more effective than general 
orientations. We felt this to be critical for providing evidence and building 
momentum for making changes to our instruction program.
Through in-person workshops and webinars throughout the year, the AIA 
program helped us transform these goals into a research project. The CSN AIA 
team, including the head of our libraries’ instructional services and technol-
ogy team, Caprice Roberson, and two CSN Institutional Research analysts, one 
an expert on data analysis, the other on survey design, applied ideas from the 
AIA program and drew on their own expertise to create a quasi-experimental 
research design with a pretest and posttest. The project’s instrument has six-
teen questions on the pretest and posttest, and four additional questions only 
on the posttest (see appendix). The first ten questions were modified from a 
fifteen-question information literacy quiz that we had created in-house. Based 
on ACRL’s Information Literacy Competency Standards for Higher Education 
(2000), these questions reflect its core concept that an information-literate 
person can find, evaluate, and ethically use information. The next six ques-
tions were on attitudes toward information sources, CSN’s online and campus 
libraries, and the research process (questions 11 to 16). Three of the four ques-
tions that only appeared on the posttest were on confidence in getting better 
grades on course assignments, completing future assignments, and feeling 
connected to the college after receiving library instruction (questions 18 to 
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20). One posttest-only question asked students to self-report whether they 
had attended the library instruction session (question 17).
In order to compare the impact of our various types of instruction on stu-
dent success outcomes, we included library orientations, with instructional 
content not directly connected to the course; assignment-integrated, with 
content related to completing an assignment; embedded librarian, with two or 
more instruction sessions and a focus on the research process; online tutorial, 
which assigns students to complete Research 101,2 CSN’s information liter-
acy tutorial; and drop-in workshops, where the instructor gives the students 
credit for attending an introduction to research workshop. After determining 
which instruction types to include, we recruited six faculty who had consis-
tently used these instruction types: four from the Department of English, one 
from the Department of Sociology, and one from the Department of Biolog-
ical Sciences. Based on the primary campuses of the participating teaching 
faculty, the course sections were almost evenly split between the Charleston 
(seven sections) and North Las Vegas campuses (eight sections), with no sec-
tions at the Henderson campus.
During the Fall semester of 2014 we collected data. Seventeen sections 
participated, including one of English 100 (Composition Enhanced), two of 
English 101 (Composition One, a required prerequisite for many programs), 
six of English 102 (Composition Two), two of Biology 189 (Fundamentals of 
Life Science, a required 100-level biology course for many programs), and six 
of Sociology 101 (Principles of Sociology). All participating teaching faculty 
gave the pretest during the first two weeks of the semester and the posttest 
during the last two weeks. In the end, we had 365 students take the pretest 
while 221 took the posttest. I analyzed the results during the Spring semester 
of 2015, dividing results by the question types described above, and adding 
to these documented attendance at an instruction session, which we found 
to be more reliable than self-reported attendance. For both the attitudes on 
library research (questions 11 to 16) and the confidence and connectedness 
questions (questions 18 to 20), we created index variables to discover if there 
were any significant relationships between results for these question types 
and student success outcomes.
RESULTS AND INTERPRETATION
The results of CSN’s AIA project confirmed previous research from Tinto, Kuh, 
and others that more engaging instruction is related to improved student out-
comes. Specifically, the results for individual instruction types fall along a con-
tinuum, with instruction with less student engagement having weaker results 
and more engaging instruction having stronger results. Another finding is 
that there is an overall link between student participation in CSN’s library 














variable with course 
grade correlation -.25 NA .27* .34* .66* .28*
 Sig. (2-tailed)   .17 .03 .04 .04 .00
 n (posttest)   32  70  37  10  155
Confidence index 
variable with term 
GPA correlation -.11 .12 .29* .55* .54 .23*
 Sig. (2-tailed)  .56 .59 .02 .00 .11 .00
 n (posttest)   32  22  71  37  10  178
Attendance with 
term GPA correlation .08 NA .23* .39*    NA .30*
 Sig. (2-tailed)  .57 .02 .00 .00
 n (pretest)   48  108  61  217
Correct increase (%) 
between pretest 




24.0  -12.0  -1.0  61.0  -4.0
 n (pretest, posttest) 47, 35 38, 23 142, 98 68, 40 45, 10 362, 219
Correct increase (%) 
between pretest 
and posttest for 
information literacy 
questions  4.4 4.5  3.2  -1.0 21.1  3.5
 n (posttest)   34  22  88   40    9  193
Number of correct 
posttest information 
literacy questions 
with term GPA 
correlation  -.35*  .43* .33* -.17 .11 .09
 Sig. (2-tailed)   .05 .04 .00  .29 .77 .21
 n (posttest)   34  22  75  39  10  186
*Correlations are significant at the .05 level.
NA: The result cannot be computed because at least one of the variables is constant.
TABLE 8.1
Significant correlations and results
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Attendance at an Instruction Session
The most important overall finding was a weak, but significant correlation be -
tween attendance at an instruction session and semester grades. This indicates 
that something positive for student success may be happening in the instruc-
tion sessions; however, it could also be that students who come to class do 
better than students who do not. The results for the specific instruction types, 
however, lead to a more nuanced conclusion. There was no significant correla-
tion between attending a general library orientation and semester grades, for 
example, while there were weak, but significant correlations between attend-
ing a drop-in workshop or an assignment-integrated instruction session and 
semester grades. These results indicate that instruction types may be associ-
ated with disparate student outcomes.
Confidence and Connectedness
The correlations between the confidence and connectedness index variable, 
and course and semester grades reinforce the association of student outcomes 
with instruction type. This variable, representing students’ self-reported con-
fidence in doing their academic work and feeling of connection to CSN after an 
instruction session, tells us about the perceived impact of library instruction. 
Though students certainly can be overconfident about their academic skills 
and their ability to do academic research (Gross and Latham 2012), linking 
this variable to student success outcomes grounds these results in academic 
performance.
Overall, there were weak, positive correlations between the confidence 
and connectedness index variable and both the course grade and term GPA. 
Similar to instruction session attendance, there were no significant correla-
tions between this index variable and the library orientation or information 
literacy tutorial cohorts. Close to the overall results, the drop-in workshop 
group also had weak, significant correlations to both course grades and semes-
ter GPA. Stronger correlations with this variable were seen in the assignment- 
integrated and embedded librarian cohorts. For the former, the correlation 
with course grade was higher, but still in the weak range, while for semester 
GPA, it was in the moderate range. For the embedded librarian cohort, there 
was a strong correlation to course grade.
Information Literacy and Attitudes on Library Research
Unlike the picture that emerged from the data on attendance and confidence 
and connectedness, the results from the information literacy and attitudes on 
library research questions were more opaque. While there were no overall signifi - 
cant correlations to academic success outcomes for either question category, 













QUESTION 1: χ2    5.77 1.70 2.72 7.25 10.74* 3.43
 Sig. (2-tailed)     .12   .64 .44 .06 .01 .33
 n      83     61   239  110  56 584
QUESTION 5: χ2    2.37 5.50 11.65* 4.16 9.82* 26.57*
 Sig. (2-tailed)     .30   .06 .01 .09 .01 .00
 n      83    61    241  109   56  585
QUESTION 6: χ2   3.72 3.33 .770 1.16  5.66 5.60*
 Sig. (2-tailed)   .156    .19 .681 .56 .06 .05
 n      83     61  241  108 56 582
QUESTION 7: χ2   6.64 3.73 5.99 3.15 12.78*   3.91
 Sig. (2-tailed)    .08   .15 .11 .37 .01 .42
 n      82    61  240  108 55  581
QUESTION 12: χ2  1.18 7.03 17.71* 9.47* 8.25* 31.92*
 Sig. (2-tailed)   .76   .07 .00  .02 .04 .00
 n     83    61   241  109   56  583
Question 13: χ2 .395 1.15 8.45* 10.14* .61 14.65*
 Sig. (2-tailed)   .94   .56 .04  .02 .90 .00
 n     67    51  188   86   28  448
Question 15: χ2   3.57 6.15 10.33* .85 .344 5.63
 Sig. (2-tailed)   .311   .11 .02  .66 .84 .13
 n     63    51  171   87   28  431
Question 16: χ2   4.96 5.99*a 4.37 3.24 4.73 11.60*
 Sig. (2-tailed)   .18 .01 .22 .36 .19 .01
 n    71  52   186   91   29  457
NOTE: Question text is in the appendix.
*Chi squared values are significant at the .05 level.
aFisher’s exact test used to verify significance.
TABLE 8.2
Chi squared (χ2) significant change: information literacy and attitudes questions
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sessions, and what attitudes toward library research changed. They also pro-
vide more context to the overall finding on the impact of instruction type. For 
both question types, we used Pearson’s chi-squared tests to identify whether 
there were significant changes from the pretest to posttest. The results for 
questions with significant positive change in at least one instruction type or 
overall are included in table 8.2.
Information Literacy
For the information literacy questions, there were overall positive, significant 
changes from pretest to posttest in two out of ten questions: number 5, on 
how to find an academic journal article and 6 on choosing a topic. Although 
it is encouraging to see these improvements, the lack of measurable impacts 
on the other eight questions is somewhat alarming. Generally, since librarians 
focus on whichever information literacy concepts they consider relevant in a 
particular course section, it would be unrealistic to expect that more than a 
few would be covered in a given session. These results reflect both librarians’ 
content discretion and a lack of alignment between instructional content and 
the AIA instrument’s questions.
In looking at the individual instruction types, the results paralleled the 
patterns seen in the confidence and connectedness questions, with some dif-
ferences. Starting with the weakest results, the library orientation group had 
no significant positive results for information literacy questions, though on 
average students improved by 4.4 percent between pretest and posttest in 
this cohort, comparable to or slightly stronger than most other groups. Doing 
somewhat better, the online tutorial group scored above average on most 
information literacy questions, but on question seven, which asked students 
to identify an MLA book citation, the results for this cohort were 28 percent 
better than average. For most of the other sections, with the exception of the 
embedded librarian group, the scores declined for this question, indicating 
that we do citation instruction better in an online tutorial than in a one-shot 
session.
Another significant result for this group was a moderate correlation be -
tween the posttest score on information literacy questions and term GPA. A 
parallel result is seen in the drop-in workshop cohort, which had a slightly 
weaker correlation. This relationship, being only from the posttest score, 
doesn’t tell us that the student learned anything from the instruction session. 
It seems to indicate, instead, that for students who made an effort to attend 
a workshop or complete a tutorial, the information literacy concepts they 
retained had some connection to their overall academic performance.
Unlike the solid correlations with confidence and connectedness seen in 
the assignment-integrated cohort, for information literacy skills questions, 
assignment-integrated instruction performed the worst of all instruction 
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types. With a 1 percent decline in scores from pretest to posttest and no sig-
nificant improvements, this cohort contrasted with the embedded librarian 
program, which did well in both information literacy and confidence. The 
latter group averaged a 21.1 percent improvement in information literacy 
scores and saw significant improvement in question 1, on types of search; and 
questions 5 and 7, summarized above. These results indicate that the content 
learned by the assignment-integrated cohort, while helpful in boosting confi-
dence, was unrelated to this metric. The embedded librarian program could do 
well in both question categories because of planning—forethought was given 
to how course assignments reinforce information literacy skills—and addi-
tional practice time, making it more likely for concepts to move from short-
term to long-term memory.
Attitudes on Library Research
For the attitudes on library research questions, significant results reflect 
broad themes in the instruction program and the unique characteristics of 
particular cohorts. Of the six questions, three had significant positive change 
overall and in one or more instruction type. Question 12, whether students 
know how to find and use appropriate sources for assignments, had the most 
widespread positive change, overall and in three cohorts: drop-in workshop, 
assignment-integrated, and embedded librarian. Since one of the instruction 
program’s main goals has been to help students complete assignments, these 
improvements indicate that students perceived there to be an impact in this 
area. For question 13, knowing how to find resources needed for assignments 
on the CSN library website, significant change was seen overall, and in the 
drop-in workshop and assignment-integrated cohorts. This result makes sense 
in that using online library resources to complete assignments is a consistent 
focus of the instruction program. For question 16, whether students view the 
library website as user-friendly, significant positive change was seen overall 
and in the online tutorial cohort. This may reflect the fact that the cohort’s 
primary interaction with the library was online.
Unique results were seen in the drop-in workshop and embedded librar-
ian cohorts. The former is the only cohort to have a significant result for ques-
tion 15, on whether or not the library staff is approachable. Perhaps going to a 
workshop as opposed to a librarian coming to their class led to a positive view 
of librarian accessibility. The embedded librarian group was unique in that the 
change from pretest to posttest for the attitudes questions strongly correlated 
with course grade. This represents a connection between these questions and 
student success outcomes. Like the information literacy questions, this may 
reflect that it takes time, which is often absent in one-shot sessions, for stu-
dents to internalize changes in attitudes.
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Student Engagement and Instruction Type
Overall, increased course integration and student engagement were linked 
to improved confidence, institutional connectedness, and grades. For the 
library orientation group, the lack of significant positive results seemed to be 
based on minimal student engagement. Merely talking about library resources 
without connecting the content in a meaningful way to a student’s academic 
work did not lead to more confidence or connection to the college, content 
retention, or attitudinal change. For the online tutorial instruction type, the 
absence of significant correlations with confidence and institutional connect-
edness may reflect the lack of one-on-one interactions with librarians, which 
may reinforce academic research skills and thereby boost confidence.
Making sense of the results for the assignment-integrated one-shot 
library instruction is critical because this instruction type represents a more 
engaging alternative to a traditional library orientation, while being less 
resource-intensive than an embedded librarian program. We would argue that 
this type of instruction involves the three characteristics of student engage-
ment in a one-shot instruction session described above: active learning, to 
engage students in creative ways to complete an assignment; demanding con-
tent, when the instruction session is grounded in a challenging assignment; 
and collaboration, which is at the heart of an effective assignment-integrated 
instruction session. The positive results connected to confidence and connect-
edness paired with weak results for information literacy point not necessarily 
to a failing of this approach, but to the need for an alternative to using generic 
information literacy questions for assessing its effectiveness.
Lastly, the embedded librarian cohort did better than any other in most 
measures. These results reflect the high level of student engagement and 
course integration in this instruction type. Specifically, the librarian met with 
students multiple times over the course of the semester and led them through 
the research process in connection to completing an assignment. The inten-
sity of the librarian’s involvement in the course, however, has led to challenges 
scaling up this type of instruction, both due to difficulty recruiting faculty and 
to the time commitment required of librarians.
LIMITATIONS
One of the goals of the Assessment in Action program is to build librarians’ 
research skills. CSN librarians did not necessarily begin their projects as 
expert researchers; instead, we learned as we worked on our projects. Among 
other challenges, this is connected to a significant limitation of this study: 
the pretest and posttest instruments were not validated or tested on students 
before use to check for confusing wording or jargon. Another limitation is that 
some participating sections had small sample sizes that limited the usefulness 
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of the data and caused us to remove the online course with drop-in workshop 
data from the instruction type results. Finally, CSN students, though similar 
in some ways to their peers at other urban commuter community colleges, are 
also unique demographically and socioeconomically. Although we hope that 
this work inspires others to build on our research, for this reason our findings 
may not be generalizable beyond their applications at CSN.
CHANGES TO THE INSTRUCTION PROGRAM
CSN’s AIA project was officially completed with a poster session at the 2015 
ALA Annual Conference,3 but the process of understanding the implications 
of our findings had just begun. During the summer of 2015, the project’s 
results and recommendations were presented to all CSN librarians. From 
their responses, it became clear that to make changes based on AIA results we 
needed to confront issues related to campus cultures, working relationships 
with faculty, and long-standing workflows. While many of us were already 
committed to assignment-integrated instruction and to building an embed-
ded librarian program, others were reluctant to embrace this direction.
While continuing to work toward full buy-in, we decided to act. One 
change was to relabel non-assignment-focused library orientations as market-
ing events, excluding them from instruction data. Another was to require that 
all instruction be course-related with identified student learning outcomes 
(SLOs). This change enabled us to make SLOs the focus of instruction assess-
ment. Emerging from the AIA finding that general information literacy skills 
often do not align with assignment-integrated instruction session content, 
we have found that focusing on SLOs is more responsive to the particular 
course and assignment. Another change inspired by our findings is that the 
SLO assessment instrument we developed includes both information literacy 
and confidence-related questions.
The impressive results from the embedded librarian program challenged 
us to find more faculty willing to work with librarians in this way. Recruiting 
has been successful; we have seen a large influx from a new online embedded 
librarian program, now with over twenty sections. This program leverages the 
strengths of online tutorials, as seen in the AIA results on specific information 
literacy and attitudes questions, with the student engagement of an embed-
ded librarian program. Finally, although the AIA results support our continu-
ing drop-in workshops, this was based on how the AIA participating course 
using this instruction type reinforced library workshop content. In general, 
however, workshop attendance has been mainly from students seeking extra 
credit from courses that did not provide this reinforcement. Therefore, we 
have stopped offering workshops, except when they have a particular theme, 
such as citations.
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CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
When we consider the ways that academic libraries at commuter colleges 
impact student success outcomes, the results of this study indicate that our 
focus should be on how we can most effectively engage students, especially 
those who are not predisposed to be library users. Significant relationships 
can be found between the use of library services and academic success metrics, 
as many studies have indicated. However, it would be disingenuous if we did 
not consider the role of self-selection bias among students who choose to use 
these resources. A greater challenge than finding correlations between library 
use and student outcomes is to change the trajectory of students who may not 
have otherwise taken advantage of library resources at all.
Many commuter college students may be too busy and preoccupied with 
other concerns to spend much time considering what library resources may be 
available to them and how those resources may help them with their academic 
work. Students can make it through academic programs with limited expo-
sure to library resources. Instruction programs are one way that librarians can 
meaningfully interact with such students. If a student makes a connection to 
a librarian or to the content of the library instruction session, and especially if 
that content is personally and academically relevant to them, they may expe-
rience a “socio-academic integrative moment” (Deil-Amen 2011). In addition 
to classrooms, these moments could occur at the reference desk, at events 
outside the library, or online. After such moments, students may go on to 
become library users and to include librarians in their information networks 
(Karp, Hughes, and O’Gara 2010). Quite possibly, what begins in the class-
room can translate into increased confidence and institutional connectedness, 
may influence decisions to persist with academic work, and may make a differ-
ence in students’ overall academic and life paths.
It is important to also note that such moments are not necessarily going 
to occur simply because the instruction session is engaging. What may matter 
just as much is that the instructional content “be grounded in the academic 
discipline of the course” (Karp, Hughes, and O’Gara 2010, 81). Course inte-
gration seems to be the key. Connecting with students through their academic 
work makes it possible for personal connections to develop, and increases the 
likelihood of a commuter student connecting to the college in a meaningful 
and impactful way.
At CSN, further exploring which factors in library instruction and stu-
dent engagement make an impact on student success has been ongoing work. 
For two years we have applied insights from AIA to develop a three-question 
instrument, used in our most common library instruction courses, to assess 
if students improved their information literacy skills and confidence based 
on one-shot instruction sessions. Outside of the instruction program and 
beyond the library’s walls, we have expanded our efforts at student engage-
ment by connecting to students around issues important to them. Recently, 
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we have cosponsored and participated in events related to Black Lives Matter 
and undocumented students, and coordinated a Human Library event focused 
on student diversity. A question for further research is how these ways of 
engaging students at commuter colleges connect to improving student suc-
cess outcomes.
Another area for further research will be to test ideas expressed by Karp, 
Hughes, and O’Gara (2010) and Deil-Amen (2011). What does it mean to stu-
dents for a librarian to be part of their information network? How can we 
facilitate students having socio-academic integrative moments? We speculate 
that the lack of a residential component increases the importance of librarians 
serving in these roles at commuter institutions. We plan to explore this topic 
through qualitative research in the coming years.
Viewing our role from a student engagement perspective is just one lens 
to understand broader questions of how we can improve student outcomes. 
What seems to be critical to why confidence and connectedness emerged as 
themes in the CSN AIA project is that they address affective barriers to using 
library resources. Such barriers include library anxiety, which may be more 
prevalent among students likely to attend commuter institutions (Lee 2012), 
and low levels of academic research self-efficacy, which are often related to a 
lack of similar previous experience. Further research should focus on how and 
what types of student engagement at academic libraries serving commuter 
students can reduce these and other non-cognitive barriers to student success.
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CSN’s Assessment in Action Instrument: Posttest Version
QUESTION TYPES
	▪ One to ten: information literacy skills; on pretest and posttest
	▪ Eleven to sixteen: attitudes toward information sources, CSN’s online and 
campus libraries, and the research process; on pretest and posttest; responses 
combined for index variable
	▪ Seventeen: attendance at an instruction session; on posttest only
	▪ Eighteen to twenty: confidence in getting better grades on course assign-
ments, completing future assignments, and feeling connected to the college 
after receiving library instruction; on posttest only; responses combined for 
index variable
CSN Library Services—Assessment in Action #2
For the following questions,  
please circle the letter to indicate the correct answer.





2. You are looking for American high school dropout statistics to support 
an argument in a research paper you are writing. Which source would 
be best for locating the most current statistic?
A. A book about education in America 
B. The U.S. Department of Education website
C. A journal article about a teacher performance evaluation 
D. An encyclopedia article about a high school dropout
3. Which of the following is NOT a consideration in evaluating the credi-
bility of information found in a source?
A. Relevance—answers your question
B. Currency—up-to-date information
C. Authority—expertise of the author
D. Objectivity—unbiased information
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4. Paraphrasing, or summarizing the words and ideas of someone else, 
without giving credit in your research paper is considered plagiarism:
A. True
B. False
5. You need to find current journal articles about stem cell research for a 
biology class. What is the best way to get started?
A. Browse the library shelves
B. Search for websites using Google
C. Use a library research database
D. Search the library catalog for books on stem cell research
6. You are writing a 4–5 page research paper and are thinking of writing 




7. The following MLA citation is an example of what type of information 
source?
Bryson, Robert. Evolution: A Historical Perspective. New York:  





8. You are writing a paper on climate change, but you first need to find 
a brief definition of “greenhouse gases” for your introduction. What 
would be the best source for finding some credible, brief background 
information?
A. Search for journal articles about “greenhouse gases”
B. Search for books on climate change in the library catalog
C. Look up “greenhouse gases” in an online encyclopedia or dictio-
nary through the CSN Library Services website
D. Use a search engine to locate websites that mention “green-
house gases”
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 9. Class debate topic: “Should online poker be legalized?” What are the 
two most important keywords or phrases you would use to search for 
information on this topic?
A. Poker and Internet
B. Compulsive gambling and online poker
C. Online poker and legalize
D. Tax revenue and gambling
10. Information you find on the Internet:
A. Comes from a variety of sources, such as business, the govern-
ment, or private citizens
B. Is much more reliable than books, magazines, and journals
C. Is required by international law to be accurate, current, and 
unbiased
D. Is factual since Internet content is monitored by the World 
Wide Web Consortium (W3C)
For the following questions,  
please check [x] the box to indicate your response.
11. I am critical of the quality of web sites and other sources that I use for 
assignments.
[  ] strongly disagree
[  ] somewhat disagree
[  ] somewhat agree
[  ] strongly agree
12. I know how to find and use appropriate sources for my assignments.
[  ] strongly disagree
[  ] somewhat disagree
[  ] somewhat agree
[  ] strongly agree
13. Finding resources I need for assignments on the CSN library website is
[  ] very difficult
[  ] somewhat difficult
[  ] somewhat easy
[  ] very easy
[  ] never used it for that purpose
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14. Finding resources I need in one of the CSN campus libraries (Charles-
ton, Cheyenne, or Henderson) is
[  ] very difficult
[  ] somewhat difficult
[  ] somewhat easy
[  ] very easy
[  ] never used it for that purpose
15. The library staff are approachable
[  ] strongly disagree
[  ] somewhat disagree
[  ] somewhat agree
[  ] strongly agree
[  ] don’t know/never interacted with them
16. The library website is user-friendly
[  ] strongly disagree
[  ] somewhat disagree
[  ] somewhat agree
[  ] strongly agree
[  ] don’t know/never used it
17. As part of this course, I received library instruction (in class, at a work-
shop, or online).
[  ] Yes
[  ] No
18. The library instruction I received (in class, at a workshop, or online) 
has helped me improve my grades on assignments in this course.
[  ] strongly disagree
[  ] somewhat disagree
[  ] somewhat agree
[  ] strongly agree
[  ] don’t know/did not receive instruction
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19. In the future, the library instruction I received in this course (in class, 
at a workshop, or online) will help me complete assignments.
[  ] strongly disagree
[  ] somewhat disagree
[  ] somewhat agree
[  ] strongly agree
[  ] don’t know/did not receive instruction
20. Based on my contact with a librarian, I feel more connected to CSN.
[  ] strongly disagree
[  ] somewhat disagree
[  ] somewhat agree
[  ] strongly agree
[  ] don’t know/never had contact with a librarian
NOTES
 1. This project was part of the program “Assessment in Action: Academic 
Libraries and Student Success,” undertaken by the Association of College 
& Research Libraries in partnership with the Association for Institutional 
Research and the Association of Public and Land-Grant Universities. The 
program, a cornerstone of ACRL’s Value of Academic Libraries initiative, was 
made possible by the Institute of Museum and Library Services.
 2. CSN’s Research 101 tutorial can be found here: http://libguides.csn.edu/
research-101/.





Lessons Learned from Our 
Commuter Students
MARIANA REGALADO and 
MAURA A. SMALE
L ike the students who participated in the studies described in this vol-ume, a majority of undergraduates commute to attend college in the United States, and the realities and constraints of commuting can be a 
significant component of their days. Commuter student demographics under-
score the real-life complexities faced by many undergraduates who commute. 
They are likely to share at least one of these characteristics: be in the first 
generation of their families to attend college; be members of low-income 
households or are students of color; be immigrants, parents, or caregivers; or 
work full-time outside of college. As the institutions included in this volume 
exemplify, they also likely attend publicly funded colleges and universities. 
Learning about this “overlooked majority” can help us better serve commuter 
students in our libraries, and encourage their persistence and success in col-
lege. Supporting the success of our commuter students is integral to the mis-
sion of academic libraries and our commitment to social justice, as we work 
to enable students to participate fully as students, workers, members of their 
communities, and citizens of an increasingly complex world.
This volume has brought together studies with commuter students from 
librarians and researchers in academic libraries from around the United 
States, filling a gap in the higher education and library literature that has 
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focused largely on traditional, residential students. Across our different insti-
tutions—urban and suburban, with varying enrollments and degrees offered, 
from solely commuter to a mix of commuter and residential students—these 
studies reveal important insights about the commuter student experience, 
and where the library fits in (or does not). Common to the student experience 
is the centrality of the commute, and students’ need to carry their belongings 
throughout the day. For librarians and researchers, collaboration and advo-
cacy both inside the library and outside the library, across the institution, sur-
faced as a unifying theme underlying successful support for students.
The commute is central to students’ academic, and nonacademic, lives, 
and Clark’s (2006, 3) insight that “the act of commuting in itself is a prom-
inent feature of commuter students’ college experience” cannot be over-
stated. While the mode of transportation can vary widely between students 
at different institutions, the commute—and the time and place it occupies 
in students’ days—is responsible in large part for shaping their days in col-
lege. Commuter students spend much time strategizing their transportation 
to and from campus. Some students may use some of the time they spend on 
the commute to do their schoolwork, as many CUNY students did on pub-
lic transportation. While some California community college students even 
found ways to study in their cars, most who drive may find they cannot use 
their commuting time for schoolwork as well. For other students, the expenses 
of commuting can be a burden, especially for those who must drive to and park 
on (or near) campus, a reality we heard about from students at institutions as 
varied as IUPUI, UNC Charlotte, and Modesto Junior College. Free shuttle 
bus service is surely appreciated at those campuses where it exists, such as at 
CU Boulder. Furthermore, the need to pay for transportation to campus can 
require students to take on additional employment that similarly takes time 
away from their studies, as we heard from a student at UNC Charlotte.
Without a dormitory to return to during the course of a typical day of 
classes and other commitments, commuter undergraduates have a different 
relationship to the physical place of their college or university than do residen-
tial students, no matter what the campus layout is. The importance of place to 
the commuter students at each of the institutions in this volume is strongly 
apparent in these studies, even for students at an online school like Coast-
line Community College. Students who commute must carry their belongings 
with them all day, and they appreciate services on campus and in the library 
that can literally lighten their loads, for example, course textbooks on reserve, 
laptop loans, and lockers. All students need access to a range of spaces for 
homework and studying, but commuter students may especially value cam-
pus spaces since their home or other off-campus locations may not be condu-
cive to academic work. Again, time emerges as a critical factor that intersects 
with space: commuter students often fit their studying into the time between 
classes or other on-campus activities, and it is important that they be able to 
find a suitable study space in the time they have available.
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Librarians and library researchers are collaborative by nature, and it is not 
surprising that all of the studies included in this book highlight the benefits of 
collaborating inside and outside of the library in doing this work. The authors 
are all interested first and foremost in using what they learned about students 
“to develop meaningful programs and services to meet their needs,” as Tanner 
Wray of Montgomery College told us. At CU Boulder and CUNY the results 
from studies have been used to adjust and strengthen existing services and 
provide support for new projects going forward. Ted Chodock highlighted the 
anticipation he felt in approaching his research with CSN students: “a combi-
nation of fear that what we had been doing in our instruction program had 
no impact on students, and hope that we would find that specific forms of 
instruction led to students being more successful.” Indeed, at CSN the results 
of the study have been used to initiate conversations in the library about how 
instruction can be modified to best serve their students.
A number of the researchers found themselves with opportunities to col-
laborate outside of their library. The Modesto and Coastline authors worked 
closely with their local institutional research offices, and Ted Chodock also 
noted to us how crucial CSN institutional research assistance was in under-
taking their AIA project. Tanner Wray experienced many benefits of involving 
stakeholders across three community college campuses in their research. He 
mentioned that an “advantage to such a large-scale effort is that individuals 
outside the libraries develop a deeper understanding of the role of libraries 
in supporting student success, and a deeper understanding of our students.” 
At IUPUI, their research has illuminated the differences between what cam-
pus planners may envision for a library and what students actually need. Sara 
Lowe noted that the vision of administrators “was wildly different from what 
students want. So the primary value of this work to the campus is that it gave 
us data so we do not betray students’ needs.”
Beyond the research process itself, identifying offices and departments 
across campus with which to partner can bolster advocacy for efforts to 
improve the commuter student experience in the library. The example of the 
Family Friendly Library Room at UNC Charlotte is a model for a project that 
grew organically out of collaboration between two campus units. The librari-
ans from Modesto and Coastline have approached the broader California com-
munity college library community to share their results and collaborate on 
further research across their vast system. Building partnerships outside the 
library can contribute to improvements in academic and student support on 
campus, and can encourage commuter student success. Additionally, advocacy 
may provide a basis for justifying changes to the physical plant, renovation, 
expansion, or other costly capital projects.
Perhaps most importantly, the research in this volume demonstrates the 
value of listening to students’ experiences and ideas. Our commuter students, 
like all undergraduates, have busy lives. We see them when they visit our 
libraries, when they are studying and doing homework, and using technology 
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and library resources. We see them on campus, too, sitting in hallways or 
lounging outside or in other spots. However, we know that commuter stu-
dents spend less time on campus than do residential students. What are our 
commuter undergraduates doing when not on campus? How do they interact 
with the library? How can we help them make the most of the time they do 
spend on campus, and provide services for when they are off campus, as well? 
Research on our students’ experiences is key to exploring the answers to these 
questions. The data we gather suggests creative solutions and ensures that 
the best possible decisions are made, resisting trends in libraries and higher 
education that ultimately may not suit our students.
WHAT COMES NEXT?  
Suggestions for Future Research
The research projects included in this volume have illuminated much about 
the successes and challenges of commuter students at eight varied institu-
tions in the United States, and point to ways in which academic libraries can 
better serve them. The results of these projects—especially the similarities 
and differences between results at these eight institutions—can also inspire 
avenues for future research with commuter students at other institutions.
We have seen in many of these studies that the commute sometimes occu-
pies significant time in students’ days. More research into the commute itself 
could reveal modes of commuting that may vary between institutions, and 
how commuting impacts how students do their work. Is the financial impact 
of commuting a barrier for students, and can the institution take steps to 
mitigate that? Are there changes that colleges and universities can make that 
will enable students to reclaim their commute time to use for academic work? 
It may also be useful to consider online learning initiatives—which are on the 
rise at many institutions—through a commuter lens. At Coastline, students 
did report studying on campus though most are enrolled in online courses, 
and at CUNY we have heard from students that they do most of their work for 
blended or online courses at computer labs on campus. Are there changes in 
the implementation of online learning at our institutions that could make it 
easier for students to avoid a commute to campus?
Involving students in the gathering and analyzing of data, as they did at 
Montgomery College, allows for collaboration with faculty and classes across 
campus. Tanner Wray highlighted important benefits of the library’s work 
with students in anthropology and architecture courses: “Watching these 
students hone their professional skills and seeing them do presentations on 
their work was extremely moving. Administrators reflected frequently on the 
impact on our students—not just the library users, but also these profession-
als in training.” Commuter students often spend less time on campus than 
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their residential counterparts, and including students as researchers can also 
create “additional ways for the library to become a lab for our students.” While 
the project at Montgomery College was very large, even small-scale projects 
can increase opportunities for students to participate in campus life in new 
and useful ways.
Given the current funding climate in both libraries and higher education 
more broadly, especially at public colleges and universities, further research 
on commuter students might focus more intentionally on the ways in which 
academic librarians and libraries contribute to student success. This may be 
of particular interest in community colleges, since as Ted Chodock suggests, 
“without being able to justify expenses based on supporting faculty research, 
community college libraries increasingly have to demonstrate that they are 
helping students be successful.” The Association of College & Research Librar-
ies’ Value of Academic Libraries and Assessment in Action projects have com-
piled much research on assessing the contribution of libraries to the academic 
success mission of the institution, but there has been little work specifically 
on commuter students. Tanner Wray notes that “demonstrating clearly how 
our programs and services contribute to efforts to dramatically improve stu-
dent success is the key research and assessment need for the libraries at my 
institution.”
Understanding our own students on our own campus is important for 
developing local improvements and initiatives. At the same time, while local 
contexts differ, there are similarities in the experiences of commuter students 
even across institutions in various locations and with different institutional 
characteristics and student demographics. Thus it is also important that we 
pay “more and mindful attention to the long-term work being done by other 
institutions” (Lanclos and Asher 2016). Comparative, collaborative research 
into the experiences of commuter students in academic libraries across col-
leges and universities can further illuminate the lived experiences of com-
muter students in our libraries and institutions.
We invite you to consider the place of the library and college in the lives of 
commuter students, to understand how being students intertwines with the 
larger complexities of their lives. The more we can learn about our commuter 
students, the more our academic libraries can consider initiatives to bolster 
their success on our campuses and beyond.
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